CDE DEBATE AND EXTEMP CAMPS.
The Best in the Nation.

C.D.E. SUMMER INSTITUTE
2000

* In 1990 became the first U.S. debaters to win the World College Debate Championship.
* In 1994 CDE graduates were the first U.S. team to ever win the World High School Debate Championships. And at N.F.L. Nationals 5 of the 12 Lincoln Douglas finalists were CDE graduates!
* In 1995 CDE graduates won three National Championships.
* In 1996 CDE graduates took second in L.D. Nationals, won three National Extemp Championships, and second in debate nationals.
* In 1999 CDE alumni won another National Debate Championship, in 2000 CDE alumni won two National Extemp Championships.

This year YOU are invited to join us.
Lincoln Douglas and Extemp Camps, Team Debate and Student Congress Camps: June 30 - July 15, 2001. $1,125.
*Held at Northern Arizona Univ. in Flagstaff.
Costs include tuition, room, meals, free tourist day. $1,500 debate blocks or 400 articles, 24 critiqued practice rounds. Acceptance guaranteed or money refunded. Alumni get 10% price reduction, commuters charged 40% less.

Mail to: CDE, P.O. Box Z, Taos, N.M. 87571
Phone: (505) 751-0514 Fax: (505) 751-9788

☐ Team Debate  ☐ Lincoln Douglas  ☐ Foreign Extemp
☐ Domestic Extemp  ☐ Generic Extemp  ☐ Student Congress

Name __________________________
Mailing Address __________________________

Phone # __________________________

I have enclosed my $85 application check (or CC# and expiration). Send me my full packet today.
DEBATE HANDBOOKS FOR 2001-2002
WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

EXCLUSIVE NEGATIVE BLOCKS ON:

TOPICALITY
Government
The Should Establish
A
Use
Weapons of Mass Destruction

INTEREST
START
NPT
Test Ban Treaty
Non-Luger
Ballsick/Mistle

JUSTIFICATION
Policy
Governamental
Limiting
Use vs. Possession

COMPLETE. EACH BOOK HAS OVER 200 DIFFERENT NEGATIVE BLOCKS and case-specific blocks will ALL be on next year's specific topic. Rated the best handbooks published in both Texas and National camp comparisons. The biggest handbook sold!

Mail Today

TESTIMONIALS
"Unique evidence and arguments unavailable elsewhere." — J. Prager, Calif.

"I wouldn't go a year without CDE." — V. Zabel, Deer Creek

"So much more complete than all the other handbooks that I don't see how they stay in business." — J. Dean, Texas

"These are the best handbooks I have ever seen..."
— Coach, Highland Park HS.

"Of the 760 plus pages in your 3 books there wasn't one thing we didn't end up using; we discarded or gave our own copies most of the handbooks we bought from other companies." — J. Johnson, Florida

"Your generic blocks are really good. I get bothered by how much duplication all the other handbooks have, its like they're all written by the same person." — John, Arizona

1993: NATIONOL CAMP SURVEY ranks CDE
Handbooks "the best in the nation".

1994: Texas-based speech newsletter finds
CDE Handbooks and Affirmative Cases Book
the biggest, most complete, and best debate
books available.

1997: The ROCKY MOUNTAIN EDUCATION
Survey looked at CDE, Paradigm, DRG, Squirrel Killers, NTC, West Coast, Eastern, Michigan, Dale, Communic, and Harvard. They rank CDE best in every category except editing.

Mail to: CDE, P.O. Box Z, Taos, N.M. 87571
(505) 751-0514
FAX: 505-751-9788

Name ________________________________
Mailing Address ________________________________

☐ Affirmative Cases Book.......................... $44
☐ Kritik........................................... $39
(4 or more copies - $29 each)
☐ The Really Big Theory Block Book............... $45
☐ Debate Handbooks, 3 Vol....................... $69
It’s a very small world – so don’t trash the cookies...

“May you have the hindsight to know where you’ve been, the foresight to know where you’re going, and the insight to know when you’re going too far.”

— Author Unknown

It has been nearly twenty years since I began my professional life in the business world – most of it spent in sales and marketing, all of it spent in the financial industry. As I was preparing my thoughts for this article, I conjured up many memories of “magical moments” involving professional presentations and speeches.

I remembered the times when things went just right, when I had the audience in the palm of my hand, hanging on my every word. I remember the faces of interested people who, upon understanding my message, forgot their skepticism and confusion and realized I did indeed have the knowledge and conviction to lead them down the right path. Fortunately, I can remember many such moments.

However, a more profound memory is of a time when things didn’t run quite so smoothly. By the way, whoever said, “those events that we would most likely want to forget are those that are most easily recalled” knew what they were talking about! So as painful as it is, I am going to share a “less-than-magical” moment in hopes that you may gain the insight to know when you have gone too far.

In 1988, I was a practicing certified financial planner in a small regional firm. One of the primary ways to gain new prospects was through public seminars on various financial and retirement planning topics. I had observed numerous seminars given by my associates, but now it was my turn. I was extremely nervous but relished the opportunity to share my expertise in such a forum.

I rehearsed and practiced, practiced and rehearsed to the point I could have easily given this seminar in my sleep – now it was show time.

I opened the presentation with introductory remarks about our firm’s expertise and basic housekeeping instructions (“bathrooms are over there, ask questions, etc.”). I also mentioned that a break would be held midway through the presentation, at which time they could help themselves to refreshments at the back of the room.

I should have stopped there, but in my nervousness, I started to discuss the quality of the cookies. I mentioned that some

of the cookies were, in fact, better than others and that I, personally, did not like the chocolate chip cookies and they should feel free to take as many as they like. In fact, feel free to take the chocolate chip cookies home!

Suddenly I noticed a small, frail, gray-haired lady in the back of the room get up and leave – my business associate was close behind.

After the presentation, my associate informed me that the cookies that I despised, and let everyone know I despised, were in fact Mrs. Lally’s Cookies (a regional bakery) and the lady in the back of the room was, you guessed it, Mrs. Lally, the bakery’s founder and chief baker.

After fifteen years, I still break into a sweat when I think about Mrs. Lally’s cookies. The memories are as vivid today as they were that fateful night in 1988.

I did, however, learn a few important lessons that I have incorporated into every post-cookie (as I affectionately call it) presentation.

**Post-cookie Lessons**

1. Know your audience.

2. If you can’t know your audience then avoid mindless commentaries that have the potential for disaster. (It would be wise to avoid mindless commentaries completely but I know for some, author-included, this is difficult, at best).

3. Become polished in your presentations but not complacent.

Best wishes to you in your public speaking endeavors and may you learn to laugh at yourself.

Now, I think I’ll go have a cookie.

Authors note: In case you’re wondering, Lally is not her real name and she never became a client of our firm – there’s a revelation.

Peggy Mungoan
Regional Vice President
Lincoln Financial Group
Donus Roberts, longtime coach of the Watertown (SD) Aztecs speech and debate squad, NFL Hall of Fame Member and NFL Past President, has achieved the eighth diamond!

The enormity of such an historic achievement demands careful historical and statistical analysis before its full impact can be appreciated.

In 1966 at the Albuquerque National Tournament NFL Founder Bruno E. Jacob presented the fourth diamond to the legendary R. J. Happel of Minnesota. Mr. Jacob waxed eloquent about the first NFL 4th Diamond Award and predicted that a 4th diamond would not soon be seen again. And now...an 8th diamond!

To appreciate an eighth diamond the following facts must be reviewed:

* Students record NFL Debate Points: 6 wins; 3 loss
* Coaches receive one tenth of student points.
* 22,000 such coaching points are needed for the 8th Diamond. Hence if a debate coach taught students who won 36,666 debates and lost once, he would still be one point short of the needed 22,000!
* Or if a two coach taught students who placed first in 44,000 rounds of duo s/he would reach exactly 22,000! And Mr. Roberts does not have merely 22,000 points, he really has earned 28,559.8 points—47,600 first places in Oratory!

Eight diamonds, an amazing feat! Donus Roberts, an amazing coach!

---

**Lincoln Financial Group National Tournament L/D Topic**

Resolved: On balance, violent revolution is a just response to oppression.

The Rostrum provides an open forum for the forensics community. The opinions expressed by contributors to the Rostrum are their own and not necessarily the opinions of the National Forensic League, its officers or members. The National Forensic League does not recommend or endorse advertised products and services unless offered directly from the NFL office.
NFL ONLINE: FAQ

Q We want the new e-site but don’t want dues to increase...don’t you realize that our budgets are strapped for funds?

A The Council believes that NFL is a great value - tournaments, Rostrum, videos, awards, and now an e-site. Ninety-nine dollars per year, when compared to other organizations and tournaments, is a fair price. The coaches have asked NFL to provide internet recording. NFL has arranged for sponsors to pay 60% and chapters 40%.

Q Why didn’t you get a free site from Yahoo or some ISP?

A NFL did get a free site for all static pages. Prof. "Tuna" Snider at Debate Central (on the University of Vermont server) hosts NFL material free. Vermont cannot take NFL interactive material on their server, since money changes hands (memberships, dues, merchandise).

Free websites offered by hosting companies are very small, limited sites for individuals-not the huge amount of space needed for 100,000 student records and 2,632 school records, and all of the business programs of the national office.

And our attorney has cautioned us about the high mortality rate of these "free" portals. NFL can’t have a service disruption during district tournament season. Last year NFL was offered space on high.com. Recently we heard that was closing.

Q Why didn’t you get free hardware?

A We approached the Sun Foundation, who said no, and the Cisco Foundation which did not respond. IBM has never even allowed NFL the educational discount. In this economy companies want to sell products, not give them away.

And please be fair. NFL did raise $138,000 from sponsors to pay for your site—almost 60%.

Q Must I record online? I am a dinosaur!

A No. You may also record by mail. It is completely your choice.

Q Online recording will save NFL money, so why increase dues?

A NFL will save money if 80% or more coaches record online. Electronic recording will lower payroll costs as NFL will need to hire fewer recorders. That savings is about two years away - and depends upon how coaches choose to record -- paper or online. The cost to build the site is now.

Q How can we coaches help NFL reduce costs?

A The biggest cost expense to NFL and the item which impacts most on dues is the coaches habit of not recording points until right before the district tournament -- rather than several times during the year. Hourly employees must work expensive overtime in the spring. NFL must hire more recorders than it needs, to insure it will have enough recorders when the deluge comes in Feb., Mar., and April.

Q Won’t online recording encourage cheating?

A Online recording will deter cheating. Every tournament attended and every point recorded for every student will be able to be accessed and reviewed by others.

Q What about hackers?

A Although immature hackers may disrupt the site, all records will be secure.
Breaking Down Barriers
How to Debate

- Advanced material on counterplans, critiques, and rebuttals!
- Prepare Weapons of Mass Destruction cases, disadvantages, and topicality arguments!
- Illustrations, stories and examples!
- Clear step-by-step learning process!
- Superb Lincoln-Douglas Sections!

Textbooks that will help your class learn

This is the textbook that has revolutionized how debate should be taught. With the class package, your students learn to bracket evidence, brief, write cases, practice refutation, do cross-examination, flow, and prepare disadvantages. Advanced sections on counterplans, rebuttals, strategies, critiques, generic arguments and more make this a must have. And, because each textbook comes with a Prepbook (see below), your students will be prepared to debate the Weapons topic. Teachers will love the three ring binder Teacher Materials that include lesson plans, handouts, course syllabi, and practical tips.

Prepbooks that get students ready to debate the weapons of mass destruction topic!

A great help for getting started on the weapons topic because now you have topic specific handouts. Your beginners read the Weapons topic overview, bracket short sections of articles, tag Weapons evidence, use definitions for topicality arguments, and practice refutation and rebuttals with real evidence. Students will learn how to debate AND they actually construct their own weapons topic briefs, case, disadvantages, case responses, and topicality arguments. They practice debating on the new Weapons topic with their own arguments made from the 100 plus pieces of real evidence, definitions and activities included in the Prepbook!

Order the package for your class!

You and your students will be happy you did. Use Breaking Down Barriers in your class with either the Textbook Package or the Prepbook Package.

Visit us at www.wcdebate.com
The Weapons Policy Package includes

Get ready to debate Weapons of Mass Destruction!

West Coast Quality

We use complete citations, long pieces of evidence with strong reasons, and accurate tags. We use complete citations including the NFL Electronic Citation Format. The Policy evidence is 1999 or newer! All LD and Theory evidence is from the most respected sources.

AFFIRMATIVE HANDBOOK includes at least 170 pages of briefs including at least six affirmative cases, briefs on the key areas of the topic, and responses to disadvantages and counterplans.

NEGATIVE HANDBOOK offers at least 170 pages of briefs including at least six disadvantages, responses to key cases and scenarios on the topic, counterplans, and definitions for topicality arguments.

KRITIK HANDBOOK includes at least 150 pages of shells and briefs that explain, advocate and respond to kritiks specifically on the weapons topic.

POLICY SUPPLEMENT HANDBOOK includes at least 240 pages of updates on affirmative cases and negative disadvantages and counterplans, a new affirmative case, new disadvantages, a new counterplan, and responses to even more affirmative cases and disadvantages.

EMAIL SUPPLEMENTS are sent the tenth of each month, November through March plus June 10th. Each includes 21 pages on the latest cases and negative positions except January’s supplement has 100 pages! You are encouraged to send us requests for briefs that you want. Please include your email address on the order form.

The LD Package includes

PHILOSOPHER AND VALUES HANDBOOK, VOLUME 8 includes in-depth discussions, pages of evidenced arguments, and suggested readings that answer salient, innovative and often used philosophical perspectives. Philosopher-Value Volume 8 Handbook also includes pro and con briefs on a variety of values. The philosophers and values that this handbook will cover are brand new and have not been covered in previous editions of this handbook.

LD TOPIC SUPPLEMENTS are mailed First Class 12 days after each Topic is released. Each Topic Supplement is 50 or more pages and includes affirmative and negative cases, definitions and value and topic specific briefs. Each offers an impressive topic overview including strategies and insights on the topic wording, values, criteria, and affirmative and negative cases. You can receive one of the following supplements: NFL TOPIC SUPPLEMENTS—Published for the Sept.-Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Nationalist Topics; TEXAS UIL TOPIC SUPPLEMENTS—Published for the Fall and Spring Texas UIL Topics; CALIFORNIA TOPIC SUPPLEMENTS—Published for the California First and Second Semester LD Topics.

Be ready to debate the values of justice, liberty, equality and more.

NEW Policy Theory Handbook Volume 3

The Theory Handbook Vol. 3 includes over 150 pages of briefs that discuss entirely different arguments from Volumes 1 and 2. Adam Symonds, 1999 CEDA Nationalist Champion, NDT First Round Bid Winner, and 6th speaker at the NDT is an expert on the very latest theory argumentation. The briefs in this handbook show your students what good theory arguments look like so you can spend your time focusing on topic issues. Adam has compiled the finest arguments on affirmative inclusive kritiks, plan text versus plan function based competition, and much more. The Volume 3 Handbook is a must have for understanding and arguing cutting edge theory!
# West Coast Order Form

*We are committed to excellent products and customer service.* If you have any concerns or questions, call Matt Taylor toll free at 1-888-255-9133 or email him at wcdebate@aol.com

## 1. Fill out the Items you Want

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description of Item</th>
<th>Price ea.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy Handbook Packages</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NFL Lincoln Douglas Handbook Packages</strong></td>
<td>$125 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each Package includes 1 of the Phil. and Value Handbook Volume 8 plus the LD Topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplements that we first class mail or email 12 days after each NFL LD topic is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>announced.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Squad Handbook Packages</strong></td>
<td>$225 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each Package includes all of the items included with the Policy and Lincoln-Douglas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each Package includes 1 of the Phil. and Value Handbook Volume 8 plus the LD Topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplements that we first class mail or email 12 days after each UIL LD topic is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>announced.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each Package includes 1 of the Phil. and Value Handbook Volume 8 plus the LD Topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplements that we first class mail or email 12 days after each California LD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>topic is announced.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Breaking Down Barriers: Debate Textbook Class Package</strong></td>
<td>$475 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each Textbook Package includes 1 Textbook Edition, 1 Teacher Materials, 20 Textbooks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 20 Prepbooks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Breaking Down Barriers: Debate Prepbook Class Package</strong></td>
<td>$125 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each Prepbook Package includes 1 Teacher Materials, 20 Prepbooks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy Theory Handbook Vol. 3</strong></td>
<td>$30 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- For additional products, go to our web page www.wcdebate.com or call Matt at 1-888-255-9133.
- If you pay with a Purchase Order, please add 10% to your total. If you are a Washington State school, add 8.2% sales tax.
- Unless you tell us otherwise, LD Topic Supplements are sent First Class and all other items are sent Third Class or Library Rate.
- If you wish, circle the items you want shipped first class and add $3 per book you want sent First Class.

## 2. State where you want the materials mailed:

Name ___________________________ School ___________________________

Mailing Address _____________________________________________________

City ___________________________ State ___________ Zip _____________

E-mail Address (please write very, very clearly) ___________________________

School Phone ___________________________ Home Phone ___________________________

Check one: ______ I want my order regular mailed. ______ I want my order e-mailed (note: *DB textsbooks cannot be e-mailed*)

## 3. Send Your Order with Payment

**FAX:** Fax this form to Matt Taylor at 1-877-781-5058. Include Credit Card Info (below) or P.O. payable to West Coast Publishing.

**MAIL:** Mail this form to Matt Taylor at West Coast Publishing; PO Box 8066; Fountain Valley CA 92728-8066. Include P.O. or check payable to West Coast Publishing or provide Credit Card Info (below).

**E-MAIL:** E-mail the info requested on this form with P.O. number or Credit Card Info (below) to Matt Taylor at wcdebate@aol.com

**PHONE:** Call Matt Taylor at 1-888-255-9133. Have a P.O. number or credit card handy.

**CREDIT CARD INFO:** Circle the type of credit card you have: **Mastercard** or **VISA** (Sorry, no Discover or American Express)

Credit card number ___________________________ Expiration date ___________ Zip Code ___________

**WEB ORDERS:** Use our secure order form at [www.wcdebate.com](http://www.wcdebate.com)
The Stanford Debate Society presents the
Stanford National Forensic Institute

Individual Events Program: July 28 - August 10, 2001

Dramatic Interpretation...Humorous Interpretation
Oratory...Extemporaneous...Impromptu...Expository
Thematic Interpretation...Prose...Poetry...Duo Interpretation

The SNFI Individual Events program offers a comprehensive program which accounts for regional differences in style, content, and judging. Students will have the opportunity to work with coaches and national champions from around the nation. The Institute is designed to provide a strong technical foundation in an enjoyable atmosphere, students at all levels of experience will be accommodated. Outstanding staff includes:

Josette Surratt is in her 30th year of teaching, and is currently at Teurlings Catholic High School. She has qualified 90 students to the NCFL and 20 students to the NFL nationals in her last six years of coaching. She has coached state champions in every event.

Morris Block is a champion events coach from Riverdale HS in Louisiana. He has coached champions in most events, and students to late elimination rounds of most of the nation’s major events tournaments, including NFL nationals. He has coached 4 students to finals of NFL nationals in interp events. Other great SNFI events staff include Rajiv Batra of Leland HS / UC Berkeley, and Adam Swensek of Boston University.

The Two Track System of Placement allows advanced students to focus on specific events at an accelerated pace, while also ensuring that the beginning to intermediate level students advance at a more relaxed pace while participating in and learning about a variety of different events. This ensures that upper level competitors leave camp prepared to immediately step into high level tournament competition. Seminars are designed to cater directly to areas of student interest. Workshops are provided to instruct new competitors in basic speaking techniques, and novice workshops meet the needs of both new competitors and those solely interested in improving general speaking skills without the intention of later competition.

Team Instruction provides students who are involved in a recently formed Forensics team basic techniques on student coaching. We teach students of all levels how to coach themselves during the course of the year to maximize their competitive experience and success. The research facilities unique to the Stanford campus provide an excellent resource for the creation of a comprehensive script library. Institute staff has on hand hundreds of scripts both to assist student, and to serve as example material. Resource packets are provided specifically for this group.

"To say that the SNFI improved my competitive skills is an understatement. With the powerful combination of an experienced staff and limitless opportunity for research and study, this program offer the very best chance for success in forensics."

- Andrew Swan, previous SNFI Individual Events camp participant

Resident cost: $1,450 / Commuter cost $1,150 (includes lunch/dinner)

An additional application fee of $85 is required
For additional information: call (650) 723-9086
SNFI, 555 Bryant St., #599, Palo Alto, CA 94301
The Stanford Debate Society presents the

Stanford National Forensic Institute

Lincoln-Douglas Program: July 28 - August 10, 2001

Outstanding features of the 2001 Lincoln-Douglas portion of the SNFI:

1. **Fully critiqued practice rounds**: most camps offer a practice tournament at the end of the camp which may offer only four rounds of total experience. At SNFI, your students will not be sent home with a pile of notes on philosophy and a stack of student researched evidence with minimal improvement in their debate skills. Your students will receive practice rounds built into the daily schedule. Their progress is monitored so that their development is assured!

2. **Incomparable staff**: This year's staff includes:

   **Program Director**: Dr. Michael Major, formerly of College Prep School

   **Lab Instructors**:
   - Jonathan Alston, Newark Science
   - Byron Arthur, Stuart Hall School
   - Michael Arton, New Orleans Jesuit
   - Nick Coburn-Palo, College Prep
   - Michelle Coody, St. James
   - Jessica Dean, Boston University
   - Hetal Doshi, Emory University
   - Jon Geggenheimer, Woodson School
   - Noah Grabowitz, Stanford debater
   - Leah Halvorson, Reed College
   - Michael Ososkis, Stanford debater
   - Allison Pickett, U of North Carolina
   - Mazin Shaiti, RL Turner
   - Aaron Timmons, Greenhill School

   3. **Extended Week Option**: The outstanding highlight of this option will be an extra 20 fully critiqued practice rounds. Students attending other camps during the summer can avail themselves of this one week experience or students in the regular camp can extend their stay for a total of 34 practice rounds between the two programs, for a total of three weeks!

   4. **Stanford Advanced Seminar**: An exclusive SNFI workshop dedicated to in-depth issue examination. The seminar will be conducted by Mr. Aaron Timmons and Mr. Mazin Shaiti, two of the most successful and respected debate coaches in the nation. Ideal for students with previous institute experience; open to all experienced students returning to SNFI for a second or third year, and others by application.

   5. **For many LD debaters the regular camp combined with the "extended week" option provides the equivalent of a full semester of competitive LD debate experience, or more, in just 3 weeks (up to 35 critiqued rounds)!

---

**Important Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNFI LD Institute dates:</th>
<th>July 28 - August 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident Program: $1,450</td>
<td>Commuter program: $1,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LD Third week Option:</strong></td>
<td>August 10-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third Week Resident Program Cost:</strong></td>
<td>$895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional $85 application fee required for all programs. For additional information and applications contact us at

SNFI, 555 Bryant St., #599, Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 723-9086
Eric Fromm once said that education is, "Helping the Child reach his potentialities." It is my hope that the use of the portfolio type of project in individual events might help reach some of those potentialities.

If your school is fortunate enough to have forensics in your curriculum, you may be asked to include all levels of experience within your class. You may be greeted with a cheery, "I want to learn everything" faces of the first year students as well as the divas and the "I am so cool you can't teach me anything" attitude of some of the advanced students. The perplexing and challenging question that this poses is: What do I do with the advanced students while I teach the neophytes?

Of course, the complexion of the "varsity" level students will set the tone for how things will work; however, there still needs to be structure and accountability as well as a way to use a type of "performance-based evaluation" for the advanced level students. Let's be honest, subjectivity is rampant in this domain of evaluation.

A possible solution is the use of a video portfolio. I have found this especially helpful in the interps areas. At Park Hill High School, we are blessed with classes in forensics but they are composed of all levels of experience. The video portfolio has proven to be successful for our program and I have found this type of evaluation to be far more concrete, easier to document, and more beneficial to the students.

The purpose of this article is to present several ideas regarding this project and system of accountability.

The video portfolio is made up of six parts or requirements.

I. Analysis

This section deals with the basic fundamentals of script choice and selection.
A. Students are to record: title, author, publisher, publisher's address, and ISBN number if available.
B. A one page summary of the piece of literature after a complete reading. It is crucial that the student read the "entire" piece of literature.
C. One paragraph explanation of the title and why they think the author chose it.
D. A statement of the dominant theme in the selection.
E. General observation about life and human existence that the author has made.
F. Does the selection contain any especially curious objects, mysterious characters, repeated names, etc.? Encourage the students to explore "hints" from the literature that can provide larger meanings and symbols. Many times these elements can provide a deeper understanding of the central theme.
G. List connotative and denotative meanings of any unfamiliar or interesting words.
H. List any important word groups or thought centers. Write a one-page paper paraphrasing the selection. The student must use his or her own words but should keep the author's intent.
I. A statement of explanation of any extrinsic factors of literary quality: universality, risk factors, popularity (is the selection over used) etc.

II. Cutting the Material

The interpreter should learn to cut with the incisive skill of a surgeon so that what is eliminated strengthens the presentation. It is as dangerous to cut living literature as it is to cut living tissue. Every cut or adaptation must be done for a specific reason and with ample justification. Since the author wrote every word with deliberate purpose, changes must be made on a similar basis. This section of the portfolio should include:
A. An uncut, xeroxed copy of the complete piece of literature.
B. A second copy that uses a system of marking out what is cut so that the student can see what was in the original version. Sometimes it is necessary to go back and include something that was originally omitted.
C. *A photocopy of every page from which any line of the cutting is taken; pages are to be in the order in which they are performed.
D. *All words used from the script should be highlighted. Leave any words not used unmarked.
E. *Indicate any word changes and/or additions in ink.

*Items C, D, and E are required if your work is challenged at the NFL Districts or Nationals.

III. Video Performance #1:

The first recorded presentation should be done while using the script. After the student feels he or she has done a successful taping, they will orally tape a critique of their own work. This taped critique becomes a part of the portfolio. This section should contain:
A. Self-critique of the initial performance
B. Written critique from instructor
C. Three peer critiques

IV. Practice Sessions:
The student is to record at least four practice sessions without the use of the script.

Portfolio requirements are:
A. Four practice sessions.
B. Student self-critique after each session.
C. One recorded session of the student reading another type of literature (IE, newspaper, newsmagazine, etc.) in the character(s) of that used in the original literature. This will enhance a student's ability to focus on characterization(s).
D. This performance should also concentrate on the physical aspects of the cutting.

V. Final Video Performance
This section requires the student to submit the best-videotaped performance for final evaluation.

VI. Attached Cover Letter: The final requirement is to include a "packaged" (Crabtree continued to page 60)
From building a solid foundation for novice debaters, to providing the experienced debater with the tools to reach the pinnacle of debating success; Clark Publishing is the complete source for your debate curriculum! For more information visit our Internet web site at www.clarkpub.com or call us toll free at:

(800) 845-1916
(785) 862-0218
http://www.clarkpub.com/
custservice@clarkpub.com
FORUM
debate and i.e.

August 3-13, 2001
University of San Diego

The one camp that you will walk away from with more than just evidence.

Benefits

- Experts in the fields of Education, Foreign and Domestic Policy, Legislation, Law, Philosophy, Theater, Sports/Competition Psychology, and Speech and Debate – Nationally recognized coaches
- We specialize in personalized attention and individualized coaching– Student to Coach ratio 3/1
- Labs will be scheduled to promote both debate and individual event experience
- Actor's Studio- film and stage professionals
- Copying, Lodging, and all meals included- no hidden costs
- Master's Program- by application only
- Spaces are limited. We are now taking RSVP's (credit card needed to hold reservation- RSVP deadline May 1, 2001 with a $200 non-refundable deposit- full payment due by June 1, 2001
- Fee: Eleven day total cost $850 (major credit cards accepted)
- Full and Percentage Scholarships are available- everyone is strongly encouraged to apply!!!

http://www.speechforum.org

The Debate and IE Forum is a non-profit organization
For more information please call 800-499-7703 or 858-689-8665 fax 858-689-8687. Write to- P.O. Box 26100 San Diego, CA 92196-0100
FORUM

debate and i.e.

Who says you can’t do both!!

http://www.speechforum.org
EVERY LITTLE MOVEMENT
HAS A MEANING OF ITS OWN
by
James Berger

In a popular musical of the fifties, Kismet, a beggar who earns his living telling stories is sentenced, for some offense I don't recall, to have his hand chopped off. Hadj, the beggar, realizes, as we all realize, that the hand is a valued instrument of communication. Without his hand, Hadj couldn't tell his stories; hence, he couldn't make a living. In a song called "Gesticulate," he makes an impassioned plea to the chief magistrate:

When you tell a story
Amorous or Gory,
You can tell it best
If you gesticulate.

A tongue is a tongue
And a lung is a lung
And a tale they can shout or sing;
Without the gesture --

Nothing.

To make a long story short, the beggar keeps his hand, continues to tell stories, and becomes a rich man. Obviously Hadj, the beggar, recognized the importance of the gesture, and apparently all of you recognize the importance of gesturing in communication. I hope I will not disappoint you by telling you that I cannot give you any magic methods for successful gesturing, but I do hope you will find helpful some of my suggestions about not only gestures, but about the whole realm of non-verbal communication.

The term non-verbal communication indicates all those aspects of communicating which accompany the verbal, the words. Psychologist Albert Mehrabian contends that 93 per cent of the communication of the speaker's feelings come from non-verbal communication. What are the non-verbal aspects of communication?

1) Appearance
2) Gestures
3) Posture
4) Eye Contact
5) Facial Expressions
6) Vocal Cues -- not the words you speak, but how you speak them.

7) Spatial Relations -- the effect of distance between the speaker and the listeners.

These aspects of non-verbal communicating come quite naturally to all of us in our day-to-day communicating. We wouldn't wear jeans and sloppy sweatshirts to an interview because we know they will convey to the interviewer that the interviewee is a slob. If one of you is slouching in your seat or resting your head lazily on your fist, I might judge your posture that my words aren't interesting you. Don't we often say that we can read a friend's true feelings in his eyes? A smile from an associate at work can "make your day." The tone of voice in one's comment tells more than one's words. And to illustrate to you the effect of spatial relations in communicating, let me ask you whether you'd consider it appropriate to shout your most intimate remarks to your dearest friend across the vaulted ballroom of a big hotel.

What does all of this have to do with speech-making? Just this. The successful speaker must be constantly aware of how this non-verbal communicating affects the verbal, the content of his presentation. Sometimes the non-verbal provides such distractions that the audience misses the message. On the contrary, when the non-verbal and verbal are appropriately coordinated, the non-verbal most certainly enhances the verbal.

My first suggestion is that you remove non-verbal distractions when you speak. Your dress can distract your audience. But it is possible for speakers to overdress. Bright colors, flashy jewelry, unusual style, extreme hairdos detract. Dress neutrally, but attractively. The most successful high school speech coaches in Wisconsin, Art and Ruth McMillion, guided their students in the selection of the clothing worn in competition.

Another non-verbal distraction is poor posture. Speakers must find a stance that is comfortable for them. A problem I have in coaching high school girls is to get them to stand like ladies. They are so accustomed to wearing pants that they stand with legs wide apart, and they find it difficult to adjust their stance when they wear skirts. Speakers should not stand in attention as soldiers do, but their bodies shouldn't slouch either. Feet need not be planted in one place for the entire presentation. There is no rule that a speaker cannot take small steps now and then.

A third non-verbal distraction is poor eye contact. A good communicator must look at his audience. He should be able to read reactions on the faces of his audience, and these reactions encourage him in his presentation. Too often speakers stare at an individual in the audience, or they follow the bad advice of an elementary school teacher who told them that starting at a spot above the heads of the audience and at the rear of the auditorium would help them overcome nervousness.

Certainly a speaker must be aware of involuntary gestures and movements she uses that distract the audience. We've all seen speakers who rock from foot to foot, who twist their hair or ear lobes, who scratch their noses, heads, and other parts of their anatomy. You are not helping a budding speaker by not calling his attention to these habits, and she, in turn, perhaps by rehearsing in front of a mirror, must strive to eliminate them.

So much, then, for coping with the non-verbal distractions. What can the speaker do to appropriately coordinate the verbal and the non-verbal? Ancient rhetoricians devised a series of stock gestures to suggest human emotions. A good speaker or actor would be sure to accumulate a repertoire of these stock gestures. Note, for instance, caution (the speaker places his left hand, palm outward, a few inches from his chin and his right hand, palm outward, about a foot ahead of and a bit to the right of his left hand), denial (the speaker looks to the left, places his left hand, palm outward, on the right side of his chin, and extends the right arm, palm outward, to his right side), and submission (the speaker bows his head, (Berger to page 60))
LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATE DIVISION: Samford hosts the nation's longest-running Lincoln-Douglas workshop. The program is designed for students who are entering into debate or transitioning to the varsity level. In addition to providing a primer on the fundamentals of moral philosophy, the L-D Institute also seeks to develop fundamental skills such as flowing, briefing and casing. The Lincoln-Douglas workshop is directed by Pat Bailey (Homewood H.S., AL).

POLICY DEBATE DIVISION: The SSFI Policy debate program is designed for students entering their first or second year of debate. Experienced coaches stress the fundamentals of debate. At the end of the institute, each student will have participated in writing an affirmative case, in writing a disadvantage and a critique, and taken part in at least eight practice debates. First year students learn how to flow and cover the fundamentals of debate. Policy debate labs will be directed by Michael Janas, Ph.D. (Samford University), Ben Coulter, MA (Samford University), Ben Osborne (Vestavia Hills H.S., AL and MTSU) and Heidi Hamilton, Ph.D. (Augustana College).

TEACHER'S INSTITUTE: This year we are pleased to add a teacher's institute to our offerings. Designed for new teachers or those that find themselves in charge of a program for the first time, Skip Coulter (Mountain Brook Jr. H.S. and Samford University) will conduct a workshop on the fundamentals of debate coaching. While we can not make you a champion coach in your first year, we can help orient you to the bewildering world of high school forensics. At a starting price of $200, we will help strengthen your confidence as you enter the forensics classroom for the first time.

COST: $975.00. Includes all room, board, tuition and group copying fees. Housing is in air conditioned, double-occupancy Samford dormitories. Classes are held on the Samford campus and dining is in the Samford cafeteria. There are no additional lab fees. Dormitories will be directed by William Tate (Montgomery Bell Academy, TN). Financial aid is available for students with demonstrated need.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Michael Janas, Ph.D.
Director of Debate
Samford University
Birmingham, AL 35229
(205) 726-2509
mjjanas@samford.edu

WWW.SAMFORD.EDU
experienced staff study in the spirit of excellence intelligent students
In debate circles, Coach Ballingall is highly respected...

CHUCK BALLINGALL, Division coordinator, Director of Debate, Damien High School; B.A., University of Redlands; veteran debater at Iowa. Currently, Mr. Ballingall is the President for the National Debate Coaches Association. Mr. Ballingall is regarded as one of the most outstanding debate lab leaders and coaches in the nation. Mr. Ballingall is the youngest coach to receive two NFL Diamonds. His devotion and dedication have earned him the admiration and respect of students and coaches from across the country. He has taught and lectured to thousands of students at dozens of summer programs over the last 10 years. His teams frequent the late elimination rounds of every major tournament and have attended every national round robin. It is a unique honor to have Mr. Ballingall lead the Iowa Policy Division into the 21st Century.

JANE BOYD, Director of Forensics, Grapevine High School; B.A., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville; Double Diamond coach; Coach TOC Top Speaker; Coach of Five State Champions; Coach of NFL National Semi-Finalist; teams at Greenhill Round Robin, Bronco Science Round Robin, MBA Round Robin, Glenbrooks Round Robin, Harvard Round Robin and Stanford Round Robin.

ADRIENNE BROVERO, Debate coach and Ph.D. candidate, Northwestern University; B.A. and M.A., Wakeforest University; former Wakeforest debater; Winner NDT Copeland Award; Two appearances NDT semifinals; coached two NDT champions and two NDT Top Speakers; 9 year veteran lab leader.

TREVOR FOSTER, Graduate, University of Iowa; former debater at Millard North High School, Millard, NE; late elimination rounds of every major college tournament; former state champion.

FATHER RAYMOND HAHN, Headmaster and Director of Forensics, Cathedral Prep; B.A., St. Mary's Seminary College; M.Div., School of Theology, St. Mary's University; NFL Double Diamond; Key Coach of the Barkley Forum; as a veteran coach of Policy Debate, Fr. Hahn's teams have been in the late elimination rounds of every major tournament.

HEIDI HAMILTON, Assistant Professor and Director of Forensics, Augustana College, Rock Island, IL; B.A., Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD; M.A., UNC Chapel Hill; Ph.D., University of Iowa; former debate coach at the University of Iowa; former debater for Augustana College where she reached the late elimination rounds of every major tournament; as a coach at Iowa and Augustana her teams frequently reach the late elimination debates and have qualified for the National Debate Tournament.

DAVID HINGSTMAN, Assistant Professor and Director of Debate, University of Iowa; Phi Beta Kappa; A.B., Princeton; J.D., Harvard; Ph.D., Northwestern; coached three NDT Top Speakers, two NDT finalists including champions, and has had two or more teams qualify for the National Debate Tournament over the past fourteen years; voted one of the nation's most outstanding debate critics.

MIKE JENSEN, Ph.D. fellowship at The Center for Democracy, University of California; B.A., University of Iowa; former coach University of Iowa; coached 2000 NDT Copeland award winners; teams in the late elimination rounds at every major college tournament; former debater University of Iowa.

KRISTIN LANGWELL, Graduate, University of Iowa; 4th Speaker Harvard Invitational; NDT District IV Champion; Finalist at UNI and Wake Forest; Winner of Kentucky, Pepperdine and Illinois State NDT tournaments; winner of NDT 2000 Copeland award; former debater at Niles West High School; former NFL champion; former Novice Nationals champion; former assistant debate coach, Elk Grove High School; former debater, Wake Forest University.

ANDY PETERSON, B.A., University of Iowa; A Craig Baird Debate Forum member; Phi Beta Kappa; Four time NDT first round bid qualifier; Late elimination rounds of every major college debate tournament; numerous speaking awards; veteran member of Iowa staff.
ANDY RYAN, Senior, University of Iowa; Baird Debate Forum member, 4th speaker at Kentucky; Top Speaker at Novice Nationals; finalist at UNI and Wake Forest; Winner of Kentucky and Pepperdine; late elimination rounds of every major college tournament; winner of NDT 2000 Copeland award; former champion of Barkley Forum, Glenbrook, Face Round Robin and the Tournament of Champions; former debater, Caddo Magnet High School.

NATE SMITH, Debate Coach, Northwestern University; B.A., Northwestern University; coached three NDT National Championship teams; coached two NDT Top Speakers; coached two NDT Copeland Award Winners; considered by the college community as one of the top debate critics in the nation; former debater, Northwestern University.

TYSON SMITH, Director of Debate, Valley High School, B.A., University of Iowa; Mr. Smith hosts the Mid West region's largest debate tournament; his teams have participated in the late elimination rounds of every major national tournament; as a first year coach, Mr. Smith sent team members to the NFL National Tournament; member of the National Debate Coaches Association; former debater.

AARON TIMMONS, Co-Director of Debate, The Greensburg School, B.S., Lamar University, NFL national champion, policy debate, coached many NFL champions; key coach Barkley Forum for high schools, Blue and Green Society Glenbrook, Coach of two national sweepstakes awards, charter member of the NDCA.

MATTHEW WHIPPLE, Director of Forensics, Glenbrook South High School, B.A., Northwestern; M.A., Roosevelt University; Co-Director of the nation's largest high school invitational; coached 1998 winner of the TOC; teams in the late elimination rounds of every major tournament; more than a dozen NFL and CFL elimination participants; veteran member of the Iowa staff.

TARA VOSS, junior, University of Iowa; A. Craig Baird Debate Forum member, numerous debate and speaker awards, former debater, Ottumwa High School, second year as an Iowa staff member.

DANIELLE WIESE, Debate coach and Ph.D. candidate, University of Iowa; member A. Craig Baird Debate Forum, former director of debate, Illinois State University; coached NDT qualifiers and teams to late elimination rounds; former debater, Wayne State University and Michigan University; two NDT appearances and numerous debate and speaker awards; former high school debate coach, Henry Ford, IL High School; coached state champions.

For an enrollment packet or additional information, contact:
Paul Bellus, Director
319-335-0621 (voice) or 319-335-2111 (fax)
paul-bellus@uiowa.edu

National Summer Institute in Forensics
B12 International Center
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242-1802
Regent Program – July 21-August 4
Our flagship policy program, the Regent program has had alumni qualify to elimination rounds at every major national tournament, including the TOC, NFL, and NCFL. The program also has had outstanding success with novice and beginning debaters. Regent participants leave campus with every piece of evidence photocopied at MUDI from all policy debate programs!
Resident: $849
Commuter: $549

Scholastic Program – July 21-July 28
The more affordable counterpart to the Regent program, Scholastics will work with Regents during their week on campus. When they leave they receive all evidence compiled by all Scholastics and Regents up to the point of their departure.
Resident: $549
Commuter: $349

Focus Program – July 29-July 31
Advanced debaters looking for a topic specific research opportunity would benefit from the Focus Program. We provide research time, topic lectures and a complete set of evidence from all three policy programs.
Resident Only: $189

Lincoln-Douglas Program – July 28-August 4
Students get a balance of philosophy and practical skills. Our coaching staff has produced national circuit and state debate champions. Learn from a proven curriculum that has been modeled by other institutes.

MUDI prides itself on its open educational philosophy. Every participant has access to all faculty members and each participant leaves with a complete set of evidence from all labs. We never exceed the 6:1 lab ratio and provide excellent dorm supervision.

For information contact:
Marquette University College of Communication at 414 288-5500 or
Alex Inman, Director of Debate at debateteam@marquette.edu or
Visit www.geocities.com/mu_debate/mudi/mudi.html
Responses to a Kritik

1. Is this a thinking, rhetoric and/or language, or a value kritik?
2. How does our case produce this kritik?
3. In offering this kritik, are you trying to exclude the power of fiat from this round?
4. Are you advocating Heidegger's approach that the way we think is more important than the end or goal of our thought?
5. What assumption within our case do you base your kritik upon?
6. Explain exactly what makes this kritik unique to our case.
7. Did this debate tournament invite you to debate this resolution?
8. By coming to this meet, did you not choose to debate this resolution?
9. Do you agree with William Shanahan, one of the defenders of kritiks statement "Without limits debate is impossible. The ground available to the kritik is literally limitless."
10. Is there a reason for a paradigm judge to vote for a team that offers no policy?
11. Do kritiks supersede a priori status, or are they another a priori issue on an equal plane with topicality?
12. If a kritik does not explain why it is a voting issue how should the judge make the decision?
13. By running this kritik are you claiming it has voting issue status and yet you do not accept the traditional assumption of policy debate. Then are you not guilty of contradicting the premise of running a kritik?
14. Do you agree with Heidegger when he stated that kritiks are much more about encouraging us to ask questions and examine our assumptions than they are about providing answers?
15. Then how can you justify that a decision is bad or should be changed?
16. Would you not agree that Heidegger taught there is not certain harm that will result from a valid kritik because of their philosophical nature and lack of real world status that fiat argues?
17. Heidegger describes kritiks as dead as in nihilism, nothingness. Do you agree with this?
18. Do you oppose policy debate? Is this not what a kritik is doing?
19. Where is the burden of a kritik?

Reasons to Reject a Kritik

1. This kritik is generic.
   A. It does not specifically critique our case, but all cases in general.
   B. Kritiks are too generic. Originality of thought and clash becomes less important. Policy implications, contemporary knowledge of current events and recent history are no longer rewarded as debaters search for the most esoteric and obscure philosophical references.
   C. Solvency, disadvantages harm turns and causal link attacks provide for valid debate. This kritik does not do so.

2. This kritik is regressive
   A. It is based on poor assumption.
   B. The kritik is not based on any important flaw in the resolution or our position presented in our case.
   C. The attack was not understandable both in intent and structure.
   D. The opponents presented a weak or unproven value basis.
   E. Thoughts presented do not improve the quality of debate.
   F. There are no specific sources and research of the violation.
   G. William Bennett states: "Kritiks discourage research on the topic, decrease the variety of cases and attacks, and substitute in their place an increased emphasis on deconstructing ideas and language."
   H. Bennett also states: "The constructive and more encompassing nature of policy clash increases the discussion of multiple ideas and is more educationally worthwhile."

3. This kritik is inconsistent with other traditional negative issues.
   A. Disadvantages and harm turns stem from the same premise.
   B. A constructive kritik must show through logic and evidentiary requirements that the kritik should be used rather than other options.
   C. Bennett states "the lack of any organization requirements and substructure standards for a kritik present the potential user with ... special challenges." Negative failed to meet these.
   D. Policy debate and fiat should be the paradigm for the debate.
   E. This kritik is absurd.

[Based upon the article "An Introduction to the "Kritik" by William Bennett]

(Caldwell to page 65)
The Stanford Debate Society presents the
Stanford National Forensic Institute
CX Program: July 28 - August 17, 2001
"The SNFI Swing Lab Program"

The SNFI Swing Lab Program is a preparatory program available for policy debate students. To be eligible, students must be varsity level and must have previously attended at least one rigorous debate institute during the Summer of 2001. The Swing Lab Program is held at Stanford University, one of the world’s premier research institutions. Faculty include some of the most respected debate educators, the curriculum is rigorous and carefully executed, and students receive more debates that are expertly critiqued than any other program of similar quality. The Swing Lab Program has a phenomenal track record: the 1994 through 2000 graduates “cleared” at most national circuit tournaments, including Greenhill, St. Mark’s, the Glenbrooks, Redlands, MBA, Lexington, Berkeley, Stanford, Emory and NFL nationals. Swing lab participants have won 1st place recently at USC, Berkeley, MBA, Stanford, Lexington, and have twice won the Glenbrooks and the TOC.

THE PROGRAM

Expertly Critiqued Debates. Swing Lab scholars will participate in a rigorous series of at least a dozen practice debates beginning on the second day of the camp, with an emphasis on stop-and-go and rebuttal rework debates.

Research, Evidence and Topic Inquiry. The Swing Lab program provides intensive instruction in research, argument construction, and advanced level technique. The kernels of arguments which are produced by other institutes will be used as a starting point. These arguments will be used by program participants to construct entire detailed positions which will include second and third level extension blocks, new cases, novel disadvantages, kritiks, counterplans, and in-depth case negative attacks.

Advanced Theory. Swing Lab Scholars are assumed to have mastered the basics of debate theory. This foundation will be used to construct sophisticated and comprehensive positions. Scholars will be immersed in advanced theory through special seminars that offer unique and rival views on a variety of issues including fiat, competition, intrinsincness, permutations, kritiks, presumption, extra-topicality, the nature of policy topics, and many other issues from the cutting edge of current theoretical discourse.

THE PRIMARY FACULTY

Randy Luskey has just finished his senior year at UC Berkeley as the #1 ranked team in the United States in College NDT. His many successes have included: 1st at Wake Forest and Northwestern tournaments, finals at Kentucky, semis of Harvard and West Georgia, and 2nd at the Dartmouth Round Robin. He has won numerous speaker awards, including top speaker at Northwestern. He has also been a successful high school coach for El Cerrito High School, where his teams placed among the top in the country at several of the nation’s toughest tournaments, including 1st at the Glenbrooks.

Jon Sharp is a debate coach at the University of Southern California, formerly of West Georgia College, and was an NDT debater at Emory University. Teams coached by Jon have received first round bids to the NDT for the last 6 years in a row. In his senior year of debating he won the Harvard and West Georgia tournaments, and the Dartmouth round-robin. He and his partner were ranked #3 in the nation going into the 1994 National Debate Tournament. He was top speaker at the Pittsburgh, Louisville, and Heart of America tournaments, and in his senior year cleared to late elimination rounds at both the NDT policy debate national championships and CEDA debate nationals. This will mark his 12th year of teaching summer debate institutes.

APPLICATION AND ENROLLMENT

Students desiring to attend the Swing Lab Scholars Program will be admitted on an application-only basis, and are required to attend at least one rigorous debate institute prior to attendance at the SNFL. Call (650) 723-9086 if you have specific questions about the program, or wish to obtain copies of the program application.

Stanford National Forensic Institute
555 Bryant St., #599, Palo Alto, CA 94301
call us at (650) 723-9086
The Stanford Debate Society presents the Summer 2001

Stanford National Forensic Institute

CX Program: July 28 - August 17  LD / Events: July 28 - August 10
Extended-week CX: August 17 - 24  Extended week LD: August 10 - 17

SUPERIOR PROGRAM: The Stanford National Forensic Institute offers a unique national caliber program which features policy debate, LD debate, and NFL events. The policy program is 3 weeks, the IE and LD programs are 2 weeks. The SNFI is conducted by the Stanford Debate Society of Stanford University, a registered student organization of the Associated Students of Stanford University. An excellent faculty teaches students both fundamentals and advanced techniques in a rigorous, carefully structured environment that caters to the needs of forensics students at all levels. Policy debate students who have attended an institute of sufficient rigor earlier in the summer may apply for acceptance into the “policy debate swing lab,” designed for students desiring the most comprehensive instruction possible.

SUPERIOR FACULTY: The majority of SNFI faculty will be current or former high school and collegiate coaches of national repute. Initially confirmed staff for this summer are:

Hajir Ardebili, UC Berkeley Law  Robert Thomas, NFC director
Russ Falconer, UDL Texas  Anne-Marie Todd, USC (CA)
Jon Miller, Stanford Law  Alex Berger, Dartmouth
Michael Horowitz, Emory & CPS  Sarah Holbrook, West Georgia
Jon Dunn, Stanford debater  Jon Sharp, USC (CA)
Dan Shalmon, UC Berkeley  Aaron Timmons, Greenhill
Byron Arthur, Stuart Hall  Hetal Doshi, Emory
Jonathan Alston, Newark  Leah Halvorson, Reed College
Josette Surrat, New Orleans  Michael Major, LD & IE director
Dave Arnett, UC Berkeley
Randy Luskey, UC Berkeley
Abe Newman, UC Berkeley
Judy Butler, formerly Emory
Takis Makridis, Arizona State
Michelle Coody, St. James
Nick Coburn-Palo, College Prep
Mazin Sabti, RL Turner
Matthew Fraser, SNFI Director

*listed affiliations are for identification purposes only. The institutions noted are where the relevant SNFI staff member works, debates or debated, and/or studies during the academic year. More detailed staff qualifications are enumerated in the program brochure, now available.

SUPERIOR SETTING: The SNFI is held on the Stanford University campus, located in Palo Alto, CA. There is no better location anywhere to study forensics. Stanford provides a beautiful setting for the students to study, practice and learn. Supervision is provided by an experienced staff which collectively has hundreds of previous institute teaching sessions of experience. The SNFI specializes in advanced competitors, but comprehensive programs at all levels are available.

REASONABLE Policy Debate  LD and Events
COST: $1,845 resident plan  $1,450 resident plan
$1,450 commuter plan (with l/d incl)  $1,150 commuter plan (with l/d incl)
$895 Aug 17 - 24 CX extended week  $895 Aug 10 - 17 LD extended week

Given the nature and quality of the 2001 program the cost is quite low. This program, both in faculty composition and in structure compares favorably with programs costing nearly twice as much. The resident plan includes housing for the duration of the program, 3 meals a day on most days of the program, tuition and all required materials. The commuter plan includes tuition, lunch and dinner on most program days, and some materials. An additional $85 application fee is required upon application to the SNFI.

TO APPLY Stanford Debate Society - SNFI
&/or INQUIRE: 555 Bryant St., #599
(650) 723-9086 Palo Alto, CA 94301
e-mail: snfi@mail.com

Scholarships in the form of need-based aid are available.
Whitman National Debate Institute

Sun., July 29 thru Thurs., Aug. 9, 2001
hosted by Whitman College, home of the 1999 CEDA National Champions

Practice with drills, rebuttal redos, practice debates with extensive feedback
Prepare arguments that will help you win during the year
Learn styles and theories of debate for your region and the nation
A friendly, cooperative atmosphere while maintaining a focus on improving

LD and Policy

Want more information?
E-mail Jim Hanson at hansonjb@whitman.edu

www.whitman.edu/offices_departments/rhetoric/camp/
"The Student Congress serves as an excellent demonstration of Democracy at work," states the 2000 NFL Student Congress Manual. Unfortunately, in our experience, a seemingly benign practice is obstructing the achievement of this noble aim. A growing number of students, by making foolish motions desecrate the honor of Student Congress and disrupt students who want to participate in serious debate. We believe that Student Congress, because it is meant to be similar to the real United States Congress, should also mimic the United States Congress's code of conduct and atmosphere of formality and decorum.

Students at various congresses that we have attended changed the names of their fellow representatives to ridiculous titles. For example, "Representative Gerber" would have been changed to "Funkmasta Gerber," or "Comrade Gerber," while "Presiding Officer Keele" would have been changed to "Supreme Funkadelik Keele." Certainly, these titles would not be fitting for an elected representative of the people.

Similarly, students make motions to alter the names of the chamber in which they are competing to equally absurd appellations. There have been motions to change the "House of Representatives" to "House of Pain," and the name of the Senate to "Duma." Such legislation only serves to waste time and spawn debate on mindless topics.

Finally, representatives also attempt to introduce legislation regarding topics that, while humorous, are trivial and unworthy of serious debate. For example, at one tournament the only piece of legislation that we passed was to ban miniature toilets from all male restrooms and replace them with trough-like urinals. Our house actually spent time considering the worthiness of the need to avoid urine stains on one's pants. It is laughable to think that the United States Senate or any other legislature, which we are supposed to be emulating, would argue over the quality of the men's facilities.

One may certainly argue: "Oh, these students are merely trying to have fun. They have become tired of the proceedings and just want to make it more creative and interesting. They are not really hurting anything."

_Au contraire!_ These unprofessional practices do grave damage to the purposes of this activity. Combined, we have competed in over twenty Student Congresses, including Nationals in Portland. We have concluded that competitiveness is at least two-thirds mindset. This is not only the confidence that one can do well, but also the sense that one is participating in something significant. That is why participants dress in formal attire. Congress normally has an aura, if you will, of respectability.

The practices described above serve only to disperse that air of honor. It is difficult for anyone to take a competition renamed "The Flying Circus" very seriously. It misrepresents what we are trying to accomplish in our political simulation. We are trying to increase our understanding of critical policy issues, not further British comedy.

The introduction of legislation intended only to provoke thoughtless debate also defeats the goals of Student Congress. A finite quantity of time is allowed for speeches. Ridiculous bills and resolutions squander that time and rob others of the change to distinguish themselves in intelligent debate. Furthermore, these bills are usually proposed at the spur of the moment; no one has had a chance to do the proper research for a speech. (However, we grant that occasional debate of this nature can be enjoyable and does relieve stress. We suggest that legislation of the comedic variety be reserved for debate during the period of time when results are being tabulated. The (Gerber/Keele continued to page 60)
Barkley Forum · Emory National Debate Institute
June 17 – June 30, 2001 · Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
Under the Direction of Melissa Maxcy Wade

The Emory National Debate Institute has been contributing to the education of high school debaters for twenty-six years. The curriculum is steeped in the most fundamental aspects of debate: presentation, research, and critical thinking. An excellent combination of traditional argument and debate theory and an emphasis on current debate practice makes the Emory National Debate Institute one of the most successful years after year. Novice, mid-level, and varsity competitors have found the Institute a worthwhile learning experience because the staff has the expertise to teach all levels of students and the experience to adjust to a variety of student needs.

Features of the Policy Division
Under the Direction of Bill Newnam

Experienced staff: Our senior level staff has worked at this Institute and many others, including: American University, Bates College, Baylor University, Berkeley, Dartmouth College, Georgetown University, University of Iowa, University of Kentucky, Northwestern University, University of Michigan, Wake Forest University, Samford University, and Stanford University.

Excellent staff student ratio: The Institute offers debaters the opportunity to work with one senior level instructor accompanied by at least one active college debater in small lab groups of 10 to 20 students.

Flexible curriculum: The Institute has always provided students a wide variety of instruction suitable to their levels of experience. Each laboratory group has explicit objectives and a field tested curriculum for the two week period, dependent upon their level of experience.

Commitment to diversity: The Institute has always been committed to making instruction accessible to urban and rural areas. We have several funded scholarships dedicated to promoting diversity. Additionally, ongoing grants make it possible to support many students from economically disadvantaged areas.

Dormitory supervision: An experienced staff including high school teachers, graduate students, and college upperclass students will supervise the dormitory.

Coaches workshop: An in-depth coaches workshop is conducted. Topics will include administration, organization, and coaching strategies. A full set of lectures appropriate for the classroom will be developed.

Inclusive Fees: The standard Institute fee includes tuition, housing, food, lab photocopying fees, entertainment, a t-shirt, and a handbook—the works.

Features of the Lincoln-Douglas Division
Under the Direction of Jim Wade

Experienced staff: The Director of the Lincoln-Douglas division has been in the activity for over twenty years, and has served in his current position for eight years. Other staff members include an array of the finest college coaches, as well as some of the top college debaters in the nation.

Excellent staff student ratio: The Institute offers debaters the opportunity to work with one senior level instructor accompanied by at least one active college debater in small lab groups of 10 to 14 students.

Flexible curriculum: The Institute has always provided students a wide variety of instruction suitable to their levels of experience. Our classes deal both with general philosophical issues and practical technique. There is a strong emphasis in lab sessions on building speaking experience and providing constructive critique. A typical day involves three classes dealing with philosophy or technique and theory, followed by five hours of practical lab sessions.

Commitment to diversity: The Institute has always been committed to making instruction accessible to urban and rural areas. We have several funded scholarships dedicated to promoting diversity. Additionally, ongoing grants make it possible to support many students from economically disadvantaged areas.

Dormitory supervision: An experienced staff including high school teachers, graduate students, and college upperclass students will supervise the dormitory.

Inclusive Fees: The standard Institute fee includes tuition, housing, food, lab photocopying fees, entertainment, and a t-shirt—the works.

For an application, write or call:

Melissa Maxcy Wade
P.O. Drawer U, Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322
Phone: (404) 727-6189 · email: lrobien@emory.edu · FAX: (404) 727-5367
The Scholars Program at the
Emory National Debate Institute
June 17 – June 30, 2001 • Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia

The Emory National Debate Institute, which has contributed to the education of high school debaters for a quarter of a century, now offers a specialized workshop-within-a-workshop catering to experienced high school debaters with advanced skills. The Scholars Program, which was conceived and designed by some of the nation’s most competitively successful college coaches, gives accomplished debaters the opportunity to receive the kind of instruction, research opportunities, and feedback they will need in order to meet their competitive goals for the coming year.

The Scholars Program will take place alongside the established Emory National Debate Institute, under the Direction of Melissa Maxcy Wade. Those who enter the Program will have access to the entire faculty of the ENDI. However, the Scholars Program contains a number of additional features designed specifically to benefit the advanced debater.

Special Features of the Scholars Program

Advanced curriculum: Every aspect of the Scholars Program has been re-designed by our staff of accomplished coaches, from the lecture schedule to the structure and pace of lab groups. Members of the Program will receive advanced library instruction, including guided research in the Woodruff library system and targeted use of Internet resources. Our curriculum helps students understand and utilize the most advanced modern debate positions, but without sacrificing their ability to win rounds with traditional skills and strategies.

Emphasis on evidence accumulation: Rather than forcing experienced students to endure redundant basic lectures, we let Scholars get on with the business of researching the topic and practicing advanced techniques.

Amazing staff-to-student ratio: We maintain a 1:4 staff-student ratio in lab groups, and each student will interact with nearly every member of our large Scholars Program faculty.

Unique, separate lectures: Outside their lab groups, members of the Program will receive direct instruction from top-rated college coaches. Even in lecture settings, our staff-student ratio is unusual, with no more than 20 students listening to one instructor. Furthermore, we offer a small group theory seminar menu targeted to students’ needs and interests.

Numerous debate rounds: Our curriculum includes a minimum of 12 rounds, with extended time for critiques from our staff.

Select faculty: The Program will be directed by Steven Stein and Jon Paul Lupo. Mr. Stein, a former BFHS winner from Glennbrook North High School, holds a graduate degree in Education from Harvard and previously served as a high school coach in Chicago. He returned to Atlanta a number of years ago as a head coach for Chattahoochee High School, where he has built a team that numbers over 100 debaters. Mr. Lupo, formerly a nationally successful debater at Stuyvesant High School, ended his college career at Emory by winning the National Debate Tournament in 2000. He is an experienced veteran of the ENDI and has coached at Chamblee High School in Atlanta. Jon Paul is currently headed into his second year as a coach at the Barkley Forum. The rest of the Scholars faculty has been selected from among the ENDI’s staff of accomplished college debaters and coaches.

Great value: Scholars will pay the same price as other students at the Emory National Debate Institute. We are a nationally competitive institute at a discount price!

You must apply for the Scholars Program at the ENDI. Those seeking admission should call or write:

Melissa Maxcy Wade
P.O. Drawer U, Emory University • Atlanta, GA 30322
Phone: (404) 727-6189 • email: lobrien@emory.edu • FAX: (404) 727-5367
SEE YOU AT THE SADDLEBACK INN

Best Western Saddleback Inn,
Your National Forensic League Hotel,
Is offering a special 1-4 person rate of
$69.00+Tax Standard Rooms
$84.00+Tax Deluxe Suites

NFL
Oklahoma Nationals
June 10th-15th, 2001

- 220 Oversized Guest Rooms
- Friendly Experienced Staff
- Coffee Makers & Refrigerators
- Irons & Board  25" TVs
- Wireless Cable TV with HBO
- Arizona Grill Restaurant
- Rustlers Lounge
- Heated Pool, Spa and Sauna
- Fitness Center
- Free Local Calls  Data Ports
- One mile from Fairgrounds
- Metro Trolley stop in front of hotel

Ask for the NFL Rate Plan

Reservations: (800) 228-3903 or (405) 947-7000
"OK class, today I'm going to give you several options on the educational smorgasbord to study. As part of your liberal arts high school education and our relentless pursuit of real world knowledge, (not some Pollyannish 50's Ozzie and Harriet perspective on life), we are going to study literature with some elements that may shock you. Now I realize that some of you have lived rather cloistered lives and that your parents might not approve of the tack that we are taking in this course, but I want to assure you that what we are doing is in your best interest. You are gaining from the insights of individuals who don't look at life through a sugar-coated prism of the way they want life to be. You are being enriched by exposure to viewpoints that are more adult, liberal, and--consequently--more enlightened. In a multicultural, heterogeneous, ever-evolving society, tolerance is the operative term when it comes to stimulating young minds. As we forge into this new vista, we must set aside any preconceived religious, moral, and/or ethical judgmental notions about appropriateness; and you must trust my judgment in exposing you to what I regard as the sine quon non of cutting edge literature. Class, today you must choose one of three options for discussion.

**Option One** deals with human sexuality, more particularly the development of heterosexuality out of a primal sense of bestiality.

**Option Two** deals with the need for homosexual lovers to be accepted into the religious community and the family and expose those who disagree on religious grounds as being fools.

**Option Three** deals (in the context of Poetry) with the explicit details of a young woman wanting to be raped, getting raped, and her enjoyment of it.

From where did these options come?

A. Just run-of-the-mill TV fare on the family channel?

B. The introduction by an aspiring teacher to a local school board justifying the merits of a new course entitled Bestiality, Human Sexuality Options, & Blasphemy 101?

C. Was listed from the guidance counselor's course description manual as he/she advised prospective parents of the depth and breadth of curricular offerings at this school?

D. Taken from a right wing zealot's propaganda about what is wrong with our seriously underfunded, overcrowded, but humanistic public school system?

E. Or just typical of three types of entries at a recent speech tournament in which my religiously educated ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students were exposed.

Ah, yes, you say, circle the wagons! Red Alert! Call the ACLU and Norman Lear and People for the American Way. The Nazi book-banning/burning censors of the far right are on the loose! Mobilize the troops, the "fundamentalists" are on the rampage again, attempting to enforce their Puritanical morality on the rest of humanity. When will they ever learn?

If you see this differently you may write your own editorial view for the Rostrum.

Don't we live in a "free" country? Isn't it a basic postulate of a liberal arts education to teach young minds about the marketplace of ideas and the free flowing of ideas? Truth and error compete for our attention, and as rational decisionmakers in a democracy we must strive to give our students as broad a knowledge base possible, correct? Self-appointed, smug and "righ
teous" gatekeepers of the truth have no right to act as arbiters of what is "acceptable or unacceptable" for my students, correct? No one knows better than I do (as the Aristotelian philosopher/teacher/King) what is appropriate for my students.

Let's be honest with ourselves. Where else in the "real world" could we have our students perform these kind of pieces with potentially offensive and perhaps profane elements?

Would we, as part of a general school assembly to highlight what forensics is about perform them for the entire student body?

Would we as part of an effort to inform the local school board about what we do have the students perform these types of pieces and then ask the board for money to go to Nationals?

Or better still, would we, at the end-of-the-year forensic supper for which our parents provide a potluck supper, let our parents see and hear them?

How about performing the "rape piece" at a local NOW rally? Such a thing certainly fails the political correctness test.

How about this "solution": One coach told me that "we have our parent cuttings with most of the expletives and objectionable elements removed, and we have our separate competitive cuttings with the really good stuff left intact."

Would support for the forensic community arguably be enhanced if more parents, principals, board members, and taxpayers knew that their tacit silence about what students are performing and winning not only extolled lifestyles and habits which moral people have argued as objectionable, but were sexually explicit, racist, sexist, full of scatological references, and openly anti-religious? Is the code of silence that pervades the forensic community about the explicit and profane nature of many winning forensic pieces justifiable in a pluralistic society?

Is it appropriate for freshmen and sophomores to be bombarded with suggestive sexual references in the framework of competitive speaking in a day when, as we strive to be politically correct, we castigate racially and sexually discriminatory speech. Is it right to permit students to communicate in the context of a forensic cutting words that in normal conversational discourse would result in school discipline? Irony of ironies, most schools openly display a code of expected behavior and lists among its most egregious offenses profanity and vulgarity.

Certainly, individuals in America are entitled to their viewpoints, as anti-religious, as anti-conservative, and as offensive as (Nicholas to page 62)
EDITORIAL VIEW

THE PROFANE PARADIGM

by

Chuck Nicholas

"OK class, today I'm going to give you several options on the educational smorgasbord to study. As part of your liberal arts high school education and our relentless pursuit of real world knowledge, (not some Pollyannish 50's Ozzie and Harriet perspective on life), we are going to study literature with some elements that may shock you. Now I realize that some of you have lived rather cloistered lives and that your parents might not approve of the tack that we are taking in this course, but I want to assure you that what we are doing is in your best interest. You are gaining from the insights of individuals who don't look at life through a sugar-coated prism of the way they want life to be. You are being enriched by exposure to viewpoints that are more adult, liberal, and--consequently--more enlightened. In a multicultural, heterogeneous, ever-evolving society, tolerance is the operative term when it comes to stimulating young minds. As we forge into this new vista, we must set aside any preconceived religious, moral, and/or ethical judgmental notions about appropriateness; and you must trust my judgment in exposing you to what I regard as the *sine quon non* of cutting edge literature. Class, today you must choose one of three options for discussion.

**Option One** deals with human sexuality, more particularly the development of heterosexuality out of a primordial sense of bestiality.

**Option Two** deals with the need for homosexual lovers to be accepted into the religious community and the family and expose those who disagree on religious grounds as being fools.

**Option Three** deals (in the context of Poetry) with the explicit details of a young woman wanting to be raped, getting raped, and her enjoyment of it.

From where did these options come?

A. Just run-of-the-mill TV fare on the family channel?

B. The introduction by an aspiring teacher to a local school board justifying the merits of a new course entitled Bestiality, Human Sexuality Options, & Blasphemy 101?

C. Was listed from the guidance counselor's course description manual as he/she advised prospective parents of the depth and breadth of curricular offerings at this school?

D. Taken from a right wing zealot's propaganda about what is wrong with our seriously underfunded, overcrowded, but humanistic public school system?

E. Or just typical of three types of entries at a recent speech tournament to which my religiously educated ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students were exposed.

Ah, yes, you say, circle the wagons! Red Alert! Call the ACLU and Norman Lear and People for the American Way. The Nazi book-banning/burning of the far right are on the loose! Mobilize the troops, the "fannymentalist" are on the rampage again, attempting to enforce their Puritanical morality on the rest of humanity. When will they ever learn?

If you see this differently you may write your own editorial view for the Rostrum.

Don't we live in a "free" country? Isn't it a basic postulate of a liberal arts education to teach young minds about the marketplace of ideas and the free flow of ideas? Truth and error compete for our attention, and as rational decisionmakers in a democracy we must strive to give our students as broad a knowledge base possible, correct? Self-appointed, smug and "righteous" gatekeepers of the truth have no right to act as arbiters of what is "acceptable or unacceptable" for my students, correct? No one knows better than I do (as the Aristotelian philosopher/teacher/King) what is appropriate for my students.

Let's be honest with ourselves. Where else in the "real world" could we have our students perform these kind of pieces with potentially offensive and perhaps profane elements?

Would we, as part of a general school assembly to highlight what forensics is about perform them for the entire student body?

Would we as part of an effort to inform the local school board about what we do have the students perform these types of pieces and then ask the board for money to go to Nationals?

Or better still, would we, at the end-of-the-year forensic supper for which our parents provide a potluck supper, let our parents see and hear them?

How about performing the "rape piece" at a local NOW rally? Such a thing certainly fails the politicial correctness test. How about this "solution": One coach told me that "we have our parent cuttings with most of the expletives and objectionable elements removed, and we have our separate competitive cuttings with the really good stuff left intact."

Would support for the forensic community arguably be enhanced if more parents, principals, board members, and taxpayers knew that their tacit silence about what students are performing and winning not only extolled lifestyles and habits which moral people have argued as objectionable, but were sexually explicit, racist, sexist, full of scatological references, and openly anti-religious? Is the code of silence that pervades the forensic community about the explicit and profane nature of many winning forensic pieces justifiable in a pluralistic society?

Is it appropriate for freshmen and sophomores to be bombarded with suggestive sexual references in the framework of competitive speaking in a day when, as we strive to be politically correct, we castigate racially and sexually discriminatory speech. Is it right to permit students to communicate in the context of a forensic cutting words that in normal conversational discourse would result in school discipline? Irony of ironies, most schools openly display a code of expected behavior and lists among its most egregious offenses profanity and vulgarity.

Certainly, individuals in America are entitled to their viewpoints, as anti-religious, as anti-conservative, and as offensive as (Nicholas to page 62)
Http://wfu.edu/~debate

The theory is to practice
Students at our Workshops debate early and often
Putting DEBATE back into Debate Workshop

Wake Forest University

Demon Deacons
offers 4 distinctive Policy Debate Workshops

The Summer Debate Workshop
Designed for all levels of high school debaters
June 15th–July 3, 2001

The Policy Project
Designed for advanced students
July 5–July 30, 2001

Policy Analysis and Strategy Seminar
Designed for advanced students wanting extra topic analysis
June 28–July 4 (merge with Policy Project)

The Fast Track
Designed for very advanced students to work in a small group
getting with Wake’s debate coach: Ross Smith
June 21–July 4, 2001 (merge with Policy Project)

All WFU workshops feature: air conditioned dorms & classrooms, full meal plans, unrestricted access to all libraries, a copy of the Debater’s Research Guide, a complete set of ALL labs evidence, need-based financial aid and a supervised learning and living environment.
WHY Wake?

**WAKE is WIRED!** All Wake Forest University's dorms and classrooms are wired for convenient ethernet access. Students receive instruction in the most up-to-date computer research practices and have access to campus computer labs.

**Small & Educationally-Sized Labs and Classes** with no more than 16 students per lab, provide diversity, individually-tailored debate practices and productive sharing without allowing any student to "get lost" in the shuffle. A sense of group effort, friendship and teamwork is stressed across the workshop.

**A Professional staff** with extensive experience coaching both high school and college debate programs. Each lab is team taught by 2 senior staff members.

The staff for summer 2000 included: Ross Smith (Wake Forest University), John Katsulas (Boston College), Tim O'Donnell (Mary Washington College), Stefan Bauschard (Boston College), Kim Shanahan (Fort Hays HS, KS), Eric Truett (NYU Law), Justin Green (UMKC graduate school), Shenara Reid (Emory University), Judd Renken (WFU asst. coach), Sandra McCullough (WFU asst. coach), Jason Mika (WFU asst. coach), Wes Lotz (WFU Sr. debater) & Jarrod Atchison (WFU Sr. debater)

**A Structured and Innovative Curriculum** provides students with the maximal opportunity to work closely with all of our faculty in a variety of settings. Our curricular model emphasizes interactive learning and discussion. We have small classes for many of the kinds of subjects like theory and speaker positions that other workshops relegate to mass lectures. Our curriculum is rigorous and challenging, but we do everything possible to involve the students in a dialogue: to get them to think with us.

**All lab evidence is SHARED** by the entire workshop. The entire workshop functions as a team to produce evidence that has become the finest set of relevant evidence out of any workshop. By sharing evidence, we are also able to find time for more practice debates than most other workshops.

**No Hidden Costs** The price of the workshops include room, board, workshop activities, WFU computing facilities and 1000s of pages of briefs. Personal costs which are not included are: personal photocopying, drinks/snacks (outside of meal time), laundry & travel to/from campus. In other words, there really are no hidden costs!

*Wake Forest University*

You can register on-line at [www.wfu.edu/Student-organizations/debate/Workshops.html](http://www.wfu.edu/Student-organizations/debate/Workshops.html)

If you have questions or need more information, please contact: Virginia Bannigan, banniga@wfu.edu or 336.758.4848

Our mailing address: PO Box 7324, Reynolda Station, Winston-Salem, NC 27109
CIVICS IN THE CLASSROOM

by Professor Paul Lorentzen, Chair
PER Youth Program Committee
Series II - Article 8

The ultimate purpose of this series of articles is to encourage young persons to at least consider government employment—temporary or permanent. Thus Part I, which may be viewed on the Internet (www.theroundtable.org), consists of articles 1-5 devoted to our federal form of government, the nature of public employment, and the reasons why there has always been a somewhat anti-government feeling in the United States.

Now in Part II we are exploring why public/government employment generally is not considered as prestigious and sought-after as it is in other Western society countries. Our first two articles (6-7) each covered one of the four main reasons:

- The geographic spaciousness of our country, breeding a culture of individual independence and reliance on self rather than on any government—which was exactly what most people coming to America were seeking—thus providing little reasons for any favorable public image of government employment to develop.
- The absence in our country’s history of the centuries of development of hierarchic political institutions headed by a consecrated sovereign and served by a far-flung, stratified and class-ridden bureaucracy. Such a system, as existed in countries in Europe, was what most people coming to America wanted to get away from—the intrusiveness of government power and officials. Hardly a situation conducive to viewing government employment as prestigious.

And now this article offers a third reason for the comparative lack of prestige of government employment in the United States, namely the economic aspect of our country’s development. Here again the contrast with Old World countries is telling, where economic power had historically resided in the hands of a small minority consisting of landed nobles and gentry, while the vast popular majority was tied to that inferior class/economic category into which born.

Thus a major motivation to emigrate to America was to obtain the opportunity to improve one’s economic circumstances, to strike out on one’s own and become more self-sufficient. From this standpoint, government stood for taxing, regulating and in effect keeping one in a perpetually subordinate economic position. So here in America both farmer and tradesman, proprietor and merchant were against the establishment of any institutions that restricted their free wheeling-and dealing in the econom sphere—be these government banks and agencies, import/export duties, or production taxes (such as on whisky). Government’s role in the economic sphere was to be limited to aiding people and organizations to advance (e.g. subsidize settlers and railroads by distributing land taken from the natives) and not involve any restrictive regulations.

This popular attitude regarding the political/economic relations continued well into the Industrial Age of the 19th century and, in considerably modified form, was a factor in the 20th century debates regarding the government’s role in economic development, taxation, trade and similar subjects. However, little significant change occurred in the popular perception of government employees (and employment) as somewhat parasitic economically speaking, and certainly not wanted in any measure more than absolutely necessary to perform a limited role. “The business of American is business” not government.

In this view, public sector employment can be justified only as a handmaiden to the private sector, i.e. of a subordinate rank. This is in contrast to what has evolved in most other Western society countries by now, i.e. the public sector and its employment are a vital and equal role player in the economic sphere to that of the private sector and its health. Be it a mystique or not, in these countries there is still a prestigious element to the attainment of a responsible government career.

That is to me seems perfectly understandable given the political/economic history of these societies—just as is the American view which sees government employment as a secondary desirable. It is significant and revealing that most Americans seem surprised when they find out that astronauts, many top-flight medical and scientific researchers, and a large proportion of educators are public employees.

At this point we are getting close to the fourth and final aspect concerning why this prestige condition exists, that of the social development of our country—which will be the topic of the next article. And it is useful to remember that all four of the reasons discussed—geographic, political, economic and social—are closely related and interdependent.

(Dr. Paul Lorentzen, Public Employees Roundtable Program Committee Chair provides a bi-monthly article series.)
You get America’s best faculty for only $250!

It’s time to level the playing field

Visit us at www.summerdebate.com!
JOIN THE VICTORY BRIEFS COMMUNITY

Victory Briefs is much more than just a handbook company that sells the best instructional materials for policy debate, Lincoln-Douglas debate, and extemporaneous speaking. A collaboration of ex-Champions at all levels of competition, we are dedicated to improving the quality of forensics throughout the country – for all individuals and schools, whether they have access to the resources of a local college team, a university library, or a summer institute.

Visit us online at www.victorybriefs.com for the latest results, free analysis, and free instructional advice. You can also collaborate with others from around the country – and interact with the Victory Briefs staff. We also want to hear from you if you have something to say.

What’s New at Victory Briefs

**Online** Check out the website for the latest news on NFL Nationals. We have the most up-to-date “unofficial” list of qualifiers. Also, be sure to check out the website during Nationals for the most up-to-date results.

**Policy Debate** Victory Briefs is once again offering two casebooks on the new topic – weapons of mass destruction. The first casebook will be available in June, and feature evidence and analysis – both affirmative and negative – for several core areas of the topic. The second casebook will be available in September, to take advantage of the summer institutes.

**Lincoln-Douglas Debate** Victory Briefs is offering two new books for the essential Lincoln-Douglas debate library. First, our Value Handbooks (volumes 1, 2 and 3) have been very popular. We’ve taken your suggestions, however, and now have prepared our first Criteria Handbook. The handbook not only includes instructional and theory articles on how to properly utilize and argue criteria in a round, but also contains analysis and evidence for the most popular criteria. Second, available in the Fall, we are offering our Philosopher’s Handbook, which explains some of the key philosophers that every Lincoln-Douglas debater must know – Rawls, Locke, John Stuart Mill, Kant, etc. We are, of course, also continuing our popular topic handbooks. As always, we do not write cases for you: we explore the topic, offer insights and analysis, and evidence.

**Extemp** We are in the midst of completing the much anticipated Economics for Extempers handbook. The book is designed to assist the beginner and advanced extemper, explain some key economic concepts, and teach students how to truly answer (and analyze) economics topics.

For the latest, visit www.victorybriefs.com. Questions? Email info@victorybriefs.com.
### Policy Debate

**Policy Case Areas – Book 1**
- Download version (av. 6/2001) $x55-
- Hardcopy version (av. 6/2002) $x62-

This book will feature at least 12 different ready-to-run affirmatives for the new topic. There are cases of all styles to fit you and your partner’s interests, skills, and circuits. This book provides both affirmative case and extension evidence, and also negative evidence. We provide extensive explanatory information to teach you how to argue particular case areas — both for and against, so you know the nuances of some of the key areas of debate on the topic. Written by ex-NFL champions.

**Policy Case Areas – Book 2**
- Download version (av. 9/2001) $x55-
- Hardcopy version (av. 9/2002) $x62-

Like Book 1, this handbook identifies some of the key case areas on the topic and analyzes them from both an affirmative and negative perspective. The content of this book is guided by what happens during the summer at Dartmouth, Michigan, Emory, Northwestern, etc. With Book 1 and Book 2, your debaters will be fully versed in some of the key areas of clash — whether they argue these cases or not. These books are invaluable at multiple levels — use it for sources, use it for evidence, use it for the analysis, use it for the instructional sections. It’s a must-have for all debaters.

**How to Policy Debate Handbook**
- *Mastering Championship Debate* download version $x55-
- Hardcopy version $x60-

By Caitlin Talmadge and Andrew Bresi (Greenhill H.S., Harvard University), who were the 1998 NFL Policy Debate Champions and runners-up at the 1998 TOC Championships. This book for coaches and debaters alike, beginners and champions, persuasive and national-circuit style. The book covers the basics, paradigms, districts, counter-plans, permutations, topicality, the kritik, speech strategies, research, and writing, and much more.

### Lincoln-Douglas Debate

**NLF Topic Handbooks (download)**
- NLF (Sept/Oct) av. 8/16/01 $x18-
- NLF2 (Nov/Dec) av. 9/17/01 $x18-
- NLF3 (Dec/Feb) av. 12/14/01 $x18-
- NLF4 (Mar/Apr) av. 2/21/02 $x18-

**NLF Topic Handbooks (hardcopy)**
- NLF (Sept/Oct) av. 8/16/01 $x52-
- NLF2 (Nov/Dec) av. 9/17/01 $x52-
- NLF3 (Dec/Feb) av. 12/14/01 $x52-
- NLF4 (Mar/Apr) av. 2/21/02 $x52-

**How to LD Debate (download)** $x15-
**How to LD Debate (hardcopy)** $x15-

**Value Handbook 1 (download)** $x25-
**Value Handbook 1 (hardcopy)** $x31-

**Value Handbook 2 (download)** $x25-
**Value Handbook 2 (hardcopy)** $x31-

**Value Handbook 3 (download)** $x30-
**Value Handbook 3 (hardcopy)** $x36-

**Criteria Handbook (download)** $x30-
**Criteria Handbook (hardcopy)** $x36-

New handbook that focuses on the use of criteria in LD debate. Covers how to argue criteria, how to use multiple criteria, conditional criteria theory, the use of standards, standards for justice, standards for morality, criteria for rights, standards for political duty, existential/post-modern criteria, and more.

**Philosopher’s Guide (download)** $x30-
**Philosopher’s Guide (hardcopy)** $x30-

This handbook covers the key philosophers that every LDer needs to know: Ryle, John Stuart Mill, Immanuel Kant, John Locke, and others. The book focuses on what the philosophers actually say (with evidence), and how to argue and apply the philosophies in a debate round. Available in the Fall.

### Exttemp

**NEW (avail. 9/2001)**
- Economics for Extempers download version $x25-
- Hardcopy version $x31-

This is a brand new offering for 2001-2002. Often one of the most intimidating topics for an extemp to truly master is the economy: from both a domestic and foreign perspective. This handbook is designed to teach the extemp all of the basic economic principles they need to understand, and to explain in a more advanced manner how to add depth to their economy/ideological speeches. A must have, that’s available in the Fall.

**How to Exttemp (download)** $x15-
**How to Exttemp (hardcopy)** $x15-

**Advanced Exttemp**
- Download version $x20-
- Hardcopy version $x25-

This book by Chris Kristofos, a two-time College Nat’s Champion, reveals the strategies and techniques necessary for any experienced extemp to take it to the championship level.

**US Exttemp Briefs**
- Download version $x25-
- Hardcopy version $x30-

**Foreign Exttemp Briefs**
- Download version $x25-
- Hardcopy version $x30-

Published in 2000, these innovative, unique handbooks (use for U.S. and one for foreign) provide key backround and historical information that extempers can use to better their knowledge of current events. By teaching extempers about current areas, the goal is to deepen their understanding to enable a more insightful analysis of current news. This book is not dated (and that is unlike the debate handbooks) but teaches students how to approach certain current events.

If you’d like free samples or more information about these extensions, check out [www.victorybriefs.com](http://www.victorybriefs.com).

---

1. Order more than $200 at a time, and receive 10% off your order.
2. Please remember that Victory Briefs are copyrighted material, and should not be copied.
3. If you would like to order classroom sets, or make special arrangements, please contact us.
4. You can get more information, and order online, at [www.victorybriefs.com](http://www.victorybriefs.com).
5. Mail this order to: Victory Briefs, 1144 Yale St. #3, Santa Monica, CA 90403.
6. Questions? Contact us at info@victorybriefs.com or fax us at (208) 249-9891.
The 10th Annual

METROPOLITAN FORENSICS INSTITUTE

CLASS & WORKSHOP HIGHLIGHTS

INTERP EVENTS
- Prose: Making the Narrative Real • Literature Selection Strategies
- Duo: Creative Chemistry • Developing Dramatic Narration Skills
- HI/DF: Building a Character in Voice and Body • Crisp Character Pops
- Poetry: Innovative Programs to Win • Make Music with Words

ORIGINAL ORATORY
- Top Composition Strategies • Building Credibility • Dynamic Delivery
- Organizing the Oration • Integrating Humor & Emotional Appeals

EXTEMP
- Building Extemp Files • Analyzing the Question • Budgeting Prep

LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATE
- Case Building Techniques • Philosophical Argumentation Skills
- Effective Flowing • Perfecting Cross-Examination & Rebuttals

DECLAMATION
- Recipes for Rich Pieces • Creating Charismatic Appeal

Teacher to student ratio is no more than 1:6.

The Institute will run from July 24-31, 2001. Instructional fees and overnight accommodations (in Seton Hall's newer dorms) cost $575 per student. Meals may be purchased on campus at a nominal fee. An instruction only package is available for $395. Fees include all classes, workshops and Institute materials.

Questions concerning academic credit or Institute information may be directed to Professor Catherine Zizik at (973) 761-9759 or e-mail zizikcat@shu.edu.

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
1856
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange New Jersey 07079 • www.shu.edu
Editor's Note:

This school year the Rostrum has been proud to run excerpts from William C. Thomas's book The Urban Speech Team.

Mr. Thomas writes with great clarity, humanity and honesty about students and teachers struggling to create a speech team in a large urban school.

As Rostrum publisher I urge every coach, student and parent to read this poignant book. Chapter 1 appeared in the October Rostrum with each succeeding Rostrum featuring an additional chapter. The following is the final chapter.

James M. Egedal

Chapter VII

The Timeline of A Tournament Season

In most states, the Speech Tournament Schedule goes from October through the end of February, excluding holiday weekends, before the State Tournament. The State Tournament, in Colorado, usually happens in mid-March. Then, various patriotic and civic groups have their competitions for scholarships in March, April, and May. The National Qualifying Tournament for the National Forensic League National Speech and Debate Tournament usually takes place in early April. If a student qualifies for “Nationals,” the season is not over, for the coach, until the third week of June.

He has approximately eight weeks before he has to do the whole thing all over again!

And this is just the “average” Speech program. For the “more involved”, Teams that have budgets well above $3,000.00 per year for entry and travel fees, the season can include the first weekend of Christmas Break, the weekend after Thanksgiving, the weekend before New Year’s Day, weekends during April and May, and incredibly long weeks at various college invitational tournaments, debate camps, and “forensic conferences.”

If one of these coaches wanted to, he/she could be “on the road” with competitors every weekend of the year! (Maybe this chapter should be entitled: “Growing Old Because of Speech Tournaments”).

“Having a Life” While Being A Speech Coach

I have two children whom I see after school and on Sundays during the competitive season. I have an understanding spouse who realizes that my commitment to my job is extremely important to me; and the learning, the phone calls, the lunches, and the evaluating of these students are some of the few things that keep me working as a teacher. She and the children are willing to put up with an absent father on Saturdays as long as I still contribute to the household and its members when I can. Consequently, I prepare meals, get my daughter ready for bed, supervise baths, attend to homework, and try to fill the “gap” my job necessitates. It makes for interesting times when, after having gotten my daughter to bed, I face a pile of essays, needing grading, from seniors, at 9:00 in the evening.

My spouse runs a mental health center. I’ve often thought her understanding nature and willingness to put up with my dedication to a $4,000 per year stipend has come from her years as a therapist. God knows, very few spouses in the same situation would be so understanding about the late hours coming home on Friday nights in January from the National Qualifying Congress, then going out at 5:30 the next morning to do it all over again; or understanding that I have to spend a Wednesday evening scheduling a tournament.

It’s really very nice. We try to accommodate each other’s schedules. When, as she inevitably does, she has a conference or meeting with her bosses or the powers of State Mental Health, I take a sick day to supervise our son. When she can’t pick up the daughter from daycare because there’s snow on the highway, making driving rough, I show up to do it.

It works. It works because we are each willing to advance the other’s career because we know it’s valuable.

In addition to two children, my spouse and I have an active civic life. She’s a volunteer firefighter and I serve on the Board of Directors of the Fire District. We also raise goats, pigs, and sheep. During my weekends in early March, before the State Tournament, and during April, after the National Qualifying Tournament, I help disbud goats, buy pigs, and shear wool. If I have a qualifier at the National Tournament, I happily attend; knowing that the family will carry on.

I don’t feel that I, as a fireboard member, am necessarily neglectful in my duties, although I have missed the “Christmas dinner” for the firefighters of the fire district for four years in a row because of the conflict of a Speech tournament; and I don’t feel that I’m less as a father because I haven’t dealt with my son’s preoccupation with Saturday morning cartoons or my daughter’s interest in potty training; and I don’t feel that I would raise any better pork if I hung around the house during tournament season.

This is what I do, I reason; and its consequences may reverberate in the future, but I already know that the average child of the Nineteenth Century saw father briefly if at all; and animals were raised regularly without the interference of absentee farmers/landlords and that political entities carried on without interference. I place my faith in the fact that I am honest and trustworthy and hope my children will follow my example.

I certainly understand those who wish to spend time with a new spouse or with children during weekends; but I keep on thinking of those students whose lives can be changed forever by Speech, and I nod assent because I know that my sacrifice of my time with my children will reap benefits that they may earn someday....

There are a few Speech coaches I have known who have suffered divorce from this bizarre and unusual profession. There are some whom I have known who have renounced it completely because their children’s demands were more important.
There are also some who have become administrators because of the demands of home and Speech were too overwhelming. The rest of us are single or have understanding spouses.

Burnout

When Scylla Charybdis was hired at Benjamin Harrison High School to run Yearbook and Speech, it was with the understanding that she would do both jobs credibly and teach two English courses as well. The administrator who hired her assured her that her schedule was “commensurate with what other people in your department are doing,” failing to add that “the other people” he was referring to were the newspaper sponsor and the Drama teacher, both seasoned veterans of ten or more years who weren’t on probationary status, as she was. He also failed to mention that the job she had was created by the English Department so “somebody new would have to do it.”

This is not an unusual scenario. Nobody in the urban high school English Department wants to be saddled with Yearbook because if sales don’t make a certain mark, the sponsor is personally liable for any funds outstanding, and even though the coaching stipend may be attractive, the extra hours and weekends making Speech work are hardly worth it. For a dedicated coach, the stipend works out to about twenty-nine cents per hour.

But few beginning teachers realize this, and she took the job willingly, unaware that the administrator who hired her would then completely ignore what she was doing on evenings and weekends and merely make evaluations of her teaching based entirely on her performance in the classroom.

This is not only insulting; it also limits the evaluative scope of the administrator to about a half hour’s worth of observation in a predictable setting. Why not look at all of the facets of the teacher’s job?

But Scylla, figuring this was the way things were done, met yearbook deadlines with tributes of pizza and carbonated beverages, worked with students before and after school, kept her other two classes going, and attended fourteen Speech tournaments per year. She had no time to socialize, except on vacations, and evidently caused quite a stir of gossip among her older colleagues when she was unable to attend some after school soiree because of a yearbook commitment made previously. Because of that gossip, she was considered something of a “freak” among her colleagues “because she didn’t adhere to the niceties.”

Obviously, the lack of understanding about the demands of the job, the lack of understanding from one’s colleagues about the demands of doing even one of these three jobs well, and the lack of support from everyone but the students themselves can have some major consequences. It’s called “burnout.”

It happens because the Speech coach realizes that nobody in power really gives a rip about what she is doing as long as she does it well and doesn’t spend too much money doing it. Because it’s an intellectual activity, it’s hard to describe to the Principal without a demonstration and very few principals, if they don’t have to, will attend a Speech Tournament. Because the Speech Coach is so busy preparing the students, there’s very little time to “suck up” to the Principal as well. So hard work goes unnoticed and the Speech Team might as well be on Mars for all the credit it receives.

It is discouraging to be asked to stand and applaud the efforts of the football and basketball coaches who have finished fifth in a ten-school league; or be asked to acknowledge the five French students who have finished dead last on International Day competitions; or be asked to congratulate the single swimmer who made the All-City Tournament after having spent whole days with students who finally made it to the State Tournament in Poetry Interpretation or Original Oratory; or to realize that the school paper gives more ink to the losing track team than it does to acknowledge scholarships won by Speech students.

It’s not that the administration won’t applaud the accomplishments of a Dramatic Interpreter taking eighth place at the State Tournament or the first place taken at an 800-student Invitational in Humorous Interpretation; but because few administrators understand the mechanics of getting to that place, it’s far from their “vision” of what teachers actually do.

I realize that a number of athletic coaches become administrators and that a number of them remember just what incredible work it takes to make it to the top, but very few have coached an academic discipline, which is entirely different. In Speech, I cannot assign “laps” around the track or “pushups” in order to “tone” the student. I have to teach him to gesture. It’s more subtle than attacking a tackling dummy. I have to teach him to extend his hand in a polite fashion while saying his lines. It’s a bit different than swimming two extra “fifties.” I have to teach her to research Colorado Criminal Law and quote points from it in rebuttal to someone else’s contentions. That’s different from knowing a game plan.

Consequently, in many administrators’ minds, Speech is an “activity,” not a sport or a curricular discipline, but relegated somewhere between Chess Club and Student Government; sort of like FBLA, but not quite. They don’t know that the educational system they work for and espouse began with Speech and they have little idea that success in it will probably spell a great deal more for the student’s future than success in basketball will for her peer.

“So that’s it, is it?” Scylla Charybdis stormed into the office of the Principal at Benjamin Harrison High School after her third year of teaching, waving his evaluation at him. In it, he’d noted that she’d had to correct herself when explaining a rule of grammar and that she had allowed one student to remain asleep in the corner. For these two reasons, he was questioning her fitness as a teacher.

“Let me tell you something, you flat-headed twit,” she began, “I have done this job as well as anyone could. I have done what you asked: Taught two English classes in Composition; delivered a yearbook every year on time; and made Benjamin Harrison a power as a speech team! And this is what you see? Look again!”

According to the Speech coach who succeeded her, she was “out of control” in that “interview.” Instead of meekly submitting to an administrator’s suggestions that she “do better” and earn a position in the Benjamin Harrison English Department, she figured she’d tell him what was really on her mind and be fired because she didn’t care about it anymore. The bright picture that was painted for her three years before had dimmed and gone out through indifference.

“Name me the names of the five State champions in Speech!” she demanded. “Tell me if you’ve ever gotten a notice of overdraft for Yearbook!”

When he demurred, acknowledging her fiscal responsibility with Yearbook, she asked again: “Do you know who those five State champions are? Do you?”

Of course he couldn’t name them. He’d seen their names briefly before he signed the State Tournament entry form. He’d welcomed them warmly into his office three weeks before, when they came, bearing trophies to put in the school showcase,
but to name them now, three weeks later, was impossible. He knew he'd seen them, during passing periods; he'd even said "hi" to one of them. To name them? He shook his head. He could, however, name all the players on the lackluster football team or the losing basketball team.

She was not finished. "Tell me the name of the Yearbook editor?" Scylla thundered. "You know the names of the school officers, the football team, the basketball team—tell me the name of the kid who edits the Yearbook!"

To his credit, he got the first name right. Her name was Brigida.

"I know that you have used me," Scylla went on in her unrepentant tone, "to work hours no one else would work, and to do jobs no one else would have. I also know that you could have cared less that I brought the Yearbook in on time and with budget and that I made the Speech team work. I'm sick of you and the slime you are."

According to her successor, Scylla is now quite successfully employed selling fine china in a Factory Outlet Store. She enjoys her regular hours and she enjoys the benefits that her commission brings: She evidently earned $75,000.00 in the year after she left Benjamin Harrison High School.

She left after confronting the Assistant Principal and decided to stay away. She'd had twenty days sick leave accrued. She used all of it. Then she disconnected her phone and moved.

In a way, I can't blame her. Everything she'd worked for was ignored. The Yearbook arrived on schedule; the Speech Team had its awards. For two months, some valiant and long-suffering substitute teachers tried to conduct her classes and failed utterly because the students knew they were marginalized for their efforts as their teacher had been.

Talking with her, five years after the fact of her "desertion," I kept wondering if she'd have "gone back" to the classroom if she'd been shown some encouragement on the parts of her bosses.

"In a heartbeat," she replied. "I would have done two more years' work if I'd known they were there, cheering for me. As it was, nothing. Nothing. It makes you wonder what you're doing as a teacher. Here—" She indicated the china all around us—"I get a certain amount of gratification helping people. It's immediate. There."

She turned her head almost painfully to look out a window, "The people don't care as long as you stay in your own little box and do nothing to embarrass them. For $20,000.00 a year! I earn almost that much per month!"

"I miss the students, though," she added quietly. "I wonder if Jose ever got that scholarship I helped him with; and I wonder if my favorite, Melinda, was successful in the Optimist Oratorical Contest. I also wonder if the students in Yearbook went onto Journalism School. Guess I'll never know, huh?" She grinned.

After checking with those authorities I could find, I sent her a list of the students who had won the Optimist Oratorical Contest for the years that she wanted; and a copy of the Benjamin Harrison High School Student Newspaper that revealed the "majors" of the students who had been in Yearbook class.

I have yet to receive a reply. It's been three years so far. I think I will wait for another thousand. Whatever connection she had to that high school was severed by then.

And it makes me wonder, obviously, watching Principals award lackluster teachers and staff for accomplishments that mean little or nothing, when they will wake up and realize that the academic students of their schools are wanting and the academic teachers of their schools are wanting?

The Advantages of Losing

I don't know anyone in his right mind who looks forward to losing. I've never coached with the attitude that I've wanted the team to lose and I've never known any other coach with that attitude; but I have found that people who lose Speech tournaments and continue plugging away have greater character, generally, than those who consistently win.

Part of it is speculative; part of it based on a knowledge of human motivation; part is just sheer cussedness; but I contend that losing is often more valuable than winning because the growth of character needs setbacks. These setbacks allow one to experiment, to try different styles, and to learn that "the best" performance can always be improved upon, if one is willing to keep trying. That's why, prepared or not, Millard Fillmore enters tournaments.

David was despondent because he hadn't won in Dramatic Interpretation. He'd had a brilliant buildup: Four novice tournaments where he'd taken second, third, fourth, and third. Then he bombed at his first "varsity" tournament. He sat on the bus, quietly cursing the judges, the coaches, me, the Fillmore Speech Team, the bus, his teammates and anything else he could think of. "Why?" he'd wondered, when his competitors, all with obvious flaws, had won. Why hadn't he won?

"Because they didn't think you were good enough," I told him flatly.

He gave me a dirty look.

"And you're going to give them the satisfaction of telling you off without winning?"

He stared hard at me.

"The real man goes back, David, and does it again, better than before," I reminded him quietly. "Give me your ballots. Enjoy your weekend. We'll work on it Monday."

He nodded and handed me his ballots, still staring stonily ahead.

And we worked on his piece; rewriting the introduction, working on the moves, making sure that he was more "fluid" in his delivery and more poised in his manner.

The next tournament, his scores were better. The one after that, he made the final round and was awarded fourth place.

He didn't score at the next tournament. Was there any consolation I could give him? None. I merely told him to keep working, because that's the best remedy I have.

"Speech tournaments are like life, David," I told him. "You make them, do you best, hope to win, and don't worry about the junk along the way."

"But I like to win," he told me.

"I do, too. But sometimes, we don't. You're into martial arts, right?"

He nodded.

"There's a clear winner there. The moves are better, the action is more coordinated, the skill is more attuned. But Speech isn't like that. Your judges all have their opinions and prejudices and your competition may be better in their minds." I shrugged. "There's no helping it."

And there is no helping it without constant practice and experimentation. It's David against Goliath. Usually, Extraordinary High School takes most of the trophies in Debate and all the events, and everybody else fights for the "scraps" of second place on down. Extraordinary has a couple of assistant coaches in Debate and a couple of assistant coaches in events. It also has such an "extraordinary" program that students audition to join the team, which regularly boasts 200 members per year. A far cry from a team of thirty-five to fifty with a coach who has to meet his son's bus at 4:30 every afternoon and has limited time for helping.
California National Forensic Institute

Regular LD program: June 16 - 30 One-week LD: June 16 - 23

The strength of any debate camp lies in the strength of its staff. And to be great, a debate camp staff needs to be superbly qualified, and enthusiastic enough about teaching to be fully involved in every step of each students learning experience. Students who have worked with the CNFI LD staff are the ones most able to give an unbiased assessment of these great educators:

"I strongly recommend this camp to other students because it helps you not only with basic technique, but also teaches extremely advanced varsity level philosophy and strategic tactics. I loved all of the lectures, particularly the ones on philosophy and logic. And the student to staff ratio was great!"

Munish Puri, previous CNFI camp participant

"The lectures were very informative, and I especially liked the detailed philosophy discussions. I would recommend this camp to kids from anywhere because even though I come from a very different part of the country, I found the camp to be very good. I also felt that the emphasis on research was just right."

Chrissy Stear, previous CNFI camp participant

"The CNFI staff was easy to approach, and really friendly. The stop and go critiques of debates were very helpful, and I liked the intensity level of the camp because it really kept me on my toes. I would recommend this camp to others not only because you learn a lot, but also because of the comfortable environment."

Amber Veldkamp, previous CNFI camp participant

The 2001 Faculty includes:
- Nick Coburn-Palo of Hopkins High School
- Additional national calliber staff to be added and announced shortly!
- Our faculty specialize in teaching philosophy, LD technique, and instructing students of all levels in the art of LD debate

Prospectus and Costs
Costs for the full resident program for LD, including tuition, housing, lunch and dinner on most days of the program, and most materials is approximately $1,350. Commuters, for whom there are only a limited number of spots in the program, pay approximately $735. One-week programs are also available, for an approximate cost of $695, or $425 for commuters. There is an additional $85 non-refundable application fee. Students not accepted will have their application fee returned.

CNFI, 1678 Shattuck Ave, #305, Berkeley, CA 94709 or call: (510) 548-4800
and on the web at: www.educationunlimited.com
California National Debate Institute
Policy and LD programs: June 16 - June 30, 2001

The California National Debate Institute is a national caliber two-week summer forensics program located in Berkeley, California. The CNDI is an independent program held in the residence hall facilities of the University of California at Berkeley. The CNDI provides serious debate students the opportunity to interact with some of the finest and most renowned forensics instructors in the nation at an incomparable cost for a program of this nature, quality and location. The program is directed by Robert Thomas, formerly of Bainbridge HS and Emory University.

POLICY and LD DEBATE

* The policy and LD programs offer intensive instruction for students of all levels of experience and skill. The instructors will include accomplished collegiate and high school debate coaches, as well as current collegiate debaters who are former NFL Nationals and TOC participants.
* In addition to topic and theory lectures, students will receive numerous critiqued debates with rebuttal reworks, free materials from the central evidence files, and personalized seminar instruction. All policy and LD materials are included in the program cost, with no additional fees charged for evidence distributed by the camp. Students also receive access to the best evidence researched at each of the other three NFC summer camps.
* LD students will participate in a unique curriculum designed to maximize individual improvement through philosophy lectures, technique practicums, and theory seminars.
* The mentors program returns to the CNDI and will insure a variety of top quality debaters will be in attendance. This program will be co-ordinated by Randy Luskey of UC Berkeley, with guest lectures from Jon Sharp of the University of Southern California.

Last year's policy and LD debate staff, most of whom are returning, and additions for this year include:

**Jon Sharp, USC (CA) | Russ Falconer, UDL Texas**
**David Arnett, UC Berkeley | Randy Luskey, UC Berkeley**
**Matthew Fraser, Head-Royce | Judy Butler, formerly Emory**
**Sarah Holbrook, West Georgia College | Jessica Dean, Boston Univ (LD)**

PROSPECTUS and COSTS

A detailed program prospectus can be obtained by writing to the address below, or calling and leaving a complete address on the program's message service. Materials will be sent in late February.

Costs for the full resident program for both team debate and LD, including tuition, housing, lunch and dinner on most days of the program, and most materials is $1,350 (commuters pay $735). One-week programs are also available, for a resident cost of $695 (commuters pay $425). There is an additional $85 non-refundable application fee. Students not accepted will have this fee returned.

CNDI, 1678 Shattuck Ave, #305, Berkeley, CA 94709 or call: (510) 548-4800

www.educationunlimited.com
BAYLOR DEBATE WORKSHOP
The standard of excellence for the 21st century

July 8-July 20, 2001

POLICY WORKSHOP
- Outstanding library resources. We have purchased hundreds of the latest books and have acquired about a thousand articles on next year’s topic. We also have access to the Baylor University collection and its vast new electronic collections.
- Outstanding faculty. Baylor's nationally prominent faculty includes Dr. Karla Leeper, Mr. Kelly Dunbar, Dr. Lee Polk, Dr. William English, Mr. Ryan Galloway, Ms. Susan Stanfield, Dr. Phil Voight, Mr. Toby Arquette and many other champion debaters and coaches.
- Outstanding Curriculum. We emphasize the skills of refutation, extensive analysis of the topic and contemporary debate theory, briefs specific to the 2000-2001 debate topics, and numerous practice debates and speeches. Classes are offered at the novice, junior varsity and championship levels.

LINCOLN DOUGLAS WORKSHOP
- Outstanding resources. The Baylor University library houses one of the finest philosophy collections available. In addition we have purchased a number of books that will be essential for students who are researching the NFL topics and the critical philosophers.
- Outstanding faculty. Baylor’s nationally prominent faculty includes Mr. Joseph Johnson, Mr. Daniel Pastor, Mr. Steve Wilbur, and Mr. Ryan Cunningham and many other champion debaters and coaches.
- Outstanding Curriculum. We emphasize lectures by the top Lincoln Douglas theorists, superior instruction in the techniques of Lincoln Douglas debate and in analyzing values and value propositions, briefs on a variety of values and value propositions, and many practice speeches and debates.

TEACHERS’ WORKSHOP
Our Teachers’ Workshop provides 3 hours of graduate or undergraduate level credit and credit for advanced academic training and provides teachers with valuable information and tools to use in building and managing a complete forensics program.

SIC EM BEARS!!

July 21-July 27, 2001

3rd WEEK

AN OPTIONAL THIRD WEEK!!
For some students, two weeks at Baylor just isn’t enough. We are offering an optional third week of intensive instruction for students who seek additional challenges.

Policy Students will extend their skills in advanced debate theory, explore advanced electronic and conventional research techniques, examine critical issues on their topic in greater depth, and engage in more intense practice speeches and debates with some of the nation’s finest coaches.
Lincoln Douglas Students will refine their speaking skills by receiving instruction in extemporaneous speaking and oratory. Students who select this third week will also be able to enrich their philosophical repertoire with additional primary research and lectures by professors of philosophy. Moreover, students will have additional opportunities to prepare in depth for the list of potential topics for the upcoming year.

TWO WEEK PRICE: $925.00
THREE WEEK PRICE: $1275.00

For more information contact: Dr. Karla Leeper, Dept. of Communication Studies, P.O. Box 97368, Baylor University, Waco, TX 76798-7368 • 254-710-1621 • Karla_Leeper@Baylor.edu
Yet, I'd rather depend on a team of people who lose and keep on plugging. They have a proven initiative; they try the more creative approach. They may lose in the short run, say, during a tournament; but they win in the long run, which is life.

During the Great Depression, those who were regarded as "winners," who'd had everything going for them, who'd had money and prestige, suddenly lost it. It wasn't because they were stupid or because they had done something foolish: They had placed their faith in "winning" through the Stock Market: A sure bet in 1928; and came up short by Halloween, 1929. A number of them had always been "winners" previous to that. They had careers as architects, lawyers, accountants. Those careers were wiped out within three days of the Stock Market "Crash."

And what did they do? They crumbled. They had never known the advantages of losing.

I will admit, winning's better than losing. It certainly feels better. It's easier to deal with. It's easier to be at the top than at the bottom. It always will be. Being at the bottom requires a certain analysis and appreciation of where one has been to go beyond it. And some people just don't have the will to realize they've failed, pick up what is left, and use it toward their own betterment.

This is why there are advantages to losing.

Grading a Performance or Running a Speech Class

The Problem of Encouragement vs Truth.

I enjoy the reputation of being a "tough" teacher because I expect grade-level work on the parts of my students and have very little sympathy for an adolescent who cannot make it to class because his grandpa didn't wake him up or the student whose working life prevents him from doing his homework so he can pay for his car.

I am also disgusted, in Speech, with the student who does not accomplish what he or she sets out to do.

At year's beginning, after I have demonstrated the events and debate, which usually takes about a week and one-half, I ask the students what they want to perform. Each student chooses an event and begins to work.

"I am available for practice during lunch, my planning period, and after school," I tell them, "but the real practice you do on your own, in front of a mirror, every night, until you get it perfect. The way you know you've got it perfect is when you begin to win tournaments."

Usually, none of the students has the slightest idea as to what piece to perform. In a pinch, I usually turn the Poetry readers to Edgar Lee Masters' Spoon River Anthology or poetry by Shel Silverstein or Dr. Seuss. The novice Humor Interpreters are usually given some sort of "set" piece like "The Bear Story," by James Whitcomb Riley or "The Night the Bed Fell," by James Thurber. In Dramatic Interpretation, I usually rely on pieces from Scholastic Magazine or something from The Actor's Scenepook. All of these are quick and can be copied quickly so the students can have "scripts" by the end of the third week of school.

For Oratory, I suggest topics that have some controversy, but allow the student to express his/her views as well: Discrimination based on gender; The Problem with the IQ test; Why lying is detrimental. For Extemporaneous Speaking, I show the students the file, show them how to file, and start asking questions like: "How necessary is NATO to the stability of Europe?" "Is the media responsible for making or breaking a politician?" and "What can be done to improve security in the Nation's schools?" The extempers usually have these questions overnight and reply to one of them everyday. Debate is a different matter. With Lincoln-Douglas Debate, I make sure the students know the topic and then start defining it through Black's Law Dictionary and then hammer them about their three contentions concerning the affirmative. I then take the negative side and make them redo their cases completely. I then switch to affirmative and make them do the negative side. This is all done during my planning period or during study hall, because I usually demand that a debater have more than one case with me so he/she can work on the case; especially since the L-D topic changes every two months. Since Fillmore has never had students motivated enough to do Cross-Examination Debate, I have never had to make sure those students had sufficient time to research the topic; but if I did have CX Debaters, I would make sure they had a study hall to spend in the Library doing research and that they were fairly decent students besides, with a reputation for perseverance, because the school could not afford the "Briefs" offered through the mail from various colleges for CX Debate. The students would have to know their topics well enough to quote the most far-flung statistics and make a persuasive case.

That's September going into October. Students are graded, every Monday, on "What I did this last weekend:" An impromptu speech that sometimes seems more a form of therapy than specifying because some of the participants choose to rant about their parents or current romances, keeping in mind that I am bound by law to report crime or child abuse. That's usually a ten-point assignment each week. The students are also awarded twenty points each week on "participation," which is a loose term for being ready, at a moment's notice, in class, to show me their scripts, their debate cases, converse about a school shooting in Oklahoma, or quote me statistics regarding date rape, depending on their "event," whether it be Humor or Oratory or Extemp. Then, an additional twenty points is awarded when the student "works with the coach" during lunch, planning period, or after school. This "work" can take many forms. The student can have trouble interpreting a character from Spoon River and need help with it; the student can have a stumbling block writing her oration; the student can have a problem with the definition of a core value in a debate case of "Patriotism." Usually, what I assess is whether the student has truly been working on the problem he or she presents me with, or if he/she has been more worried about a social life than about Speech, and grade accordingly.

When he started in Humor, Chris was just great. He tried the suggested movements, the enunciation, and the phrasing to his piece during that first week. During his second week, he was making the same mistakes. Obviously, he hadn't practiced. During the third week, while still stumbling over the same errors he'd had the first time, Chris received a "page" on his pager from his girlfriend and asked to be excused to "make a call" to her. I told him that he could because he was wasting my time by not practicing what we'd gone over. I indicated that his grade would reflect that. It did.

The final bit of grading that I do during September going into October is the "presentation," when the student presents his/her piece or debate case to the class for evaluation, which happens about every two weeks for each student. It is graded on a fifty point scale; and if the student has done half the work required to win, I indicate that
he has only done half, awarding it a 25.

Do I take extenuating circumstances into account? Yes. Always. If I know, for instance, that Kyle was working overtime at 7-11 the night before and couldn’t research his extemp speech properly because he kept falling asleep, I ask him to do it on the morrow, but give him a different topic. If Lan’s English is not perfect but her tone and her persuasive attitude are, then I throw the grade toward 50 points, rather than downgrading her because I know that she will stop adding a syllable S to every verb in time. The students who are downgraded are those who have obviously not looked at their scripts since the last time they performed or those who have done little or nothing to improve their cases or those who have continual excuses about their brothers’ misbehaviors or their mothers’ peccadilloes. After a certain point, they need to realize, even though they are fourteen or fifteen, that their educations and their grades are dependent on them; not on the whim of an obsessive grandmother or a father who cannot keep a job.

And this sort of grading continues from October, when the “season” begins, through February, when the season ends, with the addition of a “flat” thirty points for attending and participating in a Speech Tournament. Consequently, the student has to earn eighty points per week to keep an A in the class, with an additional fifty points tucked in every two weeks.

It’s terribly honest and it’s ruthless. It’s discouraging to the students who want to socialize and receive a grade for sacrificing their Saturdays; but it’s also something the students accept if they want to succeed. It’s one of the finest “gifts” a teacher can give his students anywhere: If a student wants to attend college, he/she will have to face similar circumstances and similar demands. If he/she wants to succeed in a job or profession, such sacrifices need to be made to ensure success.

It also, in a school like Fillmore, where students regularly drop out of “accelerated” classes in order to take “something easier without too much work,” ensures that Speech will be a single hour class. It won’t expand, and like Drama, because it demands daily performance during its season.

Yet, happily, it is blessed with personalities who want to succeed and who want to continue working because they realize that it opens a world beyond the gritty walls and parking lots of Fillmore toward a future that beckons them toward success.

That “performance” aspect changes drastically in March, or whenever the State Qualification Tournament is held; usually toward the end of February. Then, independent studies start.

Eric is interested in Impressionistic Art. I ask him to do a presentation in a week’s time. Michael is interested in Football. He is instructed to do a speech on the mechanics of the sport by Thursday. Dierdre is interested in Origami. She will show the class how to fold paper next Tuesday. Melissa will explain the need for free-ranging wolves; Margaret will explain why it’s a pain to have a talented older brother; Joe will tell us why he hasn’t embarked on a life of crime.

These are just some of the presentations I expect per week from my students, from March through April, worth fifty points apiece, in order to keep them in “shape.”

There are others, of course: Karen is to keep performing, practicing, and working on her State-qualifying Dramatic piece; Cindy is to keep practicing her oration; Melissa is to keep practicing her Poetry. The State Tournament takes place on March 15th, and they need to be ready for it. The rest of the students are graded on their performances in class.

There are some who are “tapped” for the Optimist Oratorical Contest, which takes place in April, and some who are “tapped” for the Local Radio Station Contest. They are carefully groomed for their performances and present them in class as well. There are the students “picked” for the National Qualification Tournament in April: They perform before the class for evaluation over and over.

And every student is accorded a total of sixty points per week for his/her presentation: 10 points for the “weekend,” 50 points for the presentation.

And so it goes, until the school year ends.

There Are Students Who Will Not Work

I’ve read a couple of books concerning the structure of a classroom and how enthusiastic the students are if certain motivational techniques are used and after reading about the techniques, employing them, trying to be consistent with their implementation, and always feeling somewhat deflated when I still have students who do not do anything; or do so little that their participation barely makes a dent in a grade off.

Evidently, such students don’t exist in Twenty Teachers, In the Middle, or Writing: Teachers and Children at Work.

So maybe, I once figured, all those students transferred to my classes so my evaluators could note “some students not engaged; one asleep,” with the clear expectation that if I were doing something differently short of using electroshock, they would be alert and bright.

And after studying this issue for a number of years, talking with colleagues and realizing that college teacher preparation courses turn a blind eye to such phenomena because it’s hard to research, very discouraging, and is considered anomalous because it “doesn’t fit” in a tenured professor’s experience, that “the student who won’t work” is virtually invisible to the “expert.”

This is why evaluators register surprise at “unengaged” students. The “experts” haven’t mentioned them, except in the context of “underachieving teachers.” I have news for both the expert and the evaluator: It’s not the teacher; it’s the student who is not achieving. What’s even more radical here, is that I believe that the non-achieving student could really care less about being in school and should be allowed to find success in his own way.

What a radical statement. Do you mean, Mr. Thomas, that some students cannot be manipulated by the teacher to act enthusiastic? Do you mean, Mr. Thomas, that some students will resist your dramatic overtures on the beauties of subordinating conjunctions in favor of taking naps?

Yes. Yes. Yes. I realize that personal experience is anathema to academics, but I remember a guy named Kim who finished junior high with me in 1972, then decided that tenth grade at East High School was not as important to him as working as a painting contractor’s assistant. So he dropped out of high school.

And there was little fuss. Kim’s parents believed he could be a more valuable participant in society as a painter’s assistant than as a bored sophomore. They signed whatever withdrawal papers there were, and Kim, covered with spatters, began a career.

What’s wrong with such a scenario? Kim would have slept through his English, Math, Social Studies and Science classes. He would have made no contribution to them. He would have failed. So wouldn’t it make sense to send Kim to his career before he failed courses he could care less about? Isn’t that common sense?
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National Debate Institute
offers the best in summer debate camp experience.

Nationally Recognized Faculty
Superior Research Capabilities -
  • Leavey Library and Asa V. Call Law Library
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It is important to note:
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There is no lab or evidence fee.

For further information contact:
The Office of Summer and Special Programs
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213-740-8748
Maybe it was the heartfelt belief that everyone should receive a high school education or maybe it was greed to hang onto the $3,000.00 per student that the State Legislature offered the School district, but a student like Kim was, by 1986, kept in high school for as long as he agreed to remain; not passing or attending his classes, but "enrolled" in them.

In addition to keeping a kid like Kim enrolled, the school, by 1986, also took on the increased responsibility of monitoring his attendance and notify the home when he missed class for a number of days.

Requiring a student like Kim to attend is not only stupid; it defies any rule of common sense.

And I wind up with a couple of students like Kim every year in Speech class. Maybe because they really have no place else to go or because of a scheduling conflict, they remain; attending regularly or sporadically, but see no reason to be part of the class or a part of the team.

And because they don’t go to Speech tournaments, these students fail. Because they could give a rip about perfecting their ideas, learning about the world, or learning about poetry, these students fail.

Have motivators been tried? Oh yes; they’ve been tried.

Mayra was interested in being on the Speech Team but seemed to have problems going to tournaments. “My dad, mister, decided we were all gonna’ go to the mountains,” she told me by way of apology after she’d missed her first novice tournament.

“What about next Saturday?”

“Oh—I’ll try—” she said, vaguely. “If you didn’t grade for every tournament, I could probably go,” she added hopefully.

And I believed her. “If you go to at least five tournaments this semester,” I promised the students the next day, “then you’ll have a B. That’s every other tournament. Think you can do it?”

Mayra thought it was wonderful. So did a lot of other students, who took full advantage of it. Out of the ten tournaments we attended before Christmas, only five members of a twenty-five member team attended the last five tournaments because they were satisfied with their guaranteed Bs.

Mayra was never one of them. In fact, she never took advantage of my offer at all. She seemed content to miss every tournament and to fail.

And with a speech team in disarray, having lost its competitive “edge,” I sincerely wondered where my offer had gone wrong. I realized, after studying Mayra’s performance in other classes through talking with my colleagues, that all Mayra did was whine; promise to do better, and never perform on her promise. The entire curriculum might be modified for her, the expectations of the teacher might be radically altered: It ultimately made no difference.

Mayra was determined to fail.

There are dozens; nay, hundreds of these in many urban high schools: Students who don’t attend regularly and miss work; students who are required by law to attend but don’t do work; and students who really cannot see the value in learning. They are determined to fail in spite of a teacher’s best efforts. And they will. The reason administrators and legislators don’t realize that these students are determined to fail is because they have never seen or spoken with the students, and a successful legislator or administrator cannot conceive of anyone who does not want to succeed. Well, they’re in our schools, when they attend, and they are incredibly successful at failing.

I suspect that such students exist in Twenty Teachers, In The Middle, and in Writing: Children and Teachers at Work, but they aren’t mentioned because they don’t fit the prescribed techniques of the book. There are students who will fail. There students who, no matter how motivated the teacher, will be an endless source of frustration. There are students who will fail.

It is perhaps the best solution for any teacher to anticipate this; to schedule tournaments and practices and the general work of the classroom in complete ignorance of these students because they do not change.

Specific studies can be written about and for them, specific performance can be required of them. The School Social Worker can draw up a list of “classroom expectations” for them. They will ultimately become like my friend Kim: Someone who should not be in high school; someone who will not pass in spite of the best efforts of the teacher.

Of course, there are those who, because of family, job, or other circumstances, cannot “make” the tournaments or participate in class as often as they should.

And these students, because they already know the penalty, will find a way to participate in class, to get a ride to tournaments, to make sure their grades are OK.
the preliminary registration and FAX or mail it back, making certain that I have reserved two “places” in each category: Normally, two places in extemp., two places in Oratory, two places in Drama, two places in Humor, two places in Poetry, and two places in L-D Debate. If I actually have a Duo Interpretation Team or a Cross-Examination Debate team, I usually know whether or not to reserve places for them because such teams are pretty easy to determine even during the first week of school. Their dependability is also pretty easy to figure out.

I also write, in large block letters, “Coach Will Bring Check” somewhere on the form.

So, after having filled out the pre-registration, I have 3 copies of it made. I send the original back through the mail to the host school as soon as I can as a matter of courtesy: The Tournament Director would like to know just how many rooms to appportion to an event and to anticipate how many students and schools will enter the tournament. He or she would also like to know when we will pay.

The first of the three copies goes to the Fillmore High School Treasurer with a request for a check. This request includes the date I will need the check and a polite note adding that I will take it to the tournament with me so it’s not lost in the mail or postponed by the Treasurer, who already has a ton of things to keep track of: Cheerleading uniforms, candy sales, the Principal’s discretionary fund, a Basketball Coach’s Memorial Scholarship Fund—God knows what all else. This gives her a chance to get the check out, hand it to me, and forget about it after she posts it in her innumerable ledgers.

The second copy goes to my files, usually in a desk drawer, where I disregard it until I receive notice from the School Treasurer that she doesn’t have a copy of my form. Then, it’s very handy.

The third copy goes into my gradebook so I remember to order a bus for the event. Since, in my District, buses must be ordered two to three weeks before they are needed, it is absolutely crucial to get the forms into the Athletic Director so they can be approved.

Once the coach has sent the pre-registration, then he gets to figure out who will fill the slots he has reserved. If there are no Oratory competitors and only one Humor competitor plus an additional Drama competitor, he calls the Tournament Director a week before the tournament and adjusts accordingly. This is gracious and also professional because it helps with scheduling the tournament.

**On the Bus:**

The morning of the Tournament arrives and Millard Fillmore High School has exactly half its ten competitors on board the bus to the tournament at Enir Pasha High School when it pulls out of the parking lot at 6:40. The bus, designed for 35 students, feels incredibly spacious.

Supplies on board include a briefcase full of papers to grade and a folder full of the permission forms and the pre-registration copy from the gradebook as well as the other parts of the invitation: Usually a pre-printed “Final Registration” form on which the coach will write the names of the competitors. If there are debaters or extemporaneous speakers on board, their supplies are also available for the tournament. I usually have the students put the extemp file in the trunk of my car on the Friday before each tournament and fetch it the Monday after. Consequently, it’s ready to be loaded on the bus. If I had debaters who needed to cart their files around, I would probably make similar provisions.

The coach writes down the names of students on board the bus and puts it into the tournament file folder, then fills out the Final Registration Form, usually in block print, because the bus ride is bumpy. As he fills it out, he calls out to the students: “Bao, you’re A in Poetry. Dien, you’re B in Poetry. I don’t know what the code is yet, but remember that you’re competitor A or B; okay?”

They nod, and I continue: “Nguyen, you’re A in Oratory. Brian, you’re A in Extemp. Quyen, you’re A in Lincoln-Douglas Debate.”

“Just keep the letter in mind,” I tell them; “Or write it down somewhere handy so you know which one you are. I’ll tell you your code at registration.”

I carefully transfer the information to the attendance sheet I’ve already taken, then write down the names of those missing the tournament in order to charge them the costs of their entries later.

**Registration:**

So we struggle into the high school by 7:10 a.m. I have found that knowing where the high school is can be very useful when the bus driver, accustomed to a forty-block route in the City, suddenly finds himself/herself in an unknown suburb. Over the years, I have guided about one-third of my buses to their destinations because some drivers are not inclined to read maps, ask for directions, or read street signs.

The fact that we have arrived by 7:10 is also a gracious and timely act on our part: Many tournaments have been held back because competing schools did not arrive on time for registration and their lateness caused everyone to suffer. Usually, registration lasts from 7:00 until 7:30. In some big tournaments, if a team arrives later than 7:30, that team is “dropped” from the tournament with few questions asked.

At the Registration Table, I hand over the check, then go through the “Adds and Drops.” The “Adds” are pretty rare for an urban high school, but they do happen: Some kid from a great debate program in California comes to Denver and enrolls on Wednesday, ready to compete; the coach is going to want to include him in Lincoln-Douglas Debate that Saturday to see how he/she does. “Adds” usually happen if there’s space available; which, because of “drops,” is created.

“Drops” are those students who were pre-registered, but who have not physically shown up for the tournament.

I go carefully over our pre-registered entries and make sure the “drops” are recorded and the information is sent to the Tab, or the Tabulation Room, so my colleagues can re-schedule the tournament, if necessary.

I also get my “school code.” Usually a number, the “code” stands for the high school and is its only identification so that any prejudiced competitor or critic cannot tell the competitor’s school.

**Waiting:**

“Your code is sixteen,” I tell the competitors. “So, Bao, You’re sixteen A in Poetry; Dien, you’re sixteen B in Poetry.” I sonorously go on. “Remember these numbers and your letter for your posting. Extemp—Brian—you’re probably posted in the Library. Let’s take your stuff there.”

Brian unwillingly stands. I pick up his extemp file.

“Your postings will appear there—’’ I indicate the signs that say: LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATE; POETRY; DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION; ORIGINAL ORATORY—around the lunchroom. “Look for them,” I tell the students.

“Can we go smoke?” Melissa asks.

“Posting will probably happen at eight. It’s seven-thirty now. If you want to
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get some orange juice or a roll, go ahead.”

There is a desertion of the table similar to the Jews fleeing Egypt. At 7:58 a.m., they reappear, waiting for their “postings” to go up.

Brian and I head for the Library, where we find out that Extemp will be “posted” in the Library at 8:00. We put his briefcase down, arrange the Extemp file, and he joins the rest of the Speech team until he reports back to the Library at 8:00.

**Posting:**

The first “posting” is Cross-Examination Debate; the second is Lincoln-Douglas Debate. My students grow listless and wander around. Joe talks of going outside to “pet cows” in an adjacent field. He is warned against it by me.

“If you stick around,” I tell them, “it will happen sooner than you think.”

Dien produces a pack of cards and shuffles them on his script; Bao opens a book; Melissa talks to some boy from Wally and Beaver High School at an adjoining table.

Finally, at 8:15, Poetry Interpretation, underneath the sign, is posted. My students run to see if their “codes” are included.

They come back, puzzled. “I’m section three,” Bao tells me, “What does that mean?”

“Does it have a room number?”

“Yeah. Room 160.”

“Then go there. Don’t worry about the section. Just go to the room. Put your name and code on the chalkboard. Then present your piece when the judge tells you to.”

“Okay.” She takes her script and departs, presumably for room 160.

Oratory is posted next. Nguyet’s code is not listed and I take her to the Tabulation Room. “Pardon me,” I say in my most humble tone, “But sixteen A in Oratory is not on the posting.”

One of the tabulators raises her head, recognizing me. This is where reputation and professionalism merge to create a strong bond of respect. I have worked with these Speech professionals for years, learned about their families and their impossible schedules and have come to respect them for learning and ability as well as for their pragmatism. I also know that approaching a Tab Room is a matter of gravity for any coach because it usually contains the most notable and respected coaches of the tournament. Approaching it frivolously or with- out good reason usually leads to a diminution of respect.

“Did you add this one?” Sue stares at me through her half glasses.

“No. This one was pre-registered.”

She sorts through a pile of papers, including a copy of the posting. “You’re right, Bill; the posting doesn’t show 16A. Let’s put her in Section 3, room 506. Okay?”

“Thank you.” I then instruct the student to head for room 506. “If someone’s speaking, just wait for the applause, then let yourself in the room. Tell the judge that you’re the last speaker. He will have you put your name on the board and your code, then you sit down until you’re called.”

Nguyen nods and heads for room 506. Then, with competitors gone, I try to grade papers. It’s virtually impossible. Not only is there the anticipation of what the students have undergone, there is always the colleague who will sit and tell me the most obnoxious things about his early retirement from the Denver Public Schools and his new job with the Aurora Public Schools as a part-time Speech coach. Listen politely, I drink a lot of coffee; I listen some more. Soon, the competitors come back.

Some are filled with the marvellous and inventive phrasing of used car salesmen, about how wonderfully they did; some are uncertain. I ask how each did.

Some are recalcitrant; one was so terrified by his lack of debating abilities that he asked to drop his next two rounds, (which I did for him after ascertaining how terrified he was), and others were brimming with enthusiasm. “I’ll bet I beat everybody in there!” Melissa exclaims. “Can I go smoke?”

**Second Round:**

Second Round is posted and Annette is not on the list. She and I go to the Tab Room, respectfully explain our problem, and she is assigned a room for that round. I try to grade papers, but am kept from doing so by my debater, who is bored. More important, he is terrified of what he’s gotten himself into. “At my other school, Mr. Thomas, we just debated whether marijuana should be legalized. Here, they ask if I understand Maslow and Ayn Rand. Are they always going to be like this?”

“No,” I assure him. “In college, we’re given a bunch of words to use that don’t make sense on the street. We use them correctly in college. We pass. In Debate, the same thing is done. You just don’t know the words yet.” He and I wander around the campus. He tells me about his former Speech teacher, who sounds like she tried to prepare her students to engage in meaningless thought processes because they had no competition.

“Did she ever enter you into contests against other schools?” I ask coolly, knowing the answer.

“No.” He understands the implications of my question. “Nothing like this.”

“Oh.” I let the thought hang in the October air. He understands that competition is the measure of the debate; not the preparation. I figure he’ll work like hell next time. I still haven’t graded any papers.

**Third Round:**

Third round goes quickly enough and we wait for awards. There are no glitches this time and Michael has gotten a phone number from an attractive competitor. If for nothing else, I reason, the tournament has been a success. It’s their first and they’ve all learned something: Definitely what not to do during succeeding rounds at other tournaments.

**Awards:**

At a novice tournament, the awards are “Superior” (1st-6th places); and “Excellent” (7th through 12th places). They are usually given in the form of ribbons: Blue being Superior; Red being Excellent. Normally, at novice tournaments, the hosts award ribbons lavishly, which is encouraging and gives the coach and coach an idea as to how the student did. The event is called, and the winners and their schools are usually awarded their ribbons in reverse order, beginning with 12th place.

This is why I count the number of ribbons awarded before my students get theirs: I want to know exactly what places my students have earned and what schools beat them.

At the end of awards, coaches are asked to pick up the ballots of the competitors. I always do this myself because I want to make certain one of my students doesn’t lose the ballot or find himself distributing them before we’re off campus. It’s just courtesy; but again, it has an element of timeliness: At the close of a tournament, I have been in the position, as Tournament Director, of waiting politely until the building is cleared of competitors and coaches who seem to have little idea that they need to leave the site in order to let the custodians clean and lock up. I’ve endured a whole hour of a coach and her competitors in the Fillmore Auditorium after awards who
On the Bus Headed Back:

Ballots are promptly distributed to my five competitors with the Coach’s proviso that “I want them back by the end of the ride,” and the students busily read, comment, curse, yell, and carry on, show me some comment that’s “absolutely wrong, Mr. Thomas! Absolutely wrong!” and then reluctantly hand me their ballots by the end of the ride. I put the ballots back in the envelope, climb off the bus with the extemp file, which I put into my car trunk, wish everyone a good day, wait till their rides come to pick them up, and am the last one to leave the parking lot.

The students may take their ribbons home, show them to their parents, then bring them back on Monday to hang in the showcase. The reason I never let the ballots out of my hand until I have gone over them is so that I can record the student’s progress, figure out what he/she did correctly or incorrectly, make comments on the ballots, and be ready for coaching the student at the next week’s beginning.

How I Spend Saturday Nights

It’s ten-thirty at night and I’ve just gotten home. I haven’t had dinner and I have only graded only four papers during the entire day’s tournament. I defrost a tamale or some other bit of something that masquerades as food, then take it, my papers, and all the Speech tournament stuff downstairs to my office, where, at 10:45, while I'm half-watching whatever PBS has decided to show, I go through the ballots.

First, I staple them carefully together; First round, Second round, Third round, and attach all three “finals” ballots to those, if I’ve had any finalists. Then, I record, on a clean sheet of paper, just what the results are.

Results of the Emir Pasha Novice Invitational
October 12, year, at Emir Pasha High School, Lakewood:

Dramatic Interpretation:
Sam Spade: 44, 4 50, 1 49, 1 Superior!
Marvin Gardens: 43, 2 44, 1 45, 1 Superior!

Lincoln-Douglas Debate:

Ignatz Splog: W, 44 L, 39 L, 39
Extemporaneous Speaking:
Walden Pond: 45, 4 42, 4 44, 4
Original Oratory:
Jack Hammer: 49, 1 50, 1 48, 2

First Place!

Owes:
Klingon Empire ($4.00) (Humor); Jack Cadillac ($4.00) (L-D Debate); Thomas Aquinas ($4.00) (Poetry).

This sheet of paper then goes into a folder marked with the name of the tournament and when it was held. I usually staple it to the left side, on top of my copy of the pre-registration and the list of who was on the bus. It is important to have this handy in case someone asks for proof that his/her child owes money for having missed the tournament, but it’s also important to have a record of the tournament for National Forensic League membership, as evidence of funding for the program, or for teacher evaluation.

Then I attack the ballots. I read them carefully, circle the comments that I believe should be noticed, and make comments where appropriate.

Then I make certain that the students are given credit in my gradebook for participation in the tournament.

It’s approximately 11:30 when I’m done with this stuff. I set it aside and ponder what I’m going to write as a press release for the local paper. Usually, it’s fairly straightforward stuff: So and so won and so and so participated and so and so happened to be along; but if nobody won, then I normally profile one or more of my students; pointing to his or her hard work, or his or her recent accomplishment with a college scholarship committee. In the article, I include a mention of our participation in the tournament, and make sure every name is spelled correctly. This press release usually appears at the offices of the local newspaper by 6:45 am the following Monday so it makes the deadline of noon that day. We look for it later in the week, when the paper is distributed on Thursday.

I’ll bet nobody spends a more exciting Saturday night than I do!

The Problems with Individualized Projects and "Relevance"

If part of what we do after the tournament season is a whole series of individual projects, then the students are going to be indulging in many things that interest them. Since a Speech Team, is by nature, a group of individuals interested in esoterica, their projects are going to be pretty esoteric.

Mike was interested in silver coinage and understanding why silver has never been as valuable as gold. A student of Chemistry and Economics, he wanted to understand the historical implications regarding this issue. So I had him look at the Presidential campaigns of 1892 and 1896, paying close attention to the Democratic Presidential Platform of 1896 and how it espoused silver coinage over gold.

And the School Library was little help, except through the Internet, which provided him with a bunch of information.

"But there are no encyclopedias dealing with this issue?" I asked the Librarian.
"We have no textual reference to this?"
She shook her head. "It's not relevant," she remarked.
"Relevant?"
"We have limited space," she explained, "And we cannot have every bit of information available for everything. Think of the ton of things we'd need—and the room we have."

"Do you have an Art section?"
She nodded.
"Philosophy?"
"Limited."
"Anything by George Santayana?"
She shook her head.
"Ayn Rand?"
She nodded.

I found out that if a student really wanted to know in-depth information about a subject, he/she had better trust the Internet. "The School District has mandated that we put more recent information in the Library," I was told. "Stuff from a century ago, if it hasn't been checked out, goes."

"Does that include the wonderful three-volume set of Charles Lamb’s Works that I used about three years ago?"
She nodded sadly. "Nobody had checked it out."

In teaching "individualized projects," I find that the Library is sorely in need of primary materials, which are the essence of research. It’s a sad thing to realize when students are encouraged to find primary materials, which are needed for debate, oratory, and extemporaneous speaking.

It’s ironic to realize that in a District where teachers are told to emphasize research and greater learning on the parts of students, that the primary source of information is quietly ridding itself of the information because of "space;" and that the Librarian has been told to do just that, instead of using closets, basement rooms, or
other storage areas for the books. What happens if they someday become “relevant”? Maybe it’s only a scholar’s wish; but, after having studied at the Bodleian Library, Oxford, where every “book” of Western Civilization has been housed since the University’s founding, even those which haven’t been looked at in centuries, I’m kind of shocked. I understand the physical concerns of “space,” but a book, whether “relevant” or not, is still something I cannot imagine throwing away.

There is a volume of verse that was published some years ago. I believe it is called Stevenson’s Home Book of Verse, that contains “occasional,” and in the main, “pedestrian” poetry. Yet, when I was a high school student, that book, full of maudlin rhyme and sentimental slop, meant more to me than The Complete Works of Browning that sat on a higher shelf. The Home Book of Verse had examples of poetry that I knew weren’t great, but that I knew, as a poet, I could study, and learn from, because their sentiment was true.

I’m waiting for the entire Poetry section to be removed from the shelves of Fillmore because “nobody has checked it out within ten years,” and to watch it be replaced with Chilton manuals of car repair, which is much “more relevant” to our population.

If that happens, I will not be surprised; just disappointed that the school has pandered to the common lusts of our population as opposed to the more ratified, creative, and esoteric individuals who will truly make marks on our culture.

Maybe, however, it is time to realize that the book is a dying form and that the Internet is its replacement. Maybe a library will come to resemble a computer showroom in the future, where Thoreau can be “downloaded” at 10 cents a page; and Washington Irving will be “published” through e-mail attachments. If so, then I hope the “library” of the future will realize the cultural value of certain esoteric works, such as the battle over silver coinage of 1896 and not “delete” it in the interest of “relevance” or “space” on some hard drive disk.

The National Forensic League

This is a professional commitment that leads to a National reputation.

This is a knowledge of Speech beyond one’s own school or city.

This is a tradition that’s quietly functioned since 1925.

This is an honor society that is more exclusive than National Honor Society or MENSA.

This is one of the few “ties” a Speech coach can point to that illustrates why Speech is of National significance.

The Principal may not know it or care; nor may the administrators above her, but there are “quiet” reputations that should be kept because they reflect more “quality” among academics than the football team ever will.

How does a college maintain its reputation? It normally does so through its research and its publications. The “quality” of its graduates is measured through the Nobel Prizes won on the part of its faculty because colleges know that, in the long run, the football team is merely an ornament; not the whole Christmas Tree. The branches and trunk are the excellent education available.

That’s the motivation behind the National Forensic League, an honor society for Speech competitors, founded in 1925, and dedicated to the idea that Speech, unlike Composition or Literature studies, is a discipline unto itself that encompasses all the skills of English: Reading, Writing, and Speaking.

And membership in the National Forensic League, for some urban students, is an amazingly cherished goal because it doesn’t have the “trappings” of Fillmore High School or their home schools. Membership in the National Forensic League means more than an honor cord at graduation; it means an achievement that other students haven’t attained, whether they’re in Who’s Who Among American High School Students or big in FBLA or DECA or ROTC.

Most people don’t notice the insignia when it’s worn: After all, it’s a small, octagonal pin of silver, barely measuring an inch. The stones set in it: emeralds, sapphires, rubies, depending on how long and how well the student has competed in Speech, are small also.

But it’s not the insignia, either; It’s the accomplishment and the distinction that the student has earned.

“You mean,” Amanda asked after bombing most of her sophomore year in Poetry Interpretation, “That even though I’ve got a GPA of one-point-six, that I can still be a member of an honor society in Speech?” The thought stuck her dumb for a moment. It also made her feel special. “Because I competed and tried in Speech, you’re still going to nominate me? Me?”

It’s probably in the nature of some Speech coaches to make sure that the competitors they nominate are sterling in character and grades. I’m sure that the arguments regarding exclusivity and “honor society” hold true with them. I understand those arguments. The one I postulate is that for a competitor, no matter what his character or academic status, should be accorded membership in the National Forensic League because he has competed. Perhaps he has competed badly; perhaps he has been unprepared; nevertheless, he has tried to persuade or emote before his peers and a judge enough times to be accorded membership as a representative of his high school.

There is another argument I will put forward as well: Sometimes, after having been accepted for membership in the NFL, the student’s grades improve. His behavior is improved. While there is no proven direct correlation, there is something to be said of membership in a group that represents the very best of academic activity and its benefits.

As far as the lifetime membership in the National Forensic League, it also has some benefits that don’t appear until much later.

Miranda really wanted to shadow a disc jockey at a popular Heavy Metal FM radio station for Career Day, but she knew it was impossible because the disc jockey was overbooked and sick of the adulation he received from teenage girls who couldn’t do much but giggle into the microphone.

I telephoned the Program Director of the radio station and was immediately transferred to the disc jockey when he found out I was a Speech teacher.

“You’ve,” he said in his deep growl that set fourteen-year-old females ablaze, “I was a member of the National Forensic League in my high school in Austin, Texas. I’ve got a place in my heart for Speech teachers.”

“Sorry,” he said, “I’ve got a place in your heart for solving my problem.”

And she was, thank goodness. There are also other benefits that accrue from membership in the NFL. Lawyers, Accountants—bosses of all types have been nominated for membership, and still remember the accomplishments of their high school days. Sometimes, it means that
The National Debate Institute, D.C. offers an exciting opportunity for students to attend a national caliber debate institute at a cost competitive with the fees of most regional camps. Students receive instruction from some of the nation's finest debate teachers, including respected high school and college coaches, as well as some of the nation's most successful current and former collegiate debaters.

- **NATIONALLY RENOWNED FACULTY.** Outstanding coaches with proven track-records of success at both the high school/collegiate level, and top-flight current and former collegiate competitors.
- **RIGOROUS CURRICULUM.** A carefully crafted schedule developed and refined over the years at NFC camps. Classes are intensive, designed for the dedicated student of debate who wishes to maximize personal improvement.
- **SUPERIOR FACILITIES, LOCATION AND RESOURCES.** Students have access to the vast educational resources of the nation's capital, its abundance of libraries and think-tanks, and get to experience the city's cultural and entertainment attractions while on fully-supervised excursions. Program pricing includes lunch and dinner throughout the program, and all evidence produced at the camp for policy debaters! Remember to compare complete costs when pricing other camps.
- **TARGETED LEARNING** for both national circuit debaters and regional competitors. Classes utilize a variety of mutually reinforcing techniques, including fast-paced lectures, affirmative and negative labs, theory and practicum seminars, and individualized consultations.
- **ACCELERATED LEARNING ENVIRONMENT.** Includes over a dozen critiqued debates in the standard program as well as repeated argument drills and rebuttal rework exercises, all designed to teach mastery of superior technique at all levels.
- **INTENSIVE 30-ROUNDS POLICY DEBATE OPTION.** For students who feel they need a camp experience heavily weighted toward practice and technique instruction. Students in this special focus lab will spend a portion of each day learning theory, cutting originals, and putting together positions, and then will debate an average of two rounds a day (fully critiqued with reworks) for the duration of the camp. Nick Coburn-Palo of the College Prep School will be a lead instructor for this outstanding educational experience. Look for an update on all of the outstanding staff for this special program in upcoming issues of the Rostrum!
- **EXPERIENCED PROGRAM DIRECTION.** The director is Russ Falconer, former coach and debater at Emory University. He will be coaching college debate next year. This year he has been working with the Urban Debate League in Waco, Texas. His competitive successes include semi's at West Georgia, quarters at Wake Forest and CEDA nationals, and 1st place at the University of South Carolina. He also works at the Stanford National Forensic Institute in the policy debate program.

### Costs (which includes housing, lunch and dinner throughout the program, and all program materials/briefs and evidence):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Cost (room, board, tuition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular CX Program</td>
<td>$1,525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-round CX program</td>
<td>$1,775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An additional $85 enrollment fee is required upon application.

For more information:

NFC
1678 Shattuck Ave., #305
Berkeley, CA 94709

www.educationunlimited.com (510) 548-4800
the student will be considered over other applicants for a particular position or job.

There's also another aspect to the NFL that most coaches and competitors appreciate: In its National Speech and Debate Tournament, it pits the very best speakers in the United States against each other. The qualifying tournaments that precede "Nationals" are ruthless in their attempts to make certain that only the best students in the "district," a federation of 10 or more schools, represent them.

So I take along however many students I can to the qualification tournament and hope their talents and abilities will carry them to the last round, then to first or second place, so they can go to Nationals.

"This is it," I tell them solemnly. "This is the end of your Speech career this year or the continuation of it. If you wind up going to Nationals, I'll move heaven and earth to get you there; if you don't, neither of us has to worry about what we're going to do from June 11th through the 17th.

"Only one student from Fillmore has made it to Nationals since I started nine years ago," I continue, "And he made it twice, in Dramatic Interpretation. He went as far as eleventh place in the Nation the first time and forty-third the second time; so all bets are off. You do your best. That's all I can expect of you and that's all I hope you do. You do your best. Please remember, I believe in you."

And my best students "wiped out" because their scripts are not what the judges expect; their orations are not "up to snuff;" their debating abilities are severely tried by more experienced and more facile debaters.

Of course, it's discouraging. Of course, it's a letdown. Would I trade it for a quiet weekend, even though qualification to "Nationals" would mean that I'd spend the next two months scrambling for funds for the student, would have to spend $200.00 of my own for meals and lodging and a rental car? Not on your life. It's because competition at "Nationals" means that the student has done something about 300 of his peers would give their eyeteeth for: To be among the Nation's finest.

Is there school recognition of this? Very little, really. The students who compete are acknowledged in an assembly sometimes and sometimes, if they are flamboyant characters who are loved by the student population, mention is made of them at a pep rally—but most of the time, their accomplishments in Speech, though far above the basketball or football or baseball teams—are rarely mentioned.

This is also why membership in the National Forensic League is important. Because the student realizes that the rest of the world, especially among professionals and thinking adults, is not as interested in a slam-dunk from an illiterate freshman as it is in an adult whose abilities in communication and persuasion are polished and thoughtful.

The illiterate freshman will fade from consciousness. The persuasive speaker from an honor society will continue long into old age.

It really is rather comforting to think, after fifteen years of coaching Speech, that fully one-half of my competitors, all of whom were NFL members, have responsible jobs that are in the careers they studied for or are sustaining scholarships in college. For an urban high school, where fifty percent of whose graduates do not go into higher education and stay there, that's a tremendous accomplishment.

Speech and the Curriculum

In the Denver Public Schools, Introduction to Literature and Composition I and II is required of every student in order to graduate. This is "regular" Ninth Grade English. It's a basic course of grammar, composition, reading of fiction and non-fiction, an explanation of poetic forms and study of Romeo and Juliet.

Since the requirement went into effect, I have bad the pleasure of teaching all sorts of students from all over the school; two of whom have been in Honors English since tenth grade, but have never taken intro to Lit and Comp. So, there they are, grinding away at forming paragraphs and learning subordinate clauses in my second hour; then reconstructing Stendahl and Joyce in AP English during third hour.

But why isn't Speech at least a one-semester requirement in the City of Denver? In some suburbs, it is required for at least a semester for all high school students; and in most colleges, for most majors, at least one speech class, usually Public Speaking 1, is required because its benefits are applicable to all walks of life.

It's odd that where it's needed most, Speech is required least; yet thousands of dollars are poured into School-to-Career programs and into Computer labs and teachers are evaluated on how much career preparation they have helped students with and how often the students use the computers and for what purpose when a Speech requirement would suffice for both career exploration and computer use and save the District a great deal of money besides.

How often, when seeing a news report about somebody from an urban neighborhood do we assume that person is illiterate because of his/her choice of words or phrases or accent? Quite a lot, evidently. We hear ads everyday on talk radio about improving our vocabularies and we watch students belittle each other because their command of the language is less than fluent. This is true for any culture and for any people across the globe: If you sound like an intelligent person, speak clearly and with appropriate variation, and you use the vocabulary of an intelligent person, you will be treated like an intelligent person. If you sound like an idiot; if you are unsure of your vocabulary, if you slur or inappropriately drop your words when trying to explain something, you don't sound intelligent.

I don't care how brilliant Xeng is on computers: If he cannot handle a job interview, he is handicapped in the work force. I don't care what a wonderful musician Xavier is: If he wants a music scholarship to Greeley, then he has to look like he is genuinely interested in it before the Committee of Award.

And Speech could solve some of these problems of poise and articulation and word choice. Speech could also aid the teacher's time commitment in the use of computers because part of Speech is research and writing.

Perhaps Speech is not a requirement in a number of urban high schools because of its marginalization ever since about 1925. Evidently, in a dispute over what a student should learn in an English class, the "Speech" teachers "walked out" of the National Council of Teachers of English Convention, leaving the field to teachers of Composition and Literature, which has been emphasized ever since. In many state universities, the training of English majors does not include the spoken language as much as it includes the written language. I can blame Ian Richards, Cleanth Brooks, and T.S. Eliot, all of whom I have depended heavily for my Master's degree in Composition, English and American Literature for this: That the spoken word of poetry or of drama or of an essay is not as profound as seeing it in print because it does not have "last" as long as the written word.
they have unfortunately left English education with a legacy that is sorely lacking in the most fundamental of its tenets: The human voice that gives the poetry or drama or short story its immediate passion. And while, after having studied Eliot's verse *ad nauseam* and Brooks' essays until I damn near memorized them, I don't believe it was the intention of these gentlemen to exclude the spoken word from education, I think that those who followed them, trying to codify and "make" English a part of the curriculum, felt that Speech was a "momentary delight," in the "province of the thespian or the follower of Terpsichore."

I believe this impression has persisted since 1925. With the advent of the radio and the television as a popular medium, Speech became as marginalized as Drama because all it "taught" was "emoting." There was no serious work in Speech, the average man might think, because it either concerned florid phrasing or "passion" completely inappropriate to polite society. The florid phrasing would come from having endured a year's memorization of great speeches of American History like "Webster's Reply to Hayne," or "The Gettysburg Address." The "passion" would come from learning Delsarte poses for "love," "happiness," "sympathy," "compassion," and so on in order to quote Longfellow's "The Wreck of the Hesperus." If that was all a Speech class concerned, then of course, it would have no meaning or curricular value because its importance to the larger world would be ridiculous. If, however, its purpose was to enable students to compete against students from other schools, then it would serve that purpose well. However, with the Depression, World War II, and with the emphasis on the High School as some sort of catch-all for academic and vocational arts from 1945 on, the Speech class and the Speech Team would be marginalized because its more traditional contests would fade in favor of state-run and state-sanctioned contests that would codify certain events in Speech and remove others because there wasn't any "criteria" for it. Besides, administrators, for the first time realizing that a new gymnasium could be built with Federal funds if they allowed the school to have an auto mechanic's class, could not be bothered with the trends assaulting the Speech teacher or the direction of Forensics in general, would put the Speech class in the "English Department," where it would be offered to the students as an alternative to "Drama" or "Creative Writing."

And that, essentially, is where Speech sits today. When most people think of a Speech class, they think of the idea of standing naked in front of their clothed peers, telling their life stories, and being graded on how honest they are. That's a pretty frightening scenario. Yet it is perpetuated in many people's minds because they remember Speech as the one course in college that they "had to take" and put it off as long as possible. It seemed a needless requirement in college: Who needs Public Speaking 101 if he is to be an accountant or a doctor or a lawyer or a teacher? Who needs to learn techniques of persuasion or research or citation if he is to become an accountant or a doctor or a lawyer or a teacher?

And that feeling is still very real among those who write and decide curriculum for many high schools because they don't realize that there is so much more to Speech than a series of presentations on the same subject. Speech 101, because it is required by many majors across the college campus, is usually taught by adjunct faculty and Teaching Assistants: People who could generally care less about the class or the students, but who want the money or the credit for teaching it. Of course, many will make it as dull as possible and as predictable as possible. Many won't tell their students about vocal variety or research or the power of the spoken word or the tremendous power of the primal voice inside that makes reading something silently "come alive." Of course not. They have a course to teach. That's all.

And that's what a lot of teachers and administrators and Board members remember about Speech: That it was a boring class with little to recommend itself to the world at large.

This is why the Speech teacher, in the urban high school, is usually considered "crazy" by his peers because he will take on this fourth "prep" of Speech in addition to his Intro to Lit and Comp, his British Lit and Comp X, his British Lit and Comp Reg. Where's the "academic bit" of writing; where's the "academic bit" of research? What in hell is he teaching? He is not teaching Reading. He is not teaching English. His colleagues know he is not teaching Drama. He is not teaching Journalism. What, then, in hell is he teaching?

It's a sad bit of knowledge to understand that the Speech Teacher is teaching Spoken Communication, based on Aristotle: Ethos, Pathos, and Logos, and expecting the students to understand the distinctions among them in oratory and extemporaneous speaking against other schools and to know that his peers in the English Department don't have a clue as to what are the roots of understanding and what persuasion means. Most English teachers, although their business is ethos, pathos, and logos, don't understand what those terms mean, yet their very livelihood is dependent on these terms.

Because the Speech teacher is marginalized, he has the job of running the Speech Team without a great deal of support from the administration; nor realization of his accomplishments with the Speech Team. This is because the Speech Team has operated in a vacuum of administrative ignorance since 1945 or before. A Speech Tournament has to be attended all the way through to awards; a football game has to be attended for three hours at most. Those administrators who confidently arrive at a Speech tournament during second round and want to "cheer the team on" are usually considered ridiculous in the minds of tournament officials because the administrator's presence is only an interference to the tournament. The administrator sees the students "between rounds" two and three. The administrator who wants to watch what his students are accomplishing in round three then goes to the round and watches. His cell phone goes off. He excuses himself.

"Do me a favor," Kathy tells me, exasperated, "If you ever let the Principal come to a tournament again, tell him to turn off his damn cell phone!" She knew that her interpretation of *Amadeus* had been less than spectacular. Nevertheless, she felt compelled to mention the Principal's cell phone. "It was so annoying in the middle of the round!"

And Speech, as a consequence, has been put in the realm of a "dramatic society" or an "extracurricular activity" because the connection is not made, sometimes, that the performance is based on work in class. After all, the reasoning goes, if a kid outside the drama classes can try out for a part in a play, get it, and perform, the same rationale ought to apply to Speech. Sometimes it does; but only in rare instances. Normally, a student has to be enrolled in Speech in order to receive the training and the motivation to attend tournaments. The Drama production has a four-week schedule, with rehearsal after school and three evenings of performance; the Speech schedule has a
twenty-five-week schedule with three performances every week and rehearsal every day.

Another reason Speech is not a required part of the curriculum is because it's just not sexy enough. It never has been sexy and efforts to make it so, by renaming it with such titles as "Oral Communication" or "Speaker and Listener" or "Speaking to be Heard" merely makes its objectives silly. It either has the appearance of a therapy group for lost students or a well-behaved study hall if its main purpose: To enable students to act and speak with poise and assurance is watered down through exercises of little consequence or merit such as answering questions from a book or allowing students to speak their minds without consequence or challenge. I imagine several writers of curriculum have witnessed this sort of class and have really wondered about its merit.

There is a final reason that Speech should not be a requirement, according to some of my colleagues, and that's because the worstest students in the school join Speech. The students might be brilliant and they might be creative, but to most teachers, they are a pain. They ask off-the-wall questions, sing, make jokes, seem preoccupied with something other than the lesson, and keep challenging the teacher. To a teacher who is used to absolute authority with no dispute, that's a pretty serious matter, and the students seem encouraged to ask questions in Speech, to find information on their own.

This can be more dangerous than productive if the student is not guided through the appropriate channels. Lamar, for instance, after having found some media tracts that asserted that the Declaration of Independence was racist, spent Monday and Tuesday quoting the tracts. He spent Wednesday with me, going by line by line over The Declaration of Independence trying to find racist references. The only one we could find was "Savage Indians," which made him bristle.

But how many teachers really want to deal with students who find information everywhere and want to discuss it?

Not many. Ivan reads Dostoevsky "for fun" because it's part of his Russian heritage and he likes the ideas of shame and repentance, of good and evil, and of reality versus illusion. When he wants to discuss the works he's read, however, I have to admit to Ivan that I have truly only finished Crime and Punishments and that although I know the plots and some of the ideas from Notes From Underground, The Idiot, and The Brothers Karamazov, I have not actually read them all the way through; or only glanced at them twenty years ago. That's embarrassing, moreover, it is humbling to realize that a fourteen-year-old has read some of the World's great literature and wants to discuss it with his teacher and the teacher is woefully unprepared to discuss that literature.

I've been embarrassed this way at least three times: The first I've just described; the other two concerned works by James Baldwin and Petrarch. I was found lacking.

But if I'm found lacking, I imagine a number of my colleagues would be found not only lacking, but completely naked. One of the reasons, I'm convinced, that such a large textbook has been preferred by teachers of British Literature Accelerated is because the Teacher's Edition has notes and answers to aid in the lectures. If the teacher did not take Eighteenth Century Literature in college, the notes on Dryden and Pope are readily available in the "big book." If the teacher did not really learn a great deal of Shakespeare in college, the notes on Macbeth are readily available. It certainly makes a teacher's knowledge and grasp of his subject questionable.

This is why a number of parents home-school their children: They've seen too many "teachers" who relied on manuals and not learning, for information.

Knowledge of a subject is something most teachers don't like to be quizzed on. The Reading teacher, for instance, would not like to be asked why she saw video-tapes in her classroom is considered "reading," and the American Literature teacher who doesn't know Willa Cather's works would not like to be reminded of her ignorance of Miss Cather or the impact she made on American Literature.

Teachers sometimes don't know the answer.

And a Speech student is the first person to point that out, making the teacher uncomfortable. The Speech student has been trained to spot superficiality and deception. He has been taught to understand the flaws in the spoken sentence. He has learned about the "verbal garbage" of "ums" and other spoken interrupters when the speaker isn't sure of what she's saying.

Such a student with this training is considered "deadly" to the regular classroom teacher with good reason: It can undermine class discipline and distract the teacher so much that he is unable to teach.

A practical question arises here: Why in hell would anyone want to promote the requirement of a class that makes students ask questions and research for themselves?

And the answer is obvious.

Being "Dependable"

It is enough for some teachers to be "dependable" at school. They can be found in their rooms at 3:00 or at 7:00 or at 1:30. They are fulfilling the job requirement. They stay after school in the hopes that some students will stop by their rooms. They take lunch with students in their rooms. They attend to every bit of "dependability" an administrator asks of them.

But what about the "dependability" of a teacher beyond the classroom? This teacher's "dependability" is always predicated upon approval of his colleagues and the students he serves. He's available during lunch, outside, at the south wall of the school, and after school in his classroom. He is also available on Saturdays.

He is available for anything during a Speech tournament. He can judge, work the Judge's Table, work the Tab Room, run Extrem Prep and also act as Tournament Director in a pinch.

Maybe it sounds like enthusiasm of a sophomore, but I like to be "dependable" during Speech tournaments because it means that I know what's going on, I can help the Tournament along, and I am trusted by my colleagues. This is why I have gotten the job of running the State Qualification Tournament: Because I have proven my abilities in running all aspects of a tournament, and have no problems delegating responsibilities to my colleagues.

It's a quiet challenge that a number of Speech teachers assume because they realize that the responsibility has to be taken on by somebody, and it might as well be done "correctly" and "well."

There are a number of us who want to be considered "dependable" by our colleagues and a number of us who volunteer. We make Speech an academic competitive environment and promote it through our behavior.

When I began my career in the Denver Public Schools, a Speech coach in an adjoining suburb had resigned her position "because of the behavior of the Denver coaches." The "behavior" she saw was two coaches who locked themselves in an office and refused to judge a tournament; a
SPARTAN
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- **Emphasis on Practice Debates** – By providing entering students with a packet of affirmative and negative positions, practice debates and speeches typically begin the second day of the camp. Both sessions conclude with judged tournaments providing relaxed, yet structured, opportunities for students to validate their educational experience.

- **Curriculum Diversity** – Staff Members and lab placement available for all skill levels, ranging from novice groups to those choosing to polish varsity skills.

- **History of Competitive Success** – SDI Alumni have won tournaments or Top Speaker awards at the Tournament of Champions, St. Marks, the Glenbrooks, the Michigan Round Robin, and state championships.

- **Excellent Library Resources** – The MSU Library offers a superb selection of materials relevant to the topic that are housed in one easy to use facility. An in-house library in the residence hall contains a wealth of topic literature and computer based research facilities.

- **Superb Staff** – Staff members include CEDA National Champions, NDT Finalists, and coaches of highly competitive college and high school teams.

- **Coaches’ Workshop** – A unique opportunity for coaches to gain familiarity with both the topic and theoretical issues of their choice.
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coach who left the tournament to shop; and a
coach whose sickness was so severe that
he couldn’t judge or coach, but had to be
taken, by ambulance, to a hospital.

I don’t know if she would resign for
the same reasons now. Granted, there are
only five of the ten Denver High Schools
represented at Speech tournaments now;
but the behavior of the coaches has much
improved, as has Denver’s reputation. The
tive Speech coaches would be willing to
judge or to do the other jobs of the tour-
nament because they already know the
mechanics of a speech tournament; they also
know the commitment of a Speech teacher.
There is little they wouldn’t do.

It’s taken a long time to make that
statement. When I began my career, there
was only one school that would consist-
tently make the National Tournament; now,
there are at least three. The Speech teach-
ers of my District would hide behind ex-
cuses, such as: “The students aren’t
ready.” “The students are going to the
Bahamas for that time,” and the Speech
teachers of my District would waste preci-
sious time because their hearts were not in
it.

Of course their hearts were not in it.
Speech takes a precious amount of time
and more time to develop and become an
academic entity. These teachers were not
doing their jobs and it showed. It showed
in every flawed Dramatic Interpretation; it
showed in every flawed debate. It showed
because Denver teachers had almost “given
up” to the suburbs and their debate teams
and their Humorous Interpretation readers.

I am proud to say that there are still
Speech teachers in the Denver Public
Schools and that they still produce teams
of unparalleled excellence in Debate; that
they still produce readers of excellence in
Oratory, Poetry, and Drama: Because the
teachers believe in them.

This is why I like to be “dependable”
during a Speech tournament: Because I can
prove that a coach from a Denver High
School is just as good as his suburban
peers.

The Speech Teacher’s Reading List

Usually, Speech teachers are gluttons
for news; a lot of teachers are, of course,
but the Speech teacher, because of Extem-
poraneous Speaking, needs to know what’s
going on both Nationally and Interna-
tionally. Many subscribe to a weekly news
magazine, such as Time, and many also listen
to National Public Radio when driving
to work.

That’s the day-to-day stuff. The rest
is a really good question; but I have never
yet met a Speech teacher who isn’t reading
a new play, reading more obscure works by
famous poets, or reading short stories. It’s
constant.

As far as “professional material” for
a Speech teacher, some knowledge of
Maslow, Locke, Hume, Adam Smith, John
Stuart Mill, Thomas Jefferson, Ayn Rand,
Karl Marx, Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel are
helpful, just to figure out whether a debater
is making sense or not.

Most teachers of Speech can also be
teachers of Literature; and many are, teach-
ing the “Honors” courses in some aspect
of American or British Literature; and most
are qualified to teach various forms of World
Literature as well, which, even though some
pieces may be ethnic or gender-based, is a
rich storehouse of pieces for competition
that the teacher often doesn’t realize he
knows until a careful reading of the Table of
Contents of a poetry anthology convinces
him otherwise.

Finding the “right piece”
The best “cutting” in Drama, Humor,
or Poetry, however, can come from the stu-
dent herself. I’ve had students who’ve won
tournaments with Nikki Giovanni’s poetry,
Maya Angelou’s autobiography, Marlowe’s
The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus,
Hamlet, III, i, Rudolpho Gonzales’ Yo Soy
Joaquin, Sophocles’ Medea, and a host of
other pieces that turned the students on
and in their enthusiasm, they turned the
judges on.

There are, of course, various pro-
grams offered during the summer at various
colleges for a Speech teacher who is look-
ing for “new material” and a grounding in
more classical material. The caveat I must
give with these suggestions, however, is
that sometimes, no matter how well-suited
the material is to the student, no matter how
well performed, no matter how much work
has gone into finding it, preparing it, and
delivering it, the student can still lose. There
is no such thing as a “sure-fire” winner.

This is hard to explain to students and
it’s extremely disappointing to the teacher,
but it’s the way of tournaments, and no
matter how polished the student is, he or
she should expect to fail occasionally.

By the same token, there is also no
selection of books or articles that I would
consider the definitive list for a Speech
teacher to know or draw from. I have read
lots of stuff and have been able to recom-
mend maybe eight percent of it to my stu-
dents.

But there is always the next play or
the next poet. Maybe I’ll get lucky.

The Foggings Will Continue Until
Morale Improves

There is a popular misconception that
somehow or another student test scores are
dependent on a teacher’s ability to transmit
knowledge and that a poorly-acieving stu-
dent is only a poor achiever because he has
“bad teachers.”

I’ve been in the profession as long as
most of my students have been alive, and I
still cannot exactly say what a “bad teacher”
is. There’s very little that can be quantified,
unless the teacher doesn’t inform the stu-
dents of their progress in the course, re-
fuses to help students who sincerely ask
for help, or merely staves at the assembled
students for the entire hour. I know many
teachers who have felt “bad” that their stu-
dents didn’t share their love for Chemistry
or Literature, and I know I feel “bad” when
a student withdraws from my speech course
so he can devote more time to the Wres-
tling Team. I also feel “bad” when I cannot
answer a question right away. But I don’t
think it makes me a “bad” teacher.

What I think the public may see as a
“bad” teacher is someone who is perhaps
overwhelmed with unruly tenth graders or
someone who is unable to teach curriculum
because most of her seventh graders need
to learn English first and are going through
the most basic exercises of composition on
worksheets or someone who never shows
up at athletic events. These are people who
are supposedly undermining education.

Because of this popular misconcep-
tion, many of my colleagues and I have been
viewed with suspicion and sometimes have
been the recipients of parental antagonism
because we teach in a school where about
half of the student body “drops out” be-
fore graduation, apathy is high, and regular
attendance is almost non-existent.

Measures have been taken by the
School District, the State Board of Educa-
tion, the State Legislature, and the
Governor’s Office, to “accredit” schools: If
the students don’t do well on a specific test,
the school is no longer “accredited” and
will be run by the State Board of Education.
I imagine Fillmore will be one of the first to
go through this process because no matter
how enthusiastic or knowledgeable the
teacher, no matter how willing the student,
and no matter how much money is poured into the school, a basic fact remains: The majority of Fillmore’s population doesn’t value what the school has to offer. Those programs that succeed in keeping the student in school, like Speech, are small and generally ignored in favor of “regular classes,” which don’t keep the student in school or give him much incentive to graduate in an increasingly quick and self-gratifying world.

Because of the very real possibility that the urban school is the first place to lose its accreditation, administrators are being paid on a “performance” basis, which means that students are to achieve some level of reading and writing ability that they haven’t had previously; then the Principal and Assistant Principals will get a bonus in their paychecks, otherwise, their pay will remain the same.

And although the administrators are quite fervent in their wishes to attain these goals, they are not doing the teaching. No: That’s done by the teacher, who, in order to please his superiors, must hang “student work” on the walls of his classroom, then evaluate each student’s progress toward the goal of reading and writing. Even though I have consistently taught the five-paragraph essay, the argumentative essay, the narrative essay, the comparison-contrast essay, and the expository essay, I must now show the beginning of such attempts for administrators as well as the ends of such essays. This is not merely a matter of spending fifteen minutes in front of a copy machine, but a matter of making sure that I have a “before” and “after” sample of the student’s essays. This means an extra hour per week to satisfy administrative requirements.

“Why don’t I have enough time to make some really excellent debaters?” asked Michael at lunch recently. “Because I’m trying to get a bunch of seniors to write essays!”

I imagine, because he, like the general public, doesn’t see the amount of time a teacher spends in evaluation, that he thought I was just “ventiing,” but I spend a lot of time grading and preparing for my regular classes: Time that doesn’t seem to be taken into account by those who aren’t teaching.

That’s because they don’t see teachers “doing stuff.” Teachers aren’t setting bones or preparing briefs or closing business deals like other “professionals.” Teachers can be bothered with trivial concerns and often are, which means the paperwork is done at home, far from the gaze of the students and the general public. And unfortunately, because most teachers feel the true evaluation and success of the student is a one-to-one relationship with him/her, will perpetuate the myth that they do “nothing” all day in class. My study hall is an example. Instead of grading papers, I’m usually helping a Speech student with her oration, arguing politics with a student who believes in a radical form of liberalism, or playing Chess.

The thing the general public and my students don’t see is the labor intensive work I do after I put my daughter to bed around 8:00. I spend at least one and one-half hours grading papers. On Sundays, I spend at least five hours grading. I figure I spend, on average, thirteen hours per week evaluating student work at home. When that is coupled with a forty-hour “work week” on campus from 7:15-3:15, it comes out to fifty three hours per week. Add to that at least twelve hours on Saturday during the Speech season and sixty-five hours per week is the average that I work.

Am I well-compensated for it? I make $20,000.00 on average less than many professionals in other fields who work fewer hours. Even considering the ten weeks in summer that I am granted for vacation, the two weeks at Christmas and the week-long Spring Break, I work as many hours or more than anyone with fifteen year’s experience in another profession. No. I am not well-compensated for it. I am treated as a whipping-boy by the public I serve and I have about the same freedom in my movements, when on campus, as a worker in a fast-food joint. I don’t know any lawyer, dentist, doctor or accountant who has to tell his boss’ secretary why he wants to leave work twenty minutes early for a dentist’s appointment, then have to get permission to do so. I cannot imagine such professionals stooping to such laughable and humiliating lows.

In the interest of public unenlightened suspicion about teachers, it’s come to that.

Yes, there have been mediocrit teachers. Yes, there have been teachers who have been protected by unions to continue their mediocrity. But the majority of teachers took the career with the idea that they could change lives and inspire students as they, themselves had been inspired. I was inspired by a series of teachers who appreciated and commented on my maudlin and very rough poetry; stuff I wouldn’t dare show my parents. Those teachers took the time to find out who I was and to look at my writing. Because of that, I am now a teacher.

I listen to Michael talk about what he’s done on the Internet; I listen to Joe talk about problems with his girlfriend; I listen to Lam talk about relationships; I listen to Yolanda talk about what it’s like being “Black” in a school of chiefly Pan-Hispanics. I comment. I assess. Maybe my thoughts will be like the Tibetan Prayer Wheel, spinning off in a fiery nothing; but I have done my bit.

As a teacher of Speech and English, I also know that the expression of ideas in a free society is probably the most valuable exercise that anyone can encounter. When one looks at the history of American Education, discounting what John Dewey saw as “mindless repetition” through memorization of poetry and declamations, our educational system has always produced scholars who were able to express themselves verbally. The “blab school” that Abraham Lincoln attended, for instance, was actually a structured environment of extemporeous and impromptu speech exercises, where the students where asked questions of varying difficulty and expected to answer them as accurately as possible. The “Lyceum” of our midwestern colleges were debating societies, where scholars would gather and argue the merits of ideas from books or newspapers; and our entire political system is geared toward the exchange of ideas delivered verbally. That high school students would not be able to concentrate on Philosophy or History during these verbal exchanges, and instead launch into descriptions of themselves is also part of learning.

I am really amazed that the public would consider me “substandard,” and “a bad teacher.” I regularly award grades of F when my students have not performed to expectation. Is that wrong? It merely foreshadows what will happen when Fillmore High School is evaluated by the State Board of Education for low test scores.

I have a solution: Give more time to teachers. You’ll raise test scores.

We are really not vacuum cleaner salesmen looking for a job; we are really not Wal-Mart employees looking for a better health-care plan: We are teachers. We want the best. We are frustrated, too.

Turning to the "Old" to Teach the "New"  
Education will not change if a new test is adopted, nor will it change if all students take the ACT or the SAT because the students and their parents need to en-
I have seen trends come and go during the fifteen years I’ve been an English teacher; have sired mightily with various writing programs and various ways of teaching spelling, grammar, reading, literature, punctuation, and syntax; have seen “technology” in the schools go from mail to the FAX machine; have seen the typewriter replaced by the computer; have seen the ditto machine replaced by the copier.

And there is one constant I have seen in all of this: I am more and more overwhelmed with requirements for using the technology or using the new curricular materials and have less and less time to teach and less and less time to plan what to teach.

Have the students gotten smarter because of all these “improvements” in education over the past fifteen years? Is more information transmitted to me via the FAX machine rather than in the mail? Do the grades I record on the computer make them more understandable than when they were in the grade book?

I don’t think so. All this technology and improvement has made my job harder; not easier. Because each new text or whizbang idea or new appliance comes with a “pricing tag” as to how it will be used, I find myself having to use it and report on its use.

Like most teachers, I will use these things to the advantage of students as I understand how to use them, but I will also quietly question their use toward the creation of a citizen of the United States who is literate and able to participate in a Democracy.

With the technology and the “programs,” also, is an unspoken but understooc “accountability,” which in an administrator’s view means: “The teacher makes sure the student does the work and passes even though the program may be worthless educationally.” With the computer, it means that “The teacher will make certain that the grades he records on the computer are sent home every three weeks.” Further, “Every report the teacher makes about a failing student should be accompanied by a computer-generated narrative detailing that student’s progress.”

I still find the pen much handier, easier to use, and much more portable. It doesn’t need to be plugged in.

I still find the textbook more useful than a bunch of handouts. It’s easier to refer to a page than a bunch of looseleaf papers from a certain date.

I still find that a personal note to the parent, outlining the student’s progress in my class, is much more civil and polite way of corresponding than a computer-generated printout.

I find that all these “old-fashioned” educational tools, including chalk and the chalkboard, notes and memorization, have proven more successful for educating my students than the “stuff.” I’m expected to use because they give me time to deal one-on-one with students, which is the key to teaching.

The one “constant” in the midst of this milieu of educational change that hasn’t changed is the teaching of Speech. Granted, there are new models of communication and the use of technology in terms of the demonstration or of the persuasive speech is different than it was fifteen years ago, but on the competitive circuit, very little has changed. Research may now be done on the Internet or the oration may be typed on a personal computer, but the basics of the teaching of Speech haven’t changed and the expectations of the students haven’t changed.

A “cutting” in Dramatic, Humorous, Duo, or Poetry Interpretation is still a printed piece of work; an oration is still the original persuasive or informational work of the student; a debate case is still a rhetorical argument; an extemporaneous speech is still gleaned from half an hour’s research and analysis.

Aristotle would recognize what a Speech teacher is doing: Using the tools available to seek the truth without hiding its nuances or ignoring its larger implications; not hiding behind technology to create what could as easily be done with pencil and paper; and not embracing something “new” because “it’s the latest thing.”

No—Speech has remained a constant. It still embraces the idea that hard work and individual effort are the keys to success. It still embraces the idea that practice is useful and analysis of failure, instead of jumping to the next “new” solution, is also useful.

Speech has remained staid and old-fashioned. Although new technology may be used to retrieve information, organize tournaments, and help a student successfully perform a piece of literature, the essential structure of Speech, which requires a great deal of time on the part of the student and the teacher, does not change.

This is why it is probably the most valuable course in an urban high school: It teaches students and their parents honestly.
Summer Extemp Institute at Cary Academy
July 28 - August 3 (six full days)

What Cary Academy offers

- Personal attention that only an “extemp-specialty camp” can provide
- Instruction geared from beginner to advanced
- High caliber, friendly instructors
- In-depth Extemp Theory and Style lectures designed to develop proper habits
- Computer-aided cutting and filing to maximize efficiency
- Topic area lectures designed to give you the background you need
- Practice rounds with critiques from experienced extempers
- Paper and file materials provided (except file boxes)
- All included meals provided on campus
- Facilities that are air-conditioned and equipped with state-of-the-art technology.

CO-DIRECTORS

Chris Kristofoo: a four-time national collegiate finalist in Extemporaneous Speaking with two national championships in 1999. Chris was also a two-time collegiate champion in Impromptu Speaking and is the author of the book Advanced Extemp. Chris coached the 1999 Villiger Tournament Champion in Extemp and had an invitee to the 1999 Montgomery Bell Academy Round Robin. Chris currently works in research in Washington, DC and coaches at Good Counsel in Wheaton, MD.

Steve Conaway: a graduate of St. Joseph’s University and the Temple University School of Law who also attended the University of Athens Law School in Greece. For the last six years Steve has coached at St. Joseph’s University in extemporaneous and impromptu speaking. He has coached twelve national finalists, including four national champions, and has over 25 years experience with forensics. Steve has a special talent for teaching novice and intermediate students how to improve and excel in extemp. He is currently a trial attorney in Philadelphia.

Costs:

- 6-Day program $600 (includes lunch and dinner each day)
- Housing $400 (based on double occupancy)
- Coach Workshop $350 (plus accommodations & meals)

Coaches may attend student sessions and will receive separate instruction from workshop leaders. Coaches will also participate in critiqued judging sessions.

Contact Summer Programs Director at (919) 677-3873 x4506, or visit our website @ www.caryacademy.pvt.k12.nc.us for more detailed information.

Cary Academy, 1500 North Harrison Avenue, Cary, North Carolina 27513
Submission of the entire project. This package should include:
A. A cover letter explaining the project.
B. Any other critiques or copies of tournament ballots if any competition has taken place.

The final video performance will then be evaluated on:
A. Organization
B. On time submission
C. The inclusion of all required elements
D. Final, overall taped submission of the final videotaped performance

One could easily devise a point guise for such an evaluation. We have used the following:
Skill demonstration:  40%
Productivity:  25%
Required elements of package:  20%
Overall packaging of project:  15%

There are several advantages to this type of project and system of accountability:
A. Students stay more focused on the assignment.
B. Advanced students are held accountable for time on task.
C. Allows for more in-depth analysis of their work.
D. Students may be able to use some of the video presentations for auditions or scholarship requirements.
E. The presentations can be viewed by other classes and utilized in subsequent years.

This type of project may allow an instructor to control the accountability of advanced students more successfully. This type of project can also be easily adapted to oratory or extemp as well.

Louis D. Brandeis stated that responsibility was "the great developer." Perhaps this type of evaluation system will allow us to develop the best possible individual events for students.

(Berger from page 14) bends his elbows, places his right hand on his left shoulder and his left hand on his right shoulder, creating an X across his chest. Except for the period when they were in vogue in 19th century melodrama, these ancient gestures have been out of style for centuries. Shakespeare himself shows his disdain for them when he has Hamlet advise the players:
...do not saw the air too much with your hand, thus, but use all gently;
...Be not too tame neither, but let your own discretion be your tutor: suit the action to the word, the word to the action;

Well, how can we learn to "suit our actions to our words?" The answer is -- we can't. We can't, because we cannot learn something that we already know. Observe your friends in their daily conversations. They speak with their arms and hands, with their eyes, with their bodies. The trick is to transfer the non-verbal skills that we so naturally use in conversation to the formal speaking situation. Gestures naturally spring from ideas. In my work with forensic students, I have found many who gesture effectively the very first speech they give. Those who find gesturing difficult usually set up barriers for themselves that prohibit gestures. Fearing that their arms and hands will embarrass them somehow during a speech, they cup their hands in front of their tummies, or they clasp them behind their backs. When the hands are held in such positions, they are not free to gesture. Let your arms hang loosely at your sides, and when you sense they want to move, let them move. They want to help you convey your message, and they won't do the wrong thing.

Sometimes my students write gestures into their speeches: "At this point raise the right arm above the head and take two steps to the left." These cues rarely work. Sooner or later, all the speakers on the Ripon High School forensic team overcome the gesture problem. How? They rehearse. When they become accustomed to public speaking, when public speaking becomes as natural to them as friendly conversation, then there are no problems with gestures. I suggest to you that the more speaking you do, the more effective your gestures will be.

(Gerber/Keele from page 23) speeches would not be scored, but it would keep people occupied while the results are being calculated.

This atmosphere of seriousness should be maintained while scored competition is in progress because students will tend to be stronger competitors. When students take something seriously, they will probably try harder and perform better. Conversely, if their mindset is that something is not important, they will probably not put much effort into the proceedings. The overall quality of the Congress will suffer.

To solve the aforementioned problems, we suggest various adaptations to the NFL Congress rules. First of all, prohibit any and all name variations from the standard titles of "Representative" and "Senator." In addition, forbid any variations from the basic names of the chamber in which one competes, i.e., "House of Representatives" and "Senate." Secondly, we believe that legislation drafted and introduced the day of competition should only be ruled in order if all other legislation has been exhausted. Of all of the legislation introduced at the end of the day, that which is of a serious nature should be given precedence over non-serious legislation. Finally, a section should be added emphasizing the desirability of professional conduct and behavior in Student Congress.

In conclusion, the lack of professionalism in Student Congress is becoming disheartening. Several students are attempting to undermine the virtues and values taught by democracy in exchange for immature silliness. We believe that the best way to counteract such problems is a change in the rules of the NFL Student Congress Manual itself. We want Student Congress to be an "excellent demonstration of Democracy at work."

(Jacob Gerber and Ben Keele, are NFL members at Hastings Senior High School in Hastings, NE. All correspondence relating to this article should be addressed to Ben Keele)

(Don Crabtree is a five diamond coach who is an NFL Counselor and a member of the NFL Hall of Fame)

(Mr. James Berger coaches at Ripon (WI) HS. This article is reprinted from the February 1987 Rostrum)
Graduate credit available for coaches
23rd Annual Policy Debate Workshop

Debaters learn to do original, topic-specific research, logical analysis and original case development. College debate is a separate and distinct activity from high school debate. High school students learn most from regionally and nationally successful high school coaches working in their areas of expertise. The Midwest student-faculty ratios never exceeds 10:1. Midwest instructors are not only lecturers but also interact with students as lab group leaders. Ethics and the art of communication are the foundation of competitive debate at Midwest. Midwest students have consistently been successful at regional and NFL national competitions.

* Group lectures, small lab groups, practice rounds
* Traditional paradigm instruction
* Inquire about admission to the Research Intensive Lab
* Outstanding research at three major university libraries
* Graduate Credit available to high school coaches (Additional Rockhurst fees required)
* New! Coaches Clinic — Gain Topic knowledge and debate theory and curriculum
* Registration Deposit Required — $100
* Tuition — $400 | Room/Board — $400
* Scholarships available by application

For More Information Contact: Carla L. Brown - PO Box 51, Greenwood, MO 64014
Phone: 816-537-6702 / Fax: 816-523-9112
found broad-mindedness) who laugh heartily at the double entendres and the deviance described, and they award the "adult" cuttings higher placement. Sounds like sour grapes, eh?

Rewarding students for speaking in a manner that many in society find objectionable and unacceptable in real discourse should be unconscionable. Since we are liberal arts educators in the marketplace of ideas, we must strive to teach our students to communicate effectively, as educated well mannered citizens. Allowing them to wallow in the gutter of vulgarity and/or exposing them to the adult peep shows in the marketplace of ideas is not the role that I envision as their teacher/guide. Just as parents make choices for the learning child, I think we need to take a more proactive role in literature selection and say that some material is not appropriate for high school competition.

As I turn the searchlight of public discourse upon this rather weighty topic, I am left with few options. I can't stop students from coming to the local, regional, and/or district tournament with interpretative pieces that highlight fantasies about sexual organs or are filled with anti-religious profanity. I can and will no longer permit my students to compete interpretative events in which the profane paradigm is the norm. I will no longer permit my judges to sit and evaluate these same events. I must do what I can to encourage students and coaches to perform literature without the objectionable elements. Perhaps a letter to the editor of the local paper or to the school principal of the school that is constantly pushing the edge of the envelope would be a solution. Perhaps, as a last resort, we shall go only to tournaments in which the host schools insist that a modicum of propriety be the rule in competitive speaking.

Plato said, "The life which is unexamined is not worth living." As we examine our own philosophy of literature, I hope and pray that our tacit silence does not case us into the profane paradigm.

(Chuck Nicholas teaches at Bob Jones Academy in Greenville (SC).)

11 Day (June 20-June 30) – This session includes topic lectures, theory discussion groups and lectures, electives, as well as affirmative and negative argument groups. Emphasis is placed on teaching debaters how to do good research, put together winning arguments, debate theory, and have a core understanding of the topic. Throughout the session there is an intensive schedule of debates and speeches with extensive technical criticism.

18 Day (June 20-July 7) – In addition to participating in all of the eleven day session events, students spend an enormous amount of time developing their technical skills. Most of this time is spent debating, redoing speeches, and watching videotapes of the students' debates. Emphasis is placed on making persuasive arguments appropriate to the divisions in which the students debate. More direct instruction in research and argument construction occur during this session. The student/teacher ratio during this session (last year 2:1) allows for highly individualized attention.

State-of-the-art research facilities – Students are able to access Lexis-Nexis. We will keep you on the "cutting edge" of tomorrow's research techniques.

Tiger Debate 2001

Fort Hays State University
Hays, Kansas

"I believe that I gained more out of these 10 days than I did throughout my entire season. You have made me love debate even more than I thought I ever would."

Workshop Philosophy –
We want you to enjoy learning how to win debates. Learning about debate should be fun. Tiger Debate 2001 is aimed at creating a positive work environment in which a diversity of people can flourish. Our teachers require your direction to maximize your education. Our staff is committed to preparing you to debate in front of many different audiences and to expanding your horizons. Debate allows us all to function more effectively and with less damage in an ever-changing world. A debate education must never be confined to just debate. Come and have fun while you learn. Our fees remain the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>On Campus</th>
<th>Off Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 Day</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Day</td>
<td>$950</td>
<td>$550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaches</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact: Bill Shanahan
Communication/FHSU
600 Park Street
Hays, KS 67601-4099

wshanaha@fhsu.edu

(785) 628-5859

Priority Deadline is June 1, 2001
May, 2001

2ND ANNUAL HARKER INVITATIONAL:

On Saturday, September 29 and Sunday, September 30, Harker High School will host the 2nd Annual Harker Invitational - a national debate tournament that offers Varsity and Junior Varsity Lincoln-Douglas and Varsity and Junior Varsity Policy divisions. We will also offer a limited number of individual events, i.e., Expository, Impromptu, Oratory, Duo, and Dramatic Interpretation.

Harker High School is located in San Jose, California, just 10 minutes from nearby San Jose International Airport and 35 minutes from San Francisco International. We offer a very competitive tournament, free food, and a fine set of awards, viz., speaker awards for both LD and Policy debaters, elimination round trophies, and sweepstakes (1st, 2nd, and 3rd). We are fortunate to have a brand new hotel (Town Suites by Marriott) next door to us, within walking distance of our campus. The spacious new hotel has guaranteed us a $99 rate for two (which includes a full kitchen) and $139 rate for a two-bedroom suite for five.

Last year's Sweepstakes Winners:
1ST PLACE: Leland High School
2ND PLACE: Saratoga High School

Last year's Varsity Debate Winners:
The Head Royce School (Tribble and Schuler) defeated St. Francis (Bitondo and Jurka)

To request a formal, written invitation, please contact
Matthew Brandstetter, Ed.D., Director of Harker Speech and Debate, (408)345-9235, or e-mail matthewb@harker.org.

Once again, we look forward to seeing you on the West Coast this fall - we will do everything we can to accommodate you and your students.
### QUAD RUBY STUDENTS

*(From August 1, 2000 to March 31, 2001)*

#### ALABAMA
- THE MONTGOMERY ACADEMY
- HAL MOOTY
- SAINT JAMES SCHOOL
- ALISON WARREN

#### ARIZONA
- MOUNTAIN VIEW
- ANTHONY CALI
- RIVER VALLEY
- MICHELLE SHELSTEAD
- RED MOLINA
- ANA NEDERGAARD
- ANTONIO J. MOOREHEAD
- COURTNEY KLEIN
- PAYSON
- CHRISTINA RIPEL

#### CALIFORNIA
- SAN RAMON VALLEY
- ANDREW SWAN
- JEROME PENDLE
- ALHAMBRA
- PHONG WU
- SAN FRANCISCO
- EDWARD GUM
- LOS GATOS
- AVIVA ARON-DINE
- REDLANDS
- CHONOHOL GUPTA
- SAN GABRIEL
- JEFFREY K. PON
- SAN MARINO
- FRANK WU
- STOCKTON-LINCOLN
- ZACHARY VAUGHN
- CLOVELAND
- JOSH BRAVER
- SONORA
- RICHARD SANDER
- YOKAI
- EMILY SPIEGEL
- HOLLY KIRKWOOD
- ZACHARY AMENDT
- MODESTO-BAY
- ANNE SIDWELL
- ANNIE NGUYEN
- ASHLEY HOBBS
- BEN WOLFGRAM
- JEFF WHARTON
- JESSIE DOSANJH
- KRISTIN DONAHUE
- LANI RUSSELL
- MATT WYATT
- MELISSA LEOEFFLER
- MIRAMONTE
- GREGGOS
- THEOPHANOUS
- ARROYO GRANDE
- ELIZABETH A. ALQUIST
- SHERMAN OAKS
- CES
- CHRISTIAN FRANCO
- JAMES LOGAN
- MELISSA NARVAEZ
- TERRY FLENNAGH
- THOUSAND OAKS
- JUSTIN A. HARRIS
- LAGUNA CANYON
- KRISTIN MATHE
- GRANITE BAY
- MIKE HOGG
- REDLANDS EAST VALLEY
- BEN GAHO

#### COLORADO
- WHEAT RIDGE
- STEPHEN SEINDT
- LONGMONT
- JOSEPH THOMAS
- MATTHEW WAXNER
- NATHAN HOVESTOL
- PUEBLO-CENTENNIAL
- REGINA CAPUTO

#### FLORIDA
- ACADEMY OF THE HOLY NAME
- ANGELA WISE
- ERIKA FISHER
- HILLSBOROUGH
- COLBY CARTER
- GLENN DEAN WHITMAN
- JONATHAN ROGGE
- HALEAH
- MEGARDO MARTIN
- PINELLAS COUNTY
- A.J. DAVE
- TRINITY PREP SCHOOL
- RYAN DAVIDUK
- LELY
- MICHAEL MELLENI
- THOMAS ROSS
- MICHAEL KROP
- ITZHAC SHURIE

#### IOWA
- BURLINGTON COMMUNITY
- JOHN STIER
- DES MOINES NORTH
- STEVE SCHAPPACH

#### IDAHO
- BLACKFOOT
- AMANDA HENDRIX
- HILLVIEW
- JARED COOKE
- KRISTA BLOWER
- MARCY J. WALKER
- LAKE CITY
- BECKY THILO

#### ILLINOIS
- GLENECKO-NORTH
- STACEY NATHAN
- HEWORTH
- ANNIE KOONS

#### INDIANA
- LA PORTE
- BARRET STRIEBER
- BLOOMFIELD
- ADAM HENZE
- LIBBY AL
- MICHAEL KNIGHT
- NEW WINDSOR-SOUTH
- ANDY MCCOY
- KACY JOHNSON
- SCOTT TIDWELL
- STEPHANIE KOELH
- OAK HILL
- TARA GIBSON
- MONSTERS
- NICHOLAS NELLEPGINO
- CHESTERTON
- AMBER ZEHER
- JOHN JENNINGS
- STEPHANIE KEENAN

#### KANSAS
- WICHITA EAST
- ADAM MONAGHAN
- ALEX STOLL
- GABRIELLE
- JORDAN M. TOBER
- WEST
- MICHAEL J. WEST
- MCCOY
- AARON STARR
- SARA FRASER
- TRAVIS SWANSON
- FORT SCOTT
- SUSAN HENRY
- HUTCHINSON
- ADAM MCCUD
- ASHLEY CLAYTON
- MICHAEL RICHARDSON
- SHEENEE CHANCE
- EAST
- ERIC SCOTT
- PIERSON
- GARDEN CITY
- MEGAN FORD
- TOPEKA
- RACHEL VOTH
- SAGE MEYER
- STEPHANIE TO
- EL DORADO
- JOSH ADAMS
- TYSON MOORE
- WILLIAM MCCOY
- CHAPARRAL
- JESSICA REBER
- FIELD HOLLISTER
- VYDA VY
- RIDGE
- REMINGTON
- C. J. KASPER
- JAYCEE BAREL
- SILVER LAKE
- ALI ADLER
- KERSTIN RHEE
- BISHOP
- EMILY RICHARDSON
- LARRY BURGER
- VALLEYS CENTER
- DAMY CHTY
- GODDARD
- KATHLEEN DORIS
- ANDOVER
- BENJAMIN C. ELLIOTT
- WELLS LEE
- BONITA COUNTY
- BONNIE BRUNGERD
- DUSTY GRANOR
- SAMANTHA BRUCE

#### LOUISIANA
- LAFAYETTE
- JULIE GREMMING
- PINVILLE
- JOSPEH PERSIANO
- NAVARRE SCHOOL
- DADE VERON
- CARENCRO
- WYNDA BAUDOUIN
- ST. THOMAS'S EPISCOPAL
- KEVIN D. KIRSCHMAN

#### MASSACHUSETTS
- NEEDHAM
- MICHAIL WASSERMAN
- SEAN KELLEHER
- NORTHFIELD
- EMMA DOUD
- ERIC STOFFEL
- FORT WAYNE-NORTHROP
- KIRK KUCHEK

#### MAINE
- LEWISTON
- MAE BOBCHUS

#### MICHIGAN
- KALAMAZOO CENTRAL
- NICOLE GREEN

#### MINNESOTA
- MOORHEAD
- KRISTOPHER SMITH
- PETER DAVIS
- SHAUNA MORROW
- COON RAPIDS
- NICOLE BRUNSVOID

#### MISSOURI
- MONETT
- MARISSA MOWLEY
- COLUMBIA-HICKMAN
- SARAH KOMATREDY

#### MISSISSIPPI
- HATTIESBURG
- CHRISSY GOLDER
- MATT KRUELL
- R. H. WATKINS
- RUSSELL CANNON
- ST. ANDREW'S EPISCOPAL
- SCHOOL
- PETER CERLAZIO
- SANGITA GOEL
- ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC
- SCHOOL

#### MONTANA
- HELEN MOUNTAIN
- ANDREW TWEETEN
- BUTTE
- BOB BROC

#### NORTH DAKOTA
- FARGO NORTH
- JULIE GOREHAM
- FARGO-SHANE
- BRADY LITTLEFIELD
- GRANT HAGSTROM
- MATT STRINDEND
- NATALIA ESPINO
- PAUL STORM
- PENNIE FISH
- MATTHEW MORES
- WAPEHLE
- CURTIS JEFFERSON
- RICHLAND
- JOHN LARSON
- TRAVIS ZIMBELMAN
QUAD RUBY STUDENTS
(From August 1, 2000 to March 31, 2001)

NEBRASKA
Kearney S.R.
Kiersten Mccarney
Norfolk
Jennifer Kallhoff
North Platte S.R.
Matt Haggert
Sheelahg Tech.

NEW MEXICO
Farmington
Brandon Ashley
Albuquerque Valley
James Akin
Elorado
Abigail A. Fisher
Evie Cohn
James S. Long

NEVADA
Las Vegas Academy
Christina Soto
Bonanza
Blake Sherer
Ka Kaduch
Green Valley
Amy Nordrup
Natalie Motwani
Ryiji Wolf
Travis Cochran

NEW YORK
Chaminade
Stephen Gallo
Lawrence Werther
Robert Meekins
Sean Hart
Syosset
Ari Stern
Imran Khan

OHIO
Sylvania Northview
Grant Christiansen
Neil Getz
Carrollton
Emily Appleman

OKLAHOMA
Broken Arrow
Ben Rooper
Cushing
Garrett
Lawton
Robert Hinkle
Norman
Anna Pope
Sapulpa
Anne Nielsen
Bartlesville
Brian Barnies
Clarke Adobe
Alva
Frank Evans
Bishop Kelley
Quin Swiney
Muldrow
Coy Morgan
Edmond-Santa Fe
James Davis

OREGON
Westview
Jenny Lee
Corvallis
Ben Rooper
Gresham
Andrew Jensen
Gresham Barlow
Andrew Bradshaw
Eagle Point
Jennifer Wielburn
Tualatin
Kara Borden
Forest Grove
Thomas Mccloskey

PENNSYLVANIA
Quigley Catholic
Vincente Tenerelli
Baldwin
Michael Decoske
Belle Vernon Area
Becca Malena
Jonathan Thayer
Truman
Meiling Chua
Wee J. Chua
Pennbury
Clare Arthurs
Greater Latrobe
Dan Irwin
Ross J. Pollock

TENNESSEE
Nashville-Overtown
Brent Culberson
Hamblen's West
Van Pelt
Brentwood
Rob Weller

TEXAS
Muleshoe
Western A. Price
Amarillo-Tascosa
Josh Cunningham
Plano S.R.
Shahzad Gazani
Alief-Hastings
Bryan Duong
Kingwood
Kathy Woerner
Jersey Village
Florence Chen
Julie Salinas
Round Rock
Jessica Douglas
Plano East
Ben Smiley
David Bartlett
Leonville
Jenny Purcell
Clements
Thomas Tsai
Callahan
Emily Scheer
Cypress Falls
Christine Nguyen
Jason Rabin
Frenship
Alexandra Adame
John Connolly
Daniel Forbes
Vivian Shankar

UTAH
Jordan
Patrick Y. Laguna
North Central
Jeff Dobrow

WASHINGTON
Leaves & Clark
Nathan Miller
Auburn S.R.
Andrew O'Connell
Gonzaga Prep
Steve Otten

CENTRAL VALLEY
Bryan Krislock
Jessica Wolk
Mead
Amanda VanDeest
Andrew M. Clayton
Jarret K. Sacks
Mariya Mckay
Kamak
James Wiker
Mt. Spokane
Adam Franks
Brian D. Butler
Ridgefield
Chandra Carroll

WISCONSIN
Marquette Univ
Ankur Agguwal
Mike Gesinski
Appleton East
Faris Rashid
Ryan Dunn
Scott Olson
Appleton West
Joseph Wresch

WYOMING
Cheyenne Central
Jeanine M.
Panopoulos
Rawlins
Meera Srisharan
Peter Schneider
Green River
Seth Brandjord
Cheyenne East
Dusty Hickenraugh
Sheridan
Chris Sickel
Ian Sarr
Landor Valley
Adam Donze
Campbell County
Doodle Miller
Jackson Hole
Nels Anderson
Zach Bigalke
Worland
Adeeb Khan
Erin Luschen

(Caldwell from page 19)

F. This kritik should not be a "voter."
4. Standards to apply.
A. Kritiks are logically flawed.
B. Kritiks require that no alternative be identified and defended. This gives the negative an unfair advantage. They attempt to show flaws in logic without giving an alternative, but there is no reason to reject the plan when the alternative is unknown. How can a judge evaluate a plan without knowing what s/ he is voting for if the plan is rejected.

C. Kritiks decrease research on the resolovional area. Only a few kritiks could suffice to serve a debater throughout his or her entire competitive career.

D. Kritiks have no burden. It is an attempt to win without equal division of burdens and research efforts. They have no brink, no threshold, no impact, no uniqueness, no time frame, no empirical proof, - they just reject. They criticize without offering a clear alternative.

E. They destroy fair division of ground. Matthew Shors states: "In the end the affirmative must defend something and the negative can critique endorsement to death. Such one sided arguments discourage research and hard work."

F. Kritiks encourage trivializing debate as an activity. No longer is policy comparison and problem solution the focus.

G. This tournament is a policy debate tournament. The negative team has the right to attend kritik tournaments whose invitations and rules make it clear that kritiks are to be the focus of the competition.

H. Tournament competition clearly provide judges with paradigms that include policy decisions. Kritiks require no policy and do not apply to this tournament.
DISTRICT TOURNAMENT RESULTS

North Coast

- Darrell Patrick and Nicholas J. D'Ammico, St. Edward
- Todd Pasalis and Jason F. Zufall, St. Edward

Duo -
- Daniel Dreyer and Christine Sheehan, Midpark
- David Tyler and Aaron Wolf, Hawken School

OD -
- Cole Worley, Gilmour Academy
- Amy Bailey, Chilmark Falls

USX -
- Hannah Gartman, Hawken School
- Julie Savage, Rocky River

FX -
- Seth Myers, Hawken School
- Matt Williams, Hawken School

DII -
- Pia Gray, Edison
- Blair McCannon, St. Ignatius

III -
- Brandon Cox, Gilmour Academy
- Angelina, Orange

LD -
- Jennifer Lane, Hawken School
- Todd Berens, University School
- Monica Mia, Gilmour Academy
- Plaque - Gilmour Academy

Western Ohio

- Christopher Young and John Dickerson, Dayton-Delaware
- Max Tolksdorf and Jonathan Kelker, Dayton-Delaware

Duo -
- Carla Machelka and Michael Sprouse, Mount Gilead
- Scott Hildreth and Christina D'Alton, Notre Dame Academy

OD -
- Chris Grixson, Sylvania-Northview
- Caroline Jackson, Kelstern-Fairmont

FX -
- Staci Gremmo, Green-Middletown
- Ashley Haver, Upper Arlington

DIII -
- Jason Finley, Dayton-Oakwood
- Michael Buenaventura, Centerville
- Jeff Burns, Dayton-Oakwood

DII -
- Lora Lebo, Sidney-Clinton
- Monica Knoll, Sylvania-Northview
- Plaque - Dayton-Oakwood

Plaque - Centerville

Georgia Southern Peach

- Brenton T. Culp, Terrence and Pierce A. Raincl, Warner Robins
- Cameron Whitworth and Ashley Street, Lee County

Duo -
- Emily Kitchens and Sarah Hallman, Lee County
- Michael Moore and Dave Waldron, Columbus
- Max McDermott, Cincinnati

USX -
- Jared Duncan, Richmond County
- Emily Bower, Brunswick

USX -
- Tane Duncan, Dayton-Oakwood
- Christopher M. Harrison, St. Mary's Hill
- Danielle Barden, St. Mary's Hill

FX -
- Emily Piggott, Thomas County Central
- Ashley Rose, Lee County
- Benjamine E. Mayes

Plaque - Gymnastics

Greater Illinois

- Jeremy Hentz and Joe Biesczak, BELLEVILLE-WEST
- Seth Kelley and Kimberly Rigney, BELLEVILLE-WEST

Duo -
- Stacy Singh and Aaron Lambert, BELLEVILLE-EAST
- Ben Thomas and Lucy Lowery, Pekin Community

OD -
- Matt Sanders, Pekin Community
- Annie Koones, Heyworth

FX -
- Erik Lepp, Pekin Community
- Benjamine E. Mayes
- Tane Duncan, Dayton-Oakwood

USX -
- Andrew Corder, Heyworth
- Meg Hodge, Pekin Community
- Maggie Hart, Heyworth

USX -
- Caleb Portee, Heyworth

DII -
- Chad Choin, Pekin Community
- Emily Kulihan, Granite City

Plaque - Pekin

Trophy - Pekin

Tennessee

- Daniel Bryan and Ben Lundin, University School of Nashville
- Fred Johnson and Troy Taylor, Montgomery Bell Academy

Duo -
- Phillip Milam and Josh Holt, Brentwood Academy
- Eddie Abney and Tyler Sklar, Hamblen West

OD -
- Mandi Spears, Gallatin
- Sarah Green, Brentwood Academy

USX -
- Carter Warrick, Montgomery Bell Academy
- Scott Stewart, Collierville

DII -
- Gary Leeper, Brentwood Academy
- Emily Atkins, Brentwood Academy

FX -
- Rob Waller, Brentwood
- Jonathan Mod, Montgomery Bell Academy

Sharronmore

- Steve Calhoun and Adam Zalma, Sioux Falls-Lincoln
- Jeff Billion and Suzanne Smith, Sioux Falls-Lincoln

USX -
- Kay Engel and Scott Thalacker, Rapid City-Stevens

Duo -
- Kellie Thompson and Samantha Coburn, Brandon Valley

OD -
- Nancy Knopp, Sioux Falls-Lincoln
- Suzzanne Smith, Sioux Falls-Lincoln

USX -
- Jennifer Hovland, Rapid City-Stevens
- Kaye Drutel, Rapid City-Stevens

FX -
- Adam Zalma, Sioux Falls-Lincoln
- Kristin R. White, Rapid City-Stevens

DII -
- Rebecca Flinn, Sioux Falls-Washington
- Almast Tufa, Sioux Falls-Washington

DIII -
- Spencer Crawford, Sioux Falls-Washington

OD -
- Todd Toye, Sioux Falls-Lincoln
- Jeff Beckman, Sioux Falls-Lincoln

Plaque - Sioux Falls-Lincoln

Trophy - Sioux Falls-Washington

Nebraska

- Mike Dugan and Rehul Suiter, Millard West
- Ron Stead and Andrew Murray, Millard West

Duo -
- Ed Tuzyk and Paul Lichts, Ashland Greenwood
- Jennifer Ploughman and Tony Werner, Millard West

OD -
- John Wik, Raymond Central
- Kyle Benning, Malcom

USX -
- Josh Leffl, Malcolm
- Matt Rosier, Malcom

FX -
- Aaron Davis, Norfolk

DII -
- Ferr Lu, Millard West

DIII -
- Michael Whetten, Malcom

Lakota

- Chad Choin, Pekin Community
- Emily Kulihan, Granite City
POLICY DEBATE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Basic Subscription—AFF CASEBOOK, 1ST NEG BRIEFS, 2ND NEG BRIEFS
$83 for printed copy
$72 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$38 each additional printed copy

Basic Subscription plus 6 issues UPDATE BRIEFS
$122 for printed copy
$108 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$57 each additional printed copy

Basic Subscription plus 4 issues UPDATE BRIEFS
$109 for printed copy
$96 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$51 each additional printed copy

POLICY DEBATE ITEMS
SQUIRREL-KILLERS: AFF CASEBOOK
Date of Publication: May 15
50 pages of AFF CASES and EXTENSION BRIEFS
$12 for printed copy
$10 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$6 each additional printed copy
(on orders of 4 or more, ALL copies are $6 each)

SQUIRREL-KILLERS: 1ST NEG BRIEFS
Date of Publication: August 15
150 pages of FIRST NEGATIVE BRIEFS (2 Vols.)
$35 for printed copy
$31 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$16 each additional printed copy
(on orders of 4 or more, ALL copies are $16 each)

SQUIRREL-KILLERS: UPDATE BRIEFS
30 pages of NEGATIVE BRIEFS per issue. Emphasis on updated evidence against cases requested as the debate season progresses.
Six issues option, Dates of Publication:
Oct 1; Nov 1; Dec 1; Jan 1; Feb 1; Mar 1
$40 for printed copy
$36 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$19 each additional printed copy
(on orders of 4 or more, ALL copies are $19 each)

Four issues option, Dates of Publication:
Oct 1; Nov 1; Dec 1; Jan 1
$27 for printed copy
$24 for computer copy (diskette or e-mail)
$13 each additional printed copy
(on orders of 4 or more, ALL copies are $13 each)

SQUIRREL-KILLERS NOW AVAILABLE BY E-MAIL
- Receive all Squirrel-Killers publications by e-mail to any computer (IBM compatible, Macintosh, etc.)
- This means instantaneous retrieval. NO WAITING FOR PRINTED COPIES OR DISKETTES TO ARRIVE BY MAIL (especially valuable for Cross-ex Update Briefs and for Lincoln-Douglas Briefs).
- Files are written as text files so any word processing program can edit them.

ALSO AVAILABLE ON DISKETTE
- Includes same briefs as available in printed copy.
- Students can edit briefs (re-arrange, add, delete evidence and/or contentions, etc.), then print THEIR OWN INDIVIDUALIZED BRIEFS. No more cutting and pasting!
- All diskettes mailed FIRST CLASS.
- AVAILABLE FOR PC ONLY.

SQUIRREL-KILLERS 2001-2002 ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column A</th>
<th>Column B</th>
<th>Column A&amp;R</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed Copy</td>
<td>Computer Copy</td>
<td>Computer/Print Combo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirmative &amp; Neg (2)</td>
<td>(on orders of 4 or more, all copies are at lower price)</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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Choose one of three subscriptions:
Basic Subscription (Aff/1st Neg/2nd Neg)
Basic + 6-month Update Briefs
Basic + 4-month Update Briefs
OR same items available individually:
Affirmative Casebook
1st Negative Briefs (3 Vols., Aug. 15)
2nd Negative Briefs (3 Vols., Aug. 15)
6-month Update Briefs (Oct-Mar)
4-month Update Briefs (Oct-Jan)

LINCOLN-Douglas Debate (NFL Topics Only)
Basic Subscription (4 Topics) (on orders of 4 or more, ALL copies are $10 each)
Nov-Dec LD topic
Nov-Dec LD topic
Mar-Apr LD topic
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Paradigm Research

Paradigm features a panel of recognized debate experts supported by our customer service professionals that will help you achieve every one of your goals in debate. This staff is here to support the most important debate team in the world - your debate team.

PARADIGM RESEARCH
Jeff Rutledge, Productions Director
Jay Taylor, Operations Director

HARVARD DEBATE
Sherry Hall, Coach of Debate
Dallas Perkins, Coach of Debate
and members of Harvard Debate

WAKE FOREST DEBATE
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Puget Sound
CX - -
Josh Purkridge and Peter Campbell, Sehome
Jason Herzl and Adam Stair, Sehome
DUO - -
Kris Swor and Troy Morris, Fossler
Colin Kelley and Jessika L. Beckett, North Kitsap
OO - -
Debra Rubbles, Mount Vernon
Edward Winkler, The Lakeside School
USX - -
Charanda Clark, Ridgefield
Robert Letzler, The Lakeside School
FX - -
Keith L. Taylor, Snohomish
McAfee, Mount Vernon
IO - -
Anthony Wannike, Mount Vernon
Kirsten Lamb, Foster
LD - -
Jashon Miller, Mercer Island
Josh Anderson, Sehome
Papec - -
Sehome
Trophy - - Eastlake

Bend Oregon
CX - -
David Wilkins and Jordan LaBoul, Broken Arrow
Marlene Brett and Megan McIntosh, Tulsa-Washington
DUO - -
Krissy Percifull and Emily Thompson, Tulsa-Washington
Zabrina Prescott and Brandon Tydler, Mannford
OO - -
Rachel Maislin, Grove
Stephanie Huey, Bartsleville
Anne Nielsen, Sapulpa
USX - -
Jeremy Grace, Bartlesville
Craig Lavole, Bartlesville
Jarryn Survin, Bartlesville
FX - -
Scott Pitz, Sapulpa
Jackary Shipley, Bartlesville
IO - -
Cimkeki Allsop, Tulsa-Washington
Matt Carpenter, Bixby
Danny Percifull, Tulsa-Washington
HI - -
Greg Hemma, Tulsa-Washington
Cassandra Eves, Grove
Joe S. St. John, Bixby
LD - -
Brian Barnes, Bartlesville
Craig Lavole, Bartlesville
Scott Pitz, Sapulpa
Papec - - Bartlesville
Trophy - - Cascia Hall Prep

Deep South
CX - -
Bryan Grayson and Thomas Cooper, Mountain Brook
Hays Watson and James Phillips, Vestavia Hills
DUO - -
Jeremy Ray and Steven R. Forbes, Decatur
Brittany Bryant and Emily Stewart, Decatur
OO - -
Abby Catlan, Mountain Brook
Tony Bishoff, Lamp
USX - -
Alison Warren, Saint James School
Kaitlin Miller, The Montgomery Academy
FX - -
Jackson Halsey, Saint James School
Hal Moody, The Montgomery Academy
DI - -
Emily Stewart, Decatur
Chris Johnson, The Montgomery Academy
HI - -
Thomas Azar, Saint James School
Makayla Butcher, Saint James School
LD - -
Hal Moody, The Montgomery Academy
Jackson Halsey, Saint James School
Chase Story, Decatur
Papec - - Vestavia Hills
Trophy - - Decatur

Chesapeake
CX - -
Jeffrey C. Sullivan and Fergal O'Scullag, Loyola
Pete H. Kostick and Gregory P. Doiron, Catonsville
DUO - -
Matthew Santoni and Ryan Medlik, Catonsville High
OO - -
Sebastian Kurtin, Catonsville High
USX - -
Christopher Boyd, Catonsville High
DI - -
James Gilmore, Catonsville High
HI - -
Ryan Medlik, Catonsville High
LD - -
Joseph Harris, Catonsville High
Michael E. Brocas, Catonsville
Papec - - Loyola
Trophy - - Catonsville

Sundance
CX - -
Phil Berrington and Zaydally Kop, Jordan
Michael Shakerford and Ryan Roake, Jordan
DUO - -
Joseph Ernst and Luke Turner, All
OO - -
Allan Herman, Jordan
Neil K. Flower, Jordan
USX - -
Carl L. Edwards, Wideness
Kevin A. Roberts, Pleasant Grove
FX - -
Kyle Jaffe, Mountain View
Santana B. Smith, Jordan
DI - -
Allan Herman, Jordan
HI - -
Aaron Spencer, All
LD - -
Veronica Scott, All
Taddy Diets, Ranger
Papec - - Jordan
Trophy - - Jordan

South Oregon
CX - -
Blaine Spirdlow and Matt Lehman, Marshfield
Robert Caplin and Francis T. Ratch, Willowtree
DUO - -
Reay Paveram and Andrew Hall, Ashland
Jackson Myres and Luke Schmiet, Ashland
OO - -
Stephanie Grogan, North Eugene
Carlin Gervais, Ashland
USX - -
Mary K. Fowler, Mountain View
Jared A. Wright, Bend, OR
FX - -
Jennifer McBride, Crescent Valley
Christopher Frey, Roseburg, OR
DI - -
Lindsey Radaker, Roseburg, OR
Jennifer Weltum, Eagle Point
HI - -
Rudy Davidson, Roseburg, OR
Andrew Howe, Ashland
LD - -
Katy Newell, South Eugene
Nicholas Myers, Willamette
Papec - - Ashland
Trophy - - Marshfield

New York City
CX - -
Matthew Ela Yetoi and Emma Maggioni, Skyeekant
Ethan Lenoff and Ian McKenzie, Hasbrouck Academy
DUO - -
Claire Fu and Angie Hu, Bronx HS of Science
James Macr and Allen Hendrickson, Regis
OO - -
Vashon Ban, Sleepy
Blake Marks-Landru, Sleepy
USX - -
Kevin Gallagher, Regis
Richard Rothfeld, Sleepy
FX - -
Andrew Korn, Sleepy
Kwinn Camody, Regis
DD - -
Claire Fu, Bronx HS of Science
Aimee DeStefano, Sleepy
HI - -
Matthew C. Sheehan, Chaminade
Susan Liu, Sleepy
LD - -
Steven Gaff, Chaminade
Richard Retzke, Sleepy
Papec - - Sleepy
Trophy - - Sleepy

Show Me
CX - -
Rajesh Mohanty and Mary Westfall, Blue Springs
Brian Seok and David Kim, Raytown
Corey Owens and Ryan Hayes, Blue Springs
DUO - -
David Cook and Ben Williams, Blue Springs
Roy Lightner and Ian Menning, Kansas City-Rockhurst
OO - -
John Whit, Blue Springs-South
Coryn Owens, Blue Springs-South
USX - -
Brian Bear, Raytown
Mary Westfall, Blue Springs
FX - -
Ryan Hayes, Blue Springs-South
Geoff Gerty, Raytown
DI - -
LaShonda Richardson, Hickman Mills
Lindsey Moorehead, Blue Springs-South
HI - -
Christopher Taylor, Blue Springs
Cole McDonald, Raynor-MacMurray
LD - -
Alex Chilton, The Barnsley School
Joanna L. Miller, Raymore
Papec - - Blue Springs
Trophy - - Kansas City-Rockhurst

Eastern Missouri
CX - -
James Bosswig and Travis Turner, Parkway-West
Ted Cameron and Sean Petely, Parkway-South
Lakiee Sanford and Matt Fuller, Pattonville
DUO - -
Gara Hurst and Micah S. Slaves, Marquette
Hannah Peterson and Evan Schaefer, Jefferson City
OO - -
Nightingale Triath, Marquette
Michelle Zimmerman, Parkway
USX - -
Sean Stanek, Parkview-South
Ted Cameron, Parkway-South
FX - -
Sean Smith, Lululey Horton Williams
Eric Marcus, Lululey Horton Williams
DI - -
Jasmine Nwarere, Marquette
Jordan Cracelin, Mexico
HI - -
Hans Peterson, Jefferson City
Nicole L. Martin, Marquette
LD - -
Naveen Muthuk, Clayton Sr.
Scott Greenitz, Lululey Horton Williams
Sidath Chakravarthy, Pattonville
Sofia Chaudhary, Parkview-West
Papec - - Lululey Horton Williams
Trophy - - Jefferson City

East Texas
CX - -
Patrick Epperin and John Long, Croft
Matt Baldwin and Chris Kallmeyer, The Kinkaid School
DO - -
Anthony Scammas and Kevin Lemmok, Luxor Lincoln Academy
DUO - -
Claire Fu and Angie Hu, Bronx HS of Science
John Macr and Allen Hendrickson, Regis
FX - -
Vashon Ban, Sleepy
Blake Marks-Landru, Sleepy
USX - -
Kevin Gallagher, Regis
Richard Rothfeld, Sleepy
DI - -
Andrew Korn, Sleepy
Kwinn Camody, Regis
DD - -
Larry Duong, Alief-Highlands
Jordan Mayo, Spring
Amandeep, Alief-Elk
HI - -
Jamey Miller, Spring
Samantha Middleton, Humble
LD - -
Stephanie Loya, Spring
Jordan Murphy, Kinkaid
USX - -
Christine Nguyen, Cypress-Fairbanks
Angie Hackett, Crosby
Leslie A. Fussell, Barbers Hill
Net Pleun, Alief-Elk
Papec - - Alief-Elk
Trophy - - Jersey Village

Northern Lights
CX - -
Matt Lenzar and Beth Watson, Grand Rapids
Patrick T. Freeman and Rob Ocel, Des Moines
DUO - -
Eric D. Van Dem and Justin Fanrey, Moorhead
Kiele Pekelharp and Alison J. Meyer, St. Cloud Apollo
OO - -
Samuel B. Boggs, Moorhead
Ryan J. Zhang, St. Cloud Apollo
USX - -
Melissa Thompson, St. Cloud Technical
Friends Jackalh, St. Friends
FX - -
John Allen, Walker
Kris Krueger, Smokey
DI - -
Brent Lascelle, St. Cloud Apollo
Samuel B. Boggs, Moorhead
Kate E. Claussen, Moorhead
LD - -
Matthew Punt, Duluth-Denfeld
Abby Rogowskie, St. Cloud Technical
Joshua Rice, St. Friends
Papec - - Moorhead
Trophy - - Duluth-Denfeld

Florida Sunshine
CX - -
Thomas Ross and Michael McElvy, Lely
DUO - -
Critt Herder and Matthew Miller, Lely
Byron Healy and Rafe Stanley, Lely
OO - -
Kato S. Doyle, Sarasota-Riveraven
Rebecca Dusch, Galler
USX - -
Elyse Dave, Pine View School
Andrew J. Berdine, Pine View School
FX - -
Genovieve Sheddin, Hilsborough
Sanatan R. Lekshmi, Pine View School
DI - -
Anna Hakeder, Lely
HI - -
Dung Nguyen, Pine View School
Chau Phan, Sarasota-Riveraven
LD - -
Colby Cartel, Hilsborough
Jonathan Rigg, Hilsborough
Papec - - Lely
Trophy - - Pensacola

Heart of America
CX - -
Gary Vanhorn and Charles Holt, Independence
DUO - -
Cory Duval and Michael Byer, Independence
DD - -
Torrin Lipton and Sam Sorenson, Kansas City-Oak Park
DUO - -
Matt Schmidt and John Balshie, Independence
Chris McGuick and Elin Smith, Kansas City-Oak Park
FX - -
David Thomas and John Johnson, Kansas City-Oak Park
DI - -
Nicholas Crutcher, Kansas City-Oak Park
OO - -
Kevin Black and John Johnson, Kansas City-Oak Park
USX - -
Kevin Black and John Johnson, Kansas City-Oak Park
FX - -
Bryan Duong, Alief-Highlands
Jordan Mayo, Spring
Amandeep, Alief-Elk
HI - -
Jamey Miller, Spring
Samantha Middleton, Humble
LD - -
Stephanie Loya, Spring
Jordan Murphy, Kinkaid
USX - -
Christine Nguyen, Cypress-Fairbanks
Angie Hackett, Crosby
Leslie A. Fussell, Barbers Hill
Net Pleun, Alief-Elk
Papec - - Alief-Elk
Trophy - - Jersey Village
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USX -
Kevin Gamer, Kanos City-Oak Park
Paul Ready, Savannah
Nathan Smith, Smith Cotton
FX -
Marc Kuhl, North Kansas City
Tim Baldwin, Kansas City-Downs Park
DI -
Jared Bailey, Liberty Sr.
A. J. Marshall, Park Hill
HI -
Kyle Dandy, Liberty Sr.
Joel Johnson, Kansas City-Oak Park
Paul Walker, Park Hill
LD -
Rael Greys, Independence-Fort Osage
Jeff Kramp, Park Hill
Kendra Kauber, Park Hill South
Plaque - Independence-Truman
Trophy - Marshall

Carter Truman

CX -
Amy Williams and Chelea Bessey, Nevada
Rachel Gruen and Simon Mahan, Neosho
Ryan M. Brown and Sandra Hutchison, McDonald County
DUO -
Lee Bowman and Scott Dagle, Neosho
Gary Cook and Florence McColl, Monett
OO -
Tyler Cole, Webb City
Paige Hendrix, Neosho
USX -
Chelea Bessey, Neosho
Marissa Moody, Monett
FX -
Kevin Opat, Nevada
Ryan Walsh, Cassville
DI -
Pamela McColl, Monett
Cort Taylor, Neosho
HI -
Darla Mann, Monett
Nicole Shields, Seneca
LD -
Kevin Opat, Nevada
Brooke Blake, Aurora
Shane Ogles, Nevada
Plaque - Monett
Trophy - McDonald County

North East Indiana

CX -
Kyle Steimer and Brett Moore, Culver City
Lindsay Janes and Jeff Irthol, Chesterton
DUO -
Derek Whitmer and Sarah Butch, Chesterton
Mark Cooper and Brook Andrews, Fort Wayne-South Side
OO -
John P. Bernheisel, Chesterton
John Jericho, Chesterton
USX -
Robert Goodman, Canterbury
Todd Waugh, Chesterton
FX -
Sandy Rahmland, Fort Wayne-Northrop
John Jericho, Chesterton
DI -
Kris Lisk, Snider
Janice Butch, Chesterton
HI -
Adam Warner, Chesterton
Ashley Stewart, Fort Wayne-South Side
LD -
Robert Goodman, Canterbury
Eric Galambos, Chesterton
Plaque - Chesterton
Trophy - Fort Wayne-South Side

Pittsburgh

CX -
Boo Lantzy and Chris Zunn, Cathedral Prep School
Dan Cefalu and Brian Smith, Cathedral Prep School
DUO -
Rich Freeman and Dina McCollum, M. Lebanon Sr.
Mike Lokay and Kylee Yee, M. Lebanon Sr.
OO -
Matt Campbell, Mercer Area
Andrew Hart, Mercer Area
USX -
Michael Vater, North Allegheny Sr.
Michael O'Connor, Baldwin
David Volser, Bethel Park
FX -
Aditya Sanghvi, Mt. Lebanon Sr.
Dan Newman, Mt. Lebanon Sr.
DI -
Dana McCollum, Mt. Lebanon Sr.
Kawant Zonahmady, Mercer Area
HI -
Greg Sherky, Mercer Area
Leigh A. Remer, Canons
LD -
Brandon Bowes, Pittsburgh-Central Catholic
Joes Emery, Cathedral Prep School
Plaque - Mt. Lebanon
Trophy - Mercer

South Carolina

CX -
Anna Cook and Steven Grey, Northside Christian School
DI -
John Hendrickson and Andrew Pierce, Hillcrest
Ashley N. Kakos and Robert A. Davidson, Reynolds
OO -
Jessica Stolen, Hillcrest
Joshua Butts, Southside
USX -
J. D. Shippman, Macon
Amanda Bumgard, Southside
DI -
Mark Royce, T. L. Hanna
Terry Beullath, Southside
FX -
Lindsey Bumgard, Southside
Brian A. Brandt, J. L. Mann High Academy
HI -
Rodger M. Warren, Greer
Chris Hamilton, Macon
LD -
Jason Hall, Southside
Ariana Hoyle, Southside
Plaque - Southside
Trophy - Hillcrest

Louisiana

CX -
Sudipta Pan and Elizabeth Spurgeon, Bolton
Scott Schnader and Daryn Venn, Newman School
DUO -
Jennifer Wolfe and Krystal O'Neal, St. Thomas More
David Begnaou and Matt Cavanagh, Texana Catholic
OO -
David Begnaou, Texana Catholic
Krystle Simms, Riverdale
USX -
Andrea Price, Texana Catholic
Elaine Elion, Lafayette
FX -
Brenda Holden, McDonough and Sr.
Amanda Breaux, Texana Catholic
DI -
Jeremy McGrew, Riverdale
Etienne Qualls, Eunice
CD -
Cliff Connor, Riverdale
Kyle Bourque, Kaplan
FX -
Wes Galuzin, St. Thomas More
Robert Varnes, Newman School
Plaque - Texana Catholic
Trophy - Newman School

Pennsylvania

CX -
Samuel Lenderwich and Nicholas Ruzicka, Trinity
Justin Welch and Elizabeth Dye, Trinity
DUO -
Karl Rody and Jason McCullough, Derry Area
Anna M. Grasso and Jonathan W. Nagy, Bishop Carroll
OO -
Justin Welch, Trinity
Elizabeth Dye, Trinity
USX -
Jennifer Sylves, Trinity
Allan Edwards, Greater Latrobe
FX -
Jonathan Thayer, Belle Vernon Area
Heather Berkley, Greater Latrobe
DI -
Calvin Bryant, Uniontown Area Sr.
Matthew Berko, McKeesport Area
OO -
Sam Hamilton, Derry Area
Noah Duff, Trinity
LD -
Nathan Crooks, Kiski School
Jessica Dye, Trinity
Trophy - Bellwood Antis

Northern Illinois

CX -
Michael Finner and Stacy Noll, Glenbrook-North
Michael Greenstein and Sam Singer, Glenbrook-North
DUO -
Stacey Denbo and Steven Abramowitz, Glenbrook-South
Karan H. Lee and David Segert, Glenbrook-South
OO -
Stacey Denbo, Glenbrook-South
Jasmin F. Zheng, Glenbrook-North
USX -
Chandler Sitdik, Glenbrook-North
Derek W. Carlock, Glenbrook-West
FX -
Steven Abramowitz, Glenbrook-South
DI -
Kelly Klein, Glenbrook-South
Mike Klein, Glenbrook-North
HI -
Evan Brzegi, Glenbrook-North
Plaque - Glenbrook-South
Trophy - New Trier

North West Indiana

CX -
Drew E. Harper and Dane Korzub, Valparaiso
Shelby DuPont and Khalil Ahl-Ghazan, Penn
DUO -
Jill Shelton and Jordan McEwen, Valparaiso
OO -
Kevin Farrell, Elkhart
Luke M. Zick, Valparaiso
USX -
Kevin Farrell, Elkhart
Trophy - Valley

Indiana

CX -
Jared Shegog and Joey Manders, Valparaiso
Sam Hawes and Matthew Pyle, Plymouth
DUO -
Kylee Geisen, Plymouth
OO -
Katie Geisen, Plymouth
Trophy - Plymouth

Ohio

CX -
Marcy J. Walker, Hillcrest
Nathan Wright, Snake River
DUO -
Shelby Prior, Sugar-Salem
Mandy Quill, Butler
HI -
Andy Sturm, Sugar-Salem
Mandy Mclain, Madison
AO -
Andy Cook, Blackfoot
LD -
John Nagel, South Fremont
Timothy Robertson, Idaho Falls
Justin Edwards, Hillcrest
Plaque - Hillcrest
Trophy - Highland

Wind River

CX -
Reese King and Eppie Koffin, Worland
Shelby Chapman and Melissa Jimeno, Green River
DUO -
Chris Reb and Aaron Peters, Lander Valley
Heather Robinson and Kate Clasby, Lander Valley
Trophy - Green River

Nick Evans, Green River
Dustin Yager, Greybull
USX -
Heidi Van Eps, Powell
Jordan Pleck, Lander Valley
FX -
Seth Brandt, Green River
James Kaltabos, Rock Springs
DI -
Bethany Loyd, Lander Valley
Jesse Tillotson, Hot Springs County
Devin Leonard, Lander Valley
Check out the Foundation for Economic Education's website for high school speech and debate: www.freespeaker.org. Find useful articles on Policy and Lincoln-Douglas debate topics, as well as economics for Extemporaneous Speaking. Freespeaker.org features articles and case ideas on the privacy topic and a growing number on the upcoming foreign policy topic.
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VI. --
Aaron Peters, Lander Valley
Doug Goerl, Casper-Kelley Walsh
LD --
Matt Logan, Rock Springs
Nick Evans, Green River
Ruth Miller, Casper-Kelly Walsh
Plaque -- Lander Valley
Trophy -- Evanston

Mississippi
CX --
Jonathan Strother and Brian Griffin, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
DUO --
Christina Hines and Elizabeth Wilson, R. H. Watkins
Priscilla Lavelle and Aaron Leggett, Brockenborough
OO --
Angela Geating, Brockenborough
Matt Krell, Lander Valley
USX --
Sangha Goel, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
Benjamin L. Dowler, St. Andrew's School
FX --
Philip J. Landers, Petal
Matt Krell, Lander Valley
DI --
James Mullen, Brockenborough
Ellen Underwood, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
Hi --
Lacy Gatlin, Brockenborough
Jason DeChant, R. H. Watkins
LD --
Peter Clarcus, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
Aliston Averitt, Clinton
Plaque -- Lander Valley
Trophy -- St. Andrew's Episcopal School

Nebraska South
CX --
Paul Beiling and Alexandria Switzer, Omaha-Westside
Kyle O'Jinn and Doug Sherrels, Omaha-Valentine
DUO --
David Campbell and Danny Steiner-Healey, Bellevue-West
Adair J. Weidman and Danielle O'Farrell, Papillion-LaVista
OO --
Ananda Managan, Lincoln-East
Kari Rezac, Papillion-LaVista
USX --
Christopher Telwalk, Lincoln-West
Kari Fruk, Crete
FX --
Adam H. Cheema, Papillion-LaVista
Sidharth Ayala, Lincoln-East
DI --
Mendi Inerson, Lincoln-East
Ashley Figgis, Millard South
Hi --
David Campbell, Bellevue-West
Denny Steiner-Healey, Bellevue-West
LD --
Eileen Sullivan, Omaha-Mercy
Ted-Avery, Lincoln-East
Thomas Dunbar, Lincoln-East
Plaque -- Lincoln-East
Trophy -- Lincoln-East

Nebraska West
CX --
Peter Baldo and Britany Reed, Mansfield
OO --
Stephanie Berberick, Mount Mariah Sr.
USX --
Sarah Shaker, Athens
DI --
Dove D. Shults, Towanda
Hi --
Ellen Walsh, Athens
LD --
Christine Watkins, Mount Mananah
Plaque -- Sayre Area
Trophy -- Sayre Area

Northern South Dakota
CX --
Kiley Boggs and Scott Meyer, Brookings
Amy Finnegan and Robert Haert, Deul School
Audrey Fleckton and Brian Flasner, Yankton
DUO --
Scott Meyer and Emily Westinger, Brookings

USX --
Jennifer Pope, Edmond-Santa Fe
Lindsey Middagh, Dunlap
Brady Mitchell, Milford
FX --
Sarah Weis, Norman
Callan Roanfield, Norman
DI --
Patrik Rieger, Norman
Chad Hugge, Dunlap
LD --
James Davis, Edmond-Santa Fe
Lisa Muzman, Puthem City-North
Callan Roanfield, Norman
Plaque -- Norman
Trophy -- Okie City-Heritage Hall

New York State
CX --
Christopher Sorensen and Dan Yelpin, Newburgh Free Academy
Jennifer Schramm and Peter Condon, Lakeland
DUO --
Andrew DeFee and Chas Shanahan, Iron Preparatory
Alexandra Mocy and Nicole Muller, Pleasantville
OO --
Andrew DeFee, Iron Preparatory
Don Keister, Hendrick Hudson
USX --
Daniel Herrel, Schenectady
Steven Wensig, Schenectady
FX --
John E. Bogan, Christian Brothers Academy
Dan Bish, Albany
DI --
James Staud, Iron Preparatory
Vernon Lyons, Iron Preparatory
Hi --
Andrew Simon, Monocello
Katherine Borden, Monocello
LD --
Claire LeGoves, Hendrick Hudson
Doug Leits, Schenectady
Plaque -- Iron Preparatory
Trophy -- Schenectady

North Carolina West
CX --
Jessica Bruner and Jennifer Mullins, North Mecklenburg
Earl D. French III and Andrea Gyorody, South Mecklenburg
DUO --
Dann K. Walker and Daniel Ritchea, Southeast Guilford
Andrew W. Allason and Brandon McEasden, Southeast Guilford
OO --
Michelle Gourdin, Southeast Guilford
Brandon Wright, Myers Park
USX --
Larry Shaleen, Providence
Rebecca A. Byers, Southeast Guilford
FX --
Chris Dobson, Providence
Cooper Gamhorne, West Charlotte
DI --
Brandon McEasden, Southeast Guilford
Elizabeth Gray, Asheboro
Hi --
Daniel Stowe, Myers Park
Gary L. Larson, Southeast Guilford
LD --
Aaron Weiner, Myers Park
Anne Nguyen, South Mecklenburg
Nathan Caro, Zeblon B. Vance
Plaque -- Myers Park
Trophy -- Myers Park

Maine
DUO --
Celine Janelle and Esther Johnson, Thornton Academy
OO --
Kelly S. Parker-Maloney, Brunswick
USX --
Thomas Fales, Lewiston
FX --
Jon Darre, Maranacook Community School
Hi --
Maryellen Pembish, Thornton Academy
LD --
Bo Shi, Bangor
Kate Toth-Hochstald, Lewiston
Plaque -- Brunswick
Trophy -- Brunswick

Hole in the Wall
CX --
Dusty Haarbaugh and Aaron Lyska, Cheyenne-East
Chris Crowe and Micah Wolter, Cheyenne-East
DUO --
Christopher Schaefer and Krak Grado, Alliance
Talia Sundsted and Kyle Cary-Credition
Catherine Berger and Eric Hartin, Winnsion-Walnut
OO --
Reena Rees, Cheyenne-East
Cheila Brennan, Spearfish
Shannon Roniszawski, Glendive
USX --
Jeff Pope, Cheyenne-East
Tom Sartz, Cheyenne-East
FX --
Charlie Tarver, Sheridan
Grace Helfin, Chadron
DI --
Lindsey J. Gurnie, Lead
Jay C. Kirchner, Cheyenne-Central
Madison Hines, Sturgis-Brown
Hi --
Brooke Reeves, Cheyenne-East
Chase Wendell-Date, Chadron
Theodore D. White, Sheridan
LD --
Sara G. DeGroot, Cheyenne-Central
Lacie Jones, Cheyenne-East
Plaque -- Cheyenne-East
Trophy -- Torrington

Eastern Washington
CX --
Evan C. Clemens and Jarrett K. Sacks, Mact
Brian D. Stewart and Nasha R. McCoy, Mact
DUO --
Alex Peterson and Dave Rheiner, Ferris
Zane P. Torrella and Evan C. Clemens, Mact
OO --
Nathan R. McCoy, Mact
Brian A. Thorpe, Ferris
USX --
Megan Beck, Lewis & Clark
Nathan Milbrand, Lewis & Clark
FX --
Emily M. Fecko, Mact
Vince R. McFarland, Sonoma Preparatory
DI --
Dave Vinehart, Ferris
Becky Thilo, Lake City
Hi --
Caleb Kyttonen, North Central
Nicholas R. Cox, Mact
LD --
Jeffrey Clemens, North Central
Nathan Milbrand, Lewis & Clark
Jessica Woellke, Central Valley
Plaque -- Mact
Trophy -- Sonoma Preparatory

New Jersey
CX --
Jennifer Cheng and Sam Mathews, Bergenfield
Alon Gorekley and Jan M. Corrigan, Bergenfield
DUO --
Aaron Ginsberg and Jordan Newman, Randolph
Steven Sadewich and Josh Schlosser, Randolph
OO --
Marianne Wallis, Montville
Gregory Annual, Selon Hill Prep
USX --
Lauren Sidano, Freehold Township
Katharine Rally, Millburn
FX --
Ariel Dowling, Ridge
Laurence Tai, Selon Hill Prep
DI --
Eileen Liu, Montville
Kerry Blahe, Montclair-Kimberly
Christopher Moran, Bridgewater-Flanigan
Hi --
H. P. Smith, Randolph
Jose Estrada, Elizabeth
LD --
Maria Kartales, Bergenfield
Kerri Katter, Science
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Hoosier South

Duo --
- Michael Knight and Chelsea Carroll, Evansville-Reitz
- Ellen Small and Randy Waters, Evansville-North

USK --
- Matthew Nakatani, Gabriele
- John Suzuki, La Mirada

FX --
- Eric Chen, Gabrielle
- Keith Fujii, San Marino

DI --
- Matthew Zuei, Gabrielle
- Natalie Sakai, Gabrielle

Club --
- Jackie Wei, San Marino
- James Clark, Gabrielle

Low --
- Jone Suzuki, La Mirada
- Shane Wang, La Mirada

Plaque --
- Gabrielle
- Trophy --

Hoosier Central

Duo --
- Mitt Kene and Douglas A. Robb, West Lafayette
- Tyler Janczak and Danny Rosenthal, West Lafayette

FX --
- Charles L. Goodlaw and Daniel Benefiel, Ben Davis
- Josh Dinner and Patty Guggenheim, Indianapo-North Central

DI --
- Ben Hanchen and Jasakul Dukwot, Maccaniquah

Oakland

Duo --
- Allison K. Mac and Elaine Wu, Schurr
- Dennis Dorkacopoulos and Nelly Wolfenberg, River Academy

USK --
- Madisok Nakatani, Gabrielle
- Ken Seeger, Gabrielle

FX --
- Timothy G. Heck, Brebeuf Jesuit
- Elizabeth Murray, Logansport

DI --
- Dan Riehler, Logansport
- Jessica Dukwot, Maccaniquah
- Jenny Mitchell, Rossville

Club --
- Joel Brown, Rossville
- Ben Houchen, Maccaniquah

Low --
- Evan Angle, Carmel
- Juliette Tang, Carmel
- Plaque --

Plaque --
- Trophies --

New Mexico

Duo --
- Scott Brewer and Brad Frese, Albuquerque Academy
- Julie J. Hudson and Lindsay A. Smith, Eldorado

FX --
- Megan Bode and Jessica Lowe, Albuquerque Academy
- "C. Serra and Charlotte Varney, St. Michael's

DI --
- Amy Kantor, Eldorado
- Yasmina Masih, Albuquerque Academy

USK --
- Nicholas Palmer, Eldorado
- Destin Mouton, Taos

FX --
- Amanda Singer, Albuquerque Academy
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Congress Honors

Florida

House 1
- *Robert Nunn, Tallahassee
- *Ralph cambio, Tallahassee
- *Patricia Brown, Tallahassee
- *Michael Nowak, Tallahassee

House 2
- *Joycelyn O'Bannon, Tallahassee
- *Richard Brown, Tallahassee
- *John Taylor, Tallahassee
- *James Brown, Tallahassee

House 3
- *James Brown, Tallahassee
- *Samantha Brown, Tallahassee
- *Samantha Brown, Tallahassee
- *Samantha Brown, Tallahassee

North Dakota

House 1
- *Kevin Hassett, Bismarck
- *Jeffrey Williams, Bismarck
- *Bradley Williams, Bismarck
- *Andrew Williams, Bismarck

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Bismarck
- *John Williams, Bismarck
- *Samantha Brown, Bismarck
- *Samantha Brown, Bismarck

Rocky Mountain

House 1
- *James Brown, Denver
- *Samantha Brown, Denver
- *Samantha Brown, Denver
- *Samantha Brown, Denver

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Denver
- *Samantha Brown, Denver
- *Samantha Brown, Denver
- *Samantha Brown, Denver

Greater Illinois

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Chicago
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago
- *Samantha Brown, Chicago

Pocono Region

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Pocono
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono
- *Samantha Brown, Pocono

Chesapeake

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Baltimore
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore
- *Samantha Brown, Baltimore

Sundance

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Jackson
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson
- *Samantha Brown, Jackson

Eastern Missouri

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis

House 2
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis
- *Samantha Brown, St. Louis

Northern Illinois

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Evanston
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston
- *Samantha Brown, Evanston

Idaho

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Boise
- *Samantha Brown, Boise
- *Samantha Brown, Boise
- *Samantha Brown, Boise

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Boise
- *Samantha Brown, Boise
- *Samantha Brown, Boise
- *Samantha Brown, Boise

Pennsylvania

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Pittsburgh
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh
- *Samantha Brown, Pittsburgh

Louisiana

House 1
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge

House 2
- *Jennifer Williams, Baton Rouge
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge
- *Samantha Brown, Baton Rouge
THE
CAPITOL EXTEMP
AND
CONGRESS INSTITUTE

"Forging Future National Champions in the Nations Capitol"

July 18th - August 1st 2001
Washington D.C.
$1200.00

Special Features:
♦ CECI features a staff of former NFL finalists and experienced coaches.
♦ Guests Lectures from government policy analysts.
♦ Over thirty critiqued practice rounds, Videotaped speech analysis and end of institute tournament
♦ Tours of the Capitol and a research day at the Library of Congress.
♦ Luxury townhouse accommodations on the campus of George Mason University, Not Dorms!
♦ Although CECI is not associated with GMU, CECI will have access to a wide variety of university research resources.
♦ CECI will focus on the facts and not fluff!
♦ $100.00 discount for applications completed by May 30th.
♦ Exclusive Model Congress Lab

For an application or more information:
Mail request to:

CECI
C/O Sophisticated Communication
2360 West Broad St. Suite T-11
Athens, Georgia 30606

Email: CEClcamp@aol.com
Phone: (706) 372-8680
Congress Honors

New England
Senate 1
* O'Hays Golden, Milton Academy
* Alan Tannenwald, Newton South
* Frederick Waggett III, Memorial Church
* George Stope, Milton Academy

House 1
* Michael Collins, Milton Academy
* Michael Wassermann, Needham
* Michael David, Milton Academy

House 2
* Jeff Smolenski, Sacred Heart
* Samuel Collins, Newton South
* Jeff Smolenski, Sacred Heart

East Iowa
Senate 1
* Daniel Shively, Burlington Community
* T. J. Bruehler, Burlington Community
* Daniel Shively, Burlington Community
* Jonathan Cranmer, Davenport-Central

House 1
* Mike Howard, Davenport-Central
* Craig Graves, Bettendorf
* Michael G. Jones, Davenport-West

House 2
* David N. Radsch, Dubuque Wahlert
* Christopher R. Rasler, Davenport-West
* Evan A. Smith, Bettendorf

New Jersey
Senate 1
* Justin Field, Randolph
* Parag Ghatraria, Morristown
* Allen B. Wontoroff, Phillipsburg
* Michael Griffin, Randolph
* Nick Derego, Somers Hall Prep

House 1
* Tanveer Sehgal, Randolph
* Victor Brockett, Arthur L. Johnson
* Martin Kutschker, Moorestown
* Andrew Kurlischen, Moorestown

House 2
* Andrew Hess, Moorestown
* Adam Goodkind, Randolph
* Nick Cane, Somers Hall Prep
* Adam Goodkind, Randolph

Western Ohio
Senate 1
* Geoff Pippy, Sylvania-Northview
* Jordan Schaefer, Sylvania-Lincoln
* Jennifer Batts, Gahanna-Lincoln
*マンショット, Sylvania-Northview

House 1
* Bill Griffin, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
* Vince Falco, St. Joseph Catholic School
* Bill Griffin, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
* Ashton Avitt, Clinton
* Mary-Catherine Stanfield, St. Joseph Catholic
* Jason Lechert, R. H. Watkins

House 2
* Sangha Goel, St. Andrew's Episcopal School
* M. A. Henderson, R. H. Watkins
* Philip Hoggbohm, R. H. Watkins

Iroquois
Senate 1
* Sara Mehrelnour, Miami Academy
* Sara A. Kuykendall, Townville
* Sharmaya Kannikar, Sayre Area

House 1
* Joel C. Crowley, Townville
* Tom Tarbox, Mount Markham Sr.
* Joel C. Crowley, Townville
* Ellen Walsh, Athens

New York State
Senate 1
* John B. Horgan, Christian Brothers Academy
* Susan Lawrence, Iona Prep School
* John B. Horgan, Christian Brothers Academy

Senate 2
* John Kiley, Iona Prep School
* Jeffrey Vip, Pleasantville
* John Kiley, Iona Prep School

House 1
* Benjamin J. Seymour, Christian Brothers Academy
* Grace Gallie, Pleasantville
* Benjamin J. Seymour, Christian Brothers Academy

Georgia Southern Peach
Senate 1
* Christopher Warren, Northside
* Chris Harmath, Benjamin E. Mays
* Ryan Nabulo, Cairo

House 1
* Andrew Lucas, Northside
* Andrew Lonzio, Fayetteville County
* Scott Digby, Cartersville

House 2
* Josh Marin, Fayetteville County
* Sarah Reeves, Carrollton
* Matthew E. Tyler, Valdosta
* Melinda Manlove, Cairo

Georgia Northern Mountain
Senate 1
* Alex Brown, Dubuque
* David Peterson, Centennial
* David Peterson, Centennial
* Alex Brown, Dubuque

House 1
* BE Schwartz, Grady
* Lori B. Blair, Northview Whistler
* Will Martin, Grady

House 2
* Clayley B. Williams, McMinn
* Rogers Trolley, Northview Whistler
* Edwin Brown, Dubuque

Carolina West
Senate 1
* Cleo Woodroft, Myers Park
* Hunter Palmer, Asheville
* Adam Mitchell, Independence

House 1
* Joel Rodriquez, Myers Park
* Alex Alayna, Zebulon H. Vance
* Andrew Caldwell, Myers Park

House 2
* Reidham Henderson, Zebulon B. Vance
* Zaccary Dassaut, Myers Park
* Christopher Slay, Myers Park

Holden in the Wall
Senate 1
* Justin Johns, Lead
* Quinn Belfield, Chadron

House 1
* Giacca C. Berry, Cheney-East
* Shane Allen, Sturgis-Burns

House 2
* Jonathan Cadart, Chadron
* Jacob Ervin, Cheney-Central

House 3
* Chapman, Scottsbluff
* Angela Crabtree, Cheney-East

south Kansas
Senate 1
*委員会, Burris, Field Kindley
* Taylor Moore, El Dorado
* Matthew D. Weite, Field Kindley
* Matthew D. Weite, Field Kindley
* Rachel Milled, Kapaun-Mt. Carmel

House 1
* Ivy M. Perkins, Field Kindley
* Joel L. Skid, Field Kindley

House 2
* Joseph H. Bobek, Field Kindley
* Donald E. Hoppock, Field Kindley
* Jarred Haugh, Labette County

House 3
* Vivdika R. Reddy, Field Kindley
* Joseph H. Bobek, Field Kindley
* Rebecca Bridges, El Dorado

Northwest Indiana
Senate 1
* Adam Pleas, La Porte
* Nathaniel Smith, Plymouth
* Raj Rameen, Valparaiso

House 1
* David Phillips, Plymouth
* Sarah Farn, Plymouth
* Patrick Kennedy, Munster

House 2
* Kevin Cane, Munster
* Christopher Crayton, La Porte
* Greg Anderson, Plymouth

House 3
* Amy Kelley, Plymouth
* Melissa Ingram, La Porte
* Sam Elinger, Plymouth

Maine
Senate 1
* Sam Critchlow, Machias, Sch of Science
* John Decham, Eastport
* Nick Bell, Thornton Academy
* Sam Critchlow, Machias, Sch of Science
* Mark

House 1
* Bud Bush, Yarmouth-Freeport
* Jordan M. DeCoster, Brunswick
* Scott Finnerty, Scarborough
* Bud Bush, Yarmouth-Freeport

Eastern Washington
Senate 1
* Char McEiheil, Cheney
* Matt Korina, Ferndale
* Brynn Vallow, Central Valley

House 1
* Sandeep Bhat, Gonzaga Prep
* Richard Stakes, Central Valley
* Sandeep Bhat, Gonzaga Prep

House 2
* Jeff Dobrow, North Central
* Chad M. Longo, Lake City
* Luke McCandless, Central Valley

House 3
* Steve Olen, Gonzaga Prep
* Jill Jaeger, Lake City
* Garrett Nauens, Mt. Spokane

New Mexico
Senate 1
* Lawrence Canevas, Rio Grande
* Jon G. Solis, St. Michael's

House 1
* James Akin, Albe-Valier
* Stewart Strat, Rio Grande
* John Keddy, Rio Grande

House 2
* Claire Long, Eldorado
* Jesse French, Taos
* Michael Luongo, Ral Grande

Texas East
Senate 1
* Justin Johnson, Cape Fear
* Nathaniel Gip, Pine Forest St.
* Cameron Jones, El Paso

House 1
* Jennifer-Avila Godwin, Cape Fear
* Clinton O'Donnell, E. E. Smith
* Brandon Lee, Byrd Sr.

House 2
* Jan Grady, Ferris, Sandy
* Hannah Britton, Massac-Hill Classical
* Brittny S. Kishn, Gary Academy

Kentucky
Senate 1
* Shon Willet, Scott County
* Harrison Jackson, Lafayette
* Shon Willet, Scott County
* Frank Jackson, Lafayette

House 1
* Jessica Weimer, Lafayette
* Carley Crawford, Graves County
* Jessica Weimer, Lafayette
* Carrie Crawford, Graves County

House 2
* Christopher Byrd, Lafayette
* Justin Gibbs, Calloway County
* Chris Byrd, Lafayette
* Penny Jarvis, Lafayette

Northeast Ohio
Senate 1
* John Dickson, Niles-McKinley
* Richard Oh, Youngstown-McKinley
* Loo Meave, Warren-Kennedy

House 1
* Joe Sonowski, Niles-McKinley
* Mark Betsy, Youngstown-Boardman
* Joe Sonowski, Niles-McKinley

House 2
* David Lancel, Youngstown-Boardman
* Matthew Floyd, Howland
* David Lancel, Youngstown-Boardman

House 3
* McKeeler, Youngstown-Boardman
* Matthew Snyder, Howland
* Matthew Snyder, Howland
Congress Honors

Show Me
Seniors
* O. Joel O. Christiansen, Raytown
* O. Matthew Bosick, Lee's Summit
* O. Joel O. Christiansen, Raytown
* O. Byron Hoyt, Blue Springs-South
House 1
* O. Geoff Goeling, Raytown
* O. John Birtner, Lee's Summit
* O. Geoff Goeling, Raytown
* O. John Birtner, Lee's Summit
House 2
* O. Christopher J. Clark, Raytown
* O. Aaron Hinkle, Blue Springs-South
* O. EE Kleiman, Kansas City-Rockhurst
House 3
* O. Sean Stewart, Raytown
* O. Spencer K. Beckler, The Barstow School
* O. Josh Hook, Raytown
House 4
* O. Humam Husain, Blue Springs
* O. Brian Bear, Raytown
* O. Alex Chilton, The Barstow School
* O. Brian Bear, Raytown

Eastern Ohio
Seniors
* O. Nathan Carleton, Stow Munroe Falls
* O. Jacqueline Shire, Our Lady of the Elms
* O. Lindsay Straight, Coleroy
House 1
* O. Jason Woolen, Jackson
* O. Kendra Oyer, Wooster
* O. John W. Hain, Canton-GlenOak HS Career Ctr.
House 2
* O. John Mark Sklinker, Jackson
* O. David Ballister, Canton-GlenOak HS Career Ctr.
* O. Prada Forchione, Canton-GlenOak HS Career Ctr.
House 3
* O. Israel Bertram, Canton-GlenOak HS Career Ctr.
* O. Stefan Bing, Wooster
* O. Jason Bertram, Canton-GlenOak HS Career Ctr.

Western Washington
Seniors
* O. Ryan Mendoza, Decatur
* O. Nick Ziebei, Puyallup
* O. Rick Johnson, Federal Way
* O. Andrew Sherdel, Puyallup
House 1
* O. Matt Beddow, Puyallup
* O. Tarylynn Carter, Gig Harbor
* O. Melissa Case, Federal Way
House 2
* O. Luke Dole, Gig Harbor
* O. Taylor Reynolds, Puyallup
* O. Andrew O'Connor, Auburn Br.

San Francisco
Seniors
* O. Michael Capozucche, Danville-Murphy Valley
* O. Andrew Shen, San Ramon Valley
House 1
* O. Christopher Parker, Miramar
* O. Simon Benning, Miramar
House 2
* O. Munisha Khawani, Miramar

Sunflower
Seniors
* O. Mason Oelrich, Harper, Andover
* O. Matt Blackley, Wichita-Northeast Magnet
* O. David Curry, Valley Center
* O. Mihail Simeon, Wichita-East
House 1
* O. Amy Hilliard, Andover
* O. Derek Smythe, Wichita-Northeast Magnet
House 2
* O. Charles P. Cleary, Andover
* O. Keelum Seymour, Wichita-Northeast Magnet
House 3
* O. Michelle Graham, Wichita East
* O. Mark R. Mays, Wichita-Northeast Magnet

Capitol Valley
Seniors
* O. Jack Wang, Sacramento-Kennedy
* O. Mike Hough, Granite Bay
* O. Christopher A. Murphy, Pontotoc House 1
* O. Wesley LeBow, Sacramento-Jesuit
* O. Kaylee G. Johnson, Pontotoc
* O. Kevin Kleen, Granite Bay

Heart of America
Seniors
* O. Matt Hampton, Park Hill South
* O. Lisa Selchon, Kansas City-Ditk Park
* O. Tommy Luton, Kansas City-Ditk Park
* O. Matt Lehn, Kansas City-Ditk Park
House 1
* O. Trevor Alexander, Kansas City-Ditk Park
* O. Benjamin H. Luton, North Kansas City
* O. Chris Moore, Independence-Truman
House 2
* O. Michelle Fitzgerald, Park Hill South
* O. Michael Ewey, Independence-Truman
* O. Michael Ewey, Independence-Truman

East Los Angeles
Seniors
* O. Alex Reader, North Kansas City
* O. Kaylen Kees, North Kansas City
* O. Christopher Smiley, Independence-Truman
* O. Joel N. Brown, Independence-Fort Osage

Valley Forge
Seniors
* O. Robert Nguyen, St. Joseph's Prep School
* O. Claire Arnts, Pennsbury
* O. Claire Arnts, Pennsbury
* O. Zane Lashewitz, Truman
House 1
* O. Arie Lebowitz, Pennsbury
* O. Christopher Kube, South M. Lehigh
* O. Doug Price, Pennsbury
* O. Meghan Bell, Truman

Blue Ribbon Forensics Institute
July 27 - August 5, 2001

Indiana University, Bloomington IN
- Air Conditioned Dorms
- Flexible Food Options
- Modern Computer Labs
- Library Privileges
- Low Student/Coach Ratio

Events

Interp: Beginning and Advanced Drama Humor Duo Extrop Speaking

Original Oratory

Hall of Fame Staff

Bob Kelly, Chesterton GS
Scott McDermott, GBS
David McKenzie, Plymouth
Jane Nelson, Plymouth

Daniel Tyree, Plymouth
Adam Krump, Purdue
Ethan Ax, IU Speech
Katie Tyree, WKU Speech

Email for Registration: Cntyree@Plymouth.K12.In.us
Call: Charlotte Tyree 219-936-5992 / 219-936-2178-241

Registration: $50.00
Room, Board & Tuition $500.00
NATIONAL FORENSIC LEAGUE
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN AWARD

Award Criteria:

1. Student must be an NFL member with an earned degree of Superior Distinction - 750 points on record in the National Office.
2. Student must have maintained a 3.7 minimum GPA out of 4.0 (or its equivalent).
3. The student must have completed the 7th semester.
4. Student must have a score of 1400 or higher on the SAT Exam and/or a score of 27 or higher on the ACT Exam.
5. The student should demonstrate qualities of character, leadership and commitment, as verified by both coach and principal.
6. A chapter may present this National Forensic League All American Academic Award to any NFL member who meets the criteria.

APPLICATION
NATIONAL FORENSIC LEAGUE
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN AWARD

Name ____________________________
School ____________________________
School Address ______________________________
NFL District ____________________________

To the National Forensic League:
The above named student qualifies for the Academic All-American Award by meeting all the criteria checked below:

_____ NFL Degree of Superior Distinction on record (750 points)
_____ GPA of 3.7 on a 4.0 scale (or its equivalent)
_____ ACT score of 27 or higher or SAT score of 1400 or higher
_____ 7th Semester student

Appropriate verification of these qualifications, including an official school transcript is included with this application.

We certify that the above information is true and accurate and that the student nominated, in addition to the above criteria, has demonstrated character, leadership and commitment.

NFL Sponsor (coach) ____________________________
Principal ____________________________
Student ____________________________

Send this application and $10 fee to NFL, Box 38, Ripon, WI 54971-0038
A hand engrossed Certificate of Achievement will be sent for presentation.
ACADEMIC ALL AMERICANS
(through March 31, 2001)

ALABAMA
Decatur
Ann Tucker
Amit Doshi
Brittany Bryant
Saint James School
E. J. Stam
Courtney Austin
Mara Hill Bible School
Lora Barfield
Ben Grover
Ryan King

ARIZONA
Globe
Michael Middleton
Eric Fikas
Mountain View
Ben Brinton
Peyson
Ryan Davis
Aspen Gorry
Phoenix-Sunsolesapons
Tami Holzman
Winlow
Andrew N. Oplinger

CALIFORNIA
Bellarmine College Prep
Benjamin Trgarden
Johnny Yeh
College Prep School
Jonathan Cowperthwait
Gabrielle
Ryan Daniel Chan
Johansen
Andrew Ludlow
Katella
John J. Metais
Modesto-Beyer
Robert Parvis
Stephen Shafer
Matthew Micheli
Ridgeview
Fabiola Delgadillo
Sherman Oaks COr for
Enriched Studies
Kevin Kurian
Julia Klabanov
Joshua Mauser
Scott Kleinnick
Rak Sam
St. Ignatius College Prep
Nick Butko

COLORADO
Cherry Creek
Patrick Cleary
Delia
Travis Whitson
Denver-East
Justin Segall
Durango
Kath Borden
Greenway West
Joseph Martinez

FLORIDA
Academy of the Holy Names
Michelle Tonelli
Hillsborough High
Jessie Alexander-Hoepner
David Stein
North Miami Beach Sr.
Brad Grossman
Nova
Daniel P. Mahoney
Peninsula High
Frank Harrell
Pine Crest School
Michael Kenneth
Tampa-Jesuit
Kirk E. Roberts

ILLINOIS
Buffalo Grove
Maxima Shpryregnina

INDIANA
Chrysler
Seth J. Kinnott
Connerville
Andrew Yeager
Pt. Wayne-South Side
Andy McCoy

KENTUCKY
Scott County
Simon Willett

LOUISIANA
Tioga
Jason Dwell

MAINE
Lawton
Mae Tobin-Hochstadt

MARYLAND
Calvert Hall College
Sebastian Kuman

MICHIGAN
Portage Central
Christine Osowski

MINNESOTA
Apple Valley
Anna Marino
Austin
Amanda Bremer
Coon Rapids
Andrew MacNally
Duluth-Glyndon-Felton
James Schumann
Walker
Joe Swearing
Christopher Baker

MISSISSIPPI
Clinton
Frank Eugene “Smith” Lively, Jr.
Matt Mauney
Hattiesburg
Ricky James
Michael Goggin
Amber Wallin

MISSOURI
Aurora
Brooke Blake
Danny French
Blue Springs
Sarah Simmons
Kruti Tripathi
Bolivar
Andy Lynch
Independence-Fort Osage
Micheal David McKay
Greenwood Lab
Becky Thomas
Brian Muesge
Columbia-Hickman
Sarita Komstreddy
Loxie Horton Watkins
Hope Glassberg
Christine Yokoyama
Gwen Carroll
Alex Braithberg
Brad Baebler
Brad Proctor
Independence-Truman
Ronald Jeffrey Wages
Jefferson City
Carter Stewart
Marquette
Ed Tullin
Donald McLaren
Kane Huang
Jane Beckler
Ryan Garret
Evan Cowley
Rachel Kempe

MONTANA
Flathead County
Michael Greig
Great Falls-Russell
Rachael McCracken
Helen
Melissa Simich
Andrew Tweeten

NEBRASKA
Elmwood-Murdock
Carrie Johnson
Kristin McLaughlin
Lincoln East
Thomas Dunbar
North Platte
Chris McClure
Darren Epping
Amy M. Van Velzen
Ralston
Ryan Grauer

NEVADA
Chaparral
Thomas Weston, Adams Ill
ACADEMIC ALL AMERICANS
(through March 31, 2001)

Green Valley
- Robert Corbett
- Brian Wall
- Justin T. Rusk

NEW YORK
- Carithus
  - Craig Bucki
- Chamandale
  - David Fisher
  - William Newman
- Christian Brothers Academy
  - John B. Horgan
- Pleasantville
  - Ian Kash

NORTH DAKOTA
- Central Cass
  - James M. Carlisle
- Fargo-Shanley
  - William Vlastens
  - Brandon Donahue
  - Kathleen K. Curtis

OHIO
- Copley
  - Steve Elliott
- Youngstown-Boardman
  - Zach Szmar
  - Katie Quanada
  - Bret Kirkby
  - Matt Christoff
  - Jim Cheramio
  - Dana DeLorenzo
  - Jeff Kidd

OKLAHOMA
- Alva
  - Crystal Lohmann
  - Eric Stroud
- Bishop Kelley
  - Megan Schauman
  - Quin Swiney
- Tulsa-Washington
  - Marshall Everton Gray
- Deer Creek
  - Gene L. Perry
  - Jennifer Baca
- Jenks
  - Akbar Siddiqui
- Muldrow
  - Coy D. Morgan
- Norman
  - Brett Murphy
  - Caitlin Rosenthal
  - Sara Habib
  - Anna Pope
- Norman North
  - Christina Elmore
  - Chris Tallent

OREGON
- Ashland
  - Dane Reinstedt
  - Poppy Alexander
  - Skye Mathieson
  - Mike McNamara
- Canby
  - Terry Webber
- Clackamass
  - Liz Bramer
  - Cameron Downing
  - Shari Azar

Roseburg
- Matt Brown
- Spencer Smith

PITTSBURGH
- Baldwin
  - Michael Vu
  - Belle Vernon Area
  - Janie Lynn

SOUTH CAROLINA
- Bob Jones Academy
  - Ruth Hindman

SOUTH DAKOTA
- Aberdeen Central
  - Christopher Huss
- Groton
  - Susan Marie Knudsen
  - Martin R. Schilders
  - Jessica Mason
- Sioux Falls-Roosevelt
  - Sara Lamendol
  - Scott Petersen
- Spearfish
  - Nicholas Grey
- Vermilion
  - Jon Spader
  - Vicky Lio

TENNESSEE
- Brentwood
  - Oliver Chen
- Cookeville
  - Alexander Davis Taylor
- Collierville
  - Theresa House
  - Kathryn Miller
  - Denise Poindexter
- Dickson County
  - John R. Stewart, Jr.
  - Nashville-Oakton
  - Matthew P. Stevens
  - Kaiser Faroque

TEXAS
- Allen
  - Rishi Bhatula
- Deer Park
  - Hang Nguyen
- Friends
  - Alexandra Adam
- Grapevine
  - Glen Matthew Lindsay
- Plano
  - Narlyn Wang
  - Jason Warren
  - Calli Schiller
  - Jeffrey Ruder
  - Nel Mitro
  - Emily King
  - Rajiv Giridharagopol
  - Rick Cofer
  - Bart Chao
- The Colony
  - Amy Mojsik
  - Tomball
  - Cary Edward Rasberry

UTAH
- Jordan
  - Stephanie Tatham
  - Amy Wu

WASHINGTON
- North Central
  - Jeffrey F. Clemens
- Auburn Sr.
  - Pamela Gard
- Gig Harbor
  - Lisa Coffey

WISCONSIN
- Appleton West
  - Colin Hahn
  - Robert Probst
- Brookfield East
  - Emily Wacker

WYOMING
- Campbell County
  - Amanda Miller
- Cheyenne Central
  - Jeanine M. Panopoulos
- Cheyenne East
  - Dayna Wolter
  - Jeremy Shurtleff
  - Ryan Ford
  - Meghan Carter
- Green River
  - Richard Baxter
  - Nicholas Evans
  - Seth Brandjord
- Jackson Hole
  - Irlonde Cagnon
- Lander Valley
  - Lauren Throop

EMPLOYMENT
Equal Opportunity Employer

HEAD FORENSIC DEBATE COACH

The School District of Jenkintown is seeking applicants for the position of Head Coach for Forensics (Cross Examination Debate, Lincoln Douglas Debate and Speech). 200 students in grades 9-12 have established record of success. Limited teaching positions also available. Experience preferred. August 27, 2001 start date.

Interested persons should submit a written application to:
Office of the Superintendent
325 Highland Avenue
Jenkintown, PA 19046
DEVOTION TO FORENSICS IS A GREAT START FOR COLLEGE ADMISSION - BUT PERHAPS NOT ENOUGH

As a hardworking forensics student you are already ahead of many others in the competition to get into the nation’s most selective colleges. But with as many as ten or twelve other students vying for each spot at top-ranked colleges, you need to do everything possible to learn to present yourself as the candidate that your college of choice is seeking.

LET US GIVE YOU A COMPETITIVE EDGE IN THE COLLEGE ACCEPTANCE GAME.

Wouldn’t it be great if all you had to do to apply to college was to send in a copy of your transcript and test scores? Unfortunately, applying to college is not that simple. Good scores and a high grade point average won’t guarantee a ticket into the school of your choice, and lower scores or grades don’t necessarily close the gates to quality universities. You need all the guidance we have to offer:

- SAT Preparation
- Interview Training
- Study Skills
- Application Preparation
- Application Essay Instruction
- Personalized College Counseling
- Campus Visitation Advice
- Time Management Training

The College Admission Prep Camp

The outstanding CAPC staff is composed of published writing experts, SAT prep specialists, college counselors from the finest private schools, and professional time management and study skills experts. These programs make you a champion player of a very important game — the college admission game.

SPEND 10 DAYS WITH US THIS SUMMER ... BENEFIT FOR LIFE!

Attend a 10-day, overnight program in a major university setting. The College Admission Prep Camp offers intensive instruction in the complete college admission process while allowing you to check out campus life and develop lasting friendships. Start shaping your future today!

LOCATIONS*

UC Berkeley June 16 - 25 University of San Diego June 30 - July 9
UC Davis July 24 - August 2 UCLA August 5 - 14
Stanford University June 23 - July 2, July 8 - July 17 & August 16 - August 25 Prep Camp Excel for entering 9th and 10th grade students:
UC Berkeley June 23 - 29 Stanford University August 18 - 24

*Dates and locations subject to final confirmation. Enrollment is limited, but guaranteed space is available for early applicants.

For a free brochure that will explain the program in more detail to both you and your parents, call now!

510-548-6612 www.educationunlimited.com

Education Unlimited 1678 Shattuck Ave., #305 Berkeley, CA 94709
### NFL's Top 50 Districts
(as of March 31, 2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Ave. No. Degrees</th>
<th>Leading Chapter</th>
<th>No. of Degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Northern South Dakota</td>
<td>192.22</td>
<td>Watertown</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Rushmore</td>
<td>190.70</td>
<td>Sioux Falls-Lincoln</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Heart of America</td>
<td>180.94</td>
<td>Independence-Truman</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>171.30</td>
<td>Bronx HS of Science</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>East Kansas</td>
<td>168.65</td>
<td>Blue Valley North</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>California Coast</td>
<td>163.46</td>
<td>Leland</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Northern Ohio</td>
<td>159.36</td>
<td>Youngstown-Boardman</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>East Los Angeles</td>
<td>154.00</td>
<td>Gabrielson</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Show Me</td>
<td>153.64</td>
<td>Blue Springs</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Kansas Flint-Hills</td>
<td>152.80</td>
<td>Washburn Rural</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Florida Sunshine</td>
<td>152.00</td>
<td>Sarasota-Riverview</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>+12</td>
<td>Illini</td>
<td>151.30</td>
<td>Downers Grove-South</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Florida Manatee</td>
<td>151.10</td>
<td>Nova</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>San Fran Bay</td>
<td>145.87</td>
<td>James Logan</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Sunflower</td>
<td>142.41</td>
<td>Wichita-East</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Northwest Indiana</td>
<td>135.58</td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>South Kansas</td>
<td>130.58</td>
<td>El Dorado</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>Eastern Ohio</td>
<td>129.00</td>
<td>Carrollton</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>Central Minnesota</td>
<td>128.80</td>
<td>Apple Valley</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>125.15</td>
<td>Millard-North</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>West Kansas</td>
<td>123.40</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>South Texas</td>
<td>122.18</td>
<td>Houston-Bellaire</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Hole in the Wall</td>
<td>121.06</td>
<td>Cheyenne-Central</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>Eastern Washington</td>
<td>120.20</td>
<td>Gonzaga Prep</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>118.78</td>
<td>Flathead Co.</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Northern Illinois</td>
<td>117.81</td>
<td>Glenbrook-North</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>Hoosier Central</td>
<td>114.12</td>
<td>Ben Davis</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>New England</td>
<td>113.60</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Rocky Mountain-South</td>
<td>113.35</td>
<td>Wheat Ridge</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Southern Minnesota</td>
<td>112.47</td>
<td>Eagan</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>North Coast</td>
<td>112.42</td>
<td>Gilmour Academy</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>Northern Wisconsin</td>
<td>106.18</td>
<td>Appleton East</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>Eastern Missouri</td>
<td>105.66</td>
<td>Pattonville</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>Great Salt Lake</td>
<td>105.27</td>
<td>Salt Lake City-West</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>104.50</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Carver-Truman</td>
<td>102.06</td>
<td>Neosho</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>Western Washington</td>
<td>101.09</td>
<td>Puyallup</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>101.05</td>
<td>Foothill</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>101.00</td>
<td>Cherry Creek</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>+33</td>
<td>Southern California</td>
<td>100.81</td>
<td>Redlands</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>100.73</td>
<td>Hillcrest</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>Southern Wisconsin</td>
<td>99.58</td>
<td>Marquette University</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>West Los Angeles</td>
<td>99.09</td>
<td>Sherman Oaks CES</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>+14</td>
<td>West Oklahoma</td>
<td>99.04</td>
<td>Norman HS North</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>+33</td>
<td>Golden Desert</td>
<td>97.44</td>
<td>Green Valley</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>Orange Blossom</td>
<td>95.46</td>
<td>Wellington</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>Hoosier South</td>
<td>95.15</td>
<td>Evansville-Reitz</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Ozark</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>Springfield-Central</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>+27</td>
<td>Carolina West</td>
<td>92.00</td>
<td>Myers Park</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>West Iowa</td>
<td>91.57</td>
<td>Ankeny Senior</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>Ave. No. Degrees</td>
<td>Leading Chapter</td>
<td>No. of Degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>+29</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>91.46</td>
<td>Albuquerque Academy</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>East Texas</td>
<td>91.15</td>
<td>Dulles</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>North East Indiana</td>
<td>89.46</td>
<td>Chesterton</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>Big Valley</td>
<td>88.50</td>
<td>Modesto-Beyer</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>Valley Forge</td>
<td>87.31</td>
<td>Truman</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>South Oregon</td>
<td>85.66</td>
<td>Ashland</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>Wind River</td>
<td>85.21</td>
<td>Lander Valley</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>85.15</td>
<td>Quigley Catholic</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>Greater Illinois</td>
<td>83.92</td>
<td>Belleville-East</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>Rocky Mountain-North</td>
<td>83.73</td>
<td>Gresley-Central</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>83.46</td>
<td>Bellwood-Antis</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>Nebraska South</td>
<td>83.06</td>
<td>Millard-South</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>82.71</td>
<td>Portage-Central</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>North Dakota Roughrider</td>
<td>81.70</td>
<td>Fargo-Shanley</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>New York State</td>
<td>81.08</td>
<td>Monticello</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>Chesapeake</td>
<td>80.80</td>
<td>Calvert Hall College</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>Colorado Grande</td>
<td>80.72</td>
<td>Pueblo-Centennial</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>80.56</td>
<td>Mars Hill Bible School</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>Northern Lights</td>
<td>80.10</td>
<td>Moorhead</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Georgia Northern Mountain</td>
<td>79.84</td>
<td>Grady</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Heart of Texas</td>
<td>79.62</td>
<td>Westlake</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>79.11</td>
<td>Mountain View</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Utah-Wasatch</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>Layton</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>78.80</td>
<td>Seton Hall Prep School</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>Deep South</td>
<td>78.26</td>
<td>Vestavia Hills</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>North Texas Longhorns</td>
<td>77.28</td>
<td>Plano-East</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Sundance</td>
<td>76.11</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>Lone Star</td>
<td>76.00</td>
<td>Grapevine</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>75.33</td>
<td>Caddo Magnet</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>North Oregon</td>
<td>74.60</td>
<td>Gresham-Barlow</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>Western Ohio</td>
<td>74.20</td>
<td>Dayton-Oakwood</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>Big Orange</td>
<td>73.42</td>
<td>Los Alamitos</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>Central Texas</td>
<td>71.50</td>
<td>San Antonio-Churchill</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>South Florida</td>
<td>69.85</td>
<td>Michael Krop</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>Gulf Coast</td>
<td>69.50</td>
<td>Gregory-Portland</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Tall Cotton</td>
<td>67.64</td>
<td>Amarillo</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>East Oklahoma</td>
<td>67.39</td>
<td>Bishop Kelley</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>65.61</td>
<td>Boone County</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>East Iowa</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>Iowa City-West</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>63.43</td>
<td>Hattiesburg</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>Georgia Southern Peach</td>
<td>60.66</td>
<td>Fayette County</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Sagebrush</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>Reno</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Patrick Henry</td>
<td>51.37</td>
<td>Madison County</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>Mid-Atlantic</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>Blacksburg</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>48.75</td>
<td>Brunswick</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>Tarheel East</td>
<td>47.36</td>
<td>South View Sr.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Puget Sound</td>
<td>47.14</td>
<td>Kamiak</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>West Texas</td>
<td>47.07</td>
<td>El Paso-Cathedral</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Capitol Valley</td>
<td>44.75</td>
<td>Rio Americano</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>44.40</td>
<td>Wheeling Park</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>Robert Service</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>32.05</td>
<td>Kamehameha Schools</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103.</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Iroquois</td>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>Mount Mercy Academy</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>John F. Kennedy</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lincoln Financial Group provides refreshment at several NFL district tournaments this year like the one pictured below.

- Janelle Elrod, Auburn Sr. HS Qualifier in Oratory
- Ashley Obray, Auburn Sr. HS
- Tanya Horlick, Auburn Sr. HS Qualifier in Humorous Interp
- Lincoln Financial Group video display, part of the refreshment table site

The "Refresher" table featured coffee, juice, soda, donuts, cookies and other snacks for hungry coaches and students.

Thank you to Charlotte Heaston and Vicki Sperling of LFG for this great idea!
THE CAPITOL CLASSIC
DEBATE INSTITUTE
Washington D.C.

A Prominent Location in Washington, D.C.
Easy access to:
- The Library of Congress
- Private Think Tanks
- Governmental Agencies
- Congressional Offices

An Expert Staff*
- Ronald Bratt, Coach of First-Ranked Team in NDT
- Gordon Stables, Coach of 1997 NDT Finalists
- Stephen Heidt, Coach of 2000 NDT Champion
- Jon Paul Lupo, 2000 NDT Champion
- Kate Charles, Quarters at 2000 CEDA Nationals
- Larry Heftman, Top Seed/Seventh Speaker: 2000 NDT
- Michael Lee, Quarters at 2000 CEDA Nationals
- Alison Chase, Nationally-Ranked Debater
- Michael Pomorski, Winner, 1998 GDS Tournament

*2000 staff listed, most are expected to return in 2001.

A Quality Education
- Hands-on Instruction
- Low Student-to-Faculty Ratio
- Small Seminar Classes
- Numerous Practice Debates
- Full Tournament with Awards

Apply Now!
To receive an application, contact Summer Sessions at
(202) 319-5257 or cuasummers@cua.edu.

For more information about the Capitol Classic Debate Institute, contact Ronald Bratt, director, at
(202) 319-5447 or bratt@cua.edu.

Visit Our Web Site: http://debate.cua.edu for information
and to view photos of last year’s institute.

JUNE 24 - JULY 14, 2001
Think your opinion doesn’t matter? Talk to a few NFL members. They’re living proof that words can change lives. Over the years, National Forensic League members have gone on to become U.S. presidents, Supreme Court justices, CEOs, and other influential thinkers. So can you. And Lincoln Financial Group wants to help. That’s why we’re a proud sponsor of the NFL, A&E’s BIOGRAPHY® Project for Schools, and other educational programs for young people. To find out more about the National Forensic League, call 920-748-6206. And see how far you can go, when you have the power to make people listen.

Clear solutions in a complex world®
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